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PART I
Impacts of climate change on the
environment and human societies
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1. Introduction
This report is part of the first intellectual output (IO1) of the Erasmus Goes Green project. Its
objective is to provide a general overview of the main current and potential future impacts of
anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. It is based on state-of-the art knowledge and
builds on much of the previous synthesis reports provided by the Intergovernmental Panel of
Climate Change (IPCC) and the European Environment Agency (EEA). The report is divided
into four sections. Section 2 describes the functioning of the climate system and the basic
principles of the greenhouse effect with a focus on the present-day anthropogenic emissions
of the main greenhouse gases. Section 3 outlines the impact of these emissions on the
different components of the climate system. The impacts of climate change on the
environment and on human societies are addressed in sections 4 and 5 respectively.

2. Human influence on the climate system
2.1 The climate system
Climate is usually defined as the long-term weather average. More rigorously, the IPCC
defines the climate as a statistical description in terms of mean, trends and variability of
meteorological variables (temperature, humidity, wind speed, atmospheric pressure and
precipitation) over a long-time period, generally thirty years as recommended by the World
Meteorological Organization. However, depending on the period under study, the reference
period may range from months to thousands or even millions of years.
The climate system (also referred to as ―the Earth system‖ in the following) includes five
components: the atmosphere, the ocean, the cryosphere, the biosphere and the upper
lithosphere. The driving force of the Earth system is the absorption of solar energy by the
Earth‘s surface. The excess energy received at the equator is redistributed towards the high
latitudes through atmospheric and oceanic circulations. Incoming solar radiation is mainly
concentrated in short wavelengths (i.e visible wavelengths). A part of this radiation does not
reach the surface and is either absorbed by the atmosphere or directly reflected back to
space. Around half of the incoming shortwave radiation is absorbed by the Earth. To ensure
the thermal equilibrium, the absorbed solar energy is compensated by a long wave energy
flux (i.e. in the infrared wavelengths) emitted towards the atmosphere. This long wave
radiation is partly reflected back to space, but the greater part is trapped by the atmospheric
constituents, that are water vapour, carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide
(N2O), and other greenhouse gases (GHGs), clouds and aerosols. These constituents also
emit long wave radiations in all directions, but ~95% are emitted downwards causing a
further warming of the Earth‘s surface and the lower layers of the atmosphere. This process
is called the greenhouse effect.

2.2 Drivers of the climate system
The climate system is influenced by natural external forcings (e.g. changes in orbital
parameters of the Earth, natural greenhouse gases, modulations of solar cycles, volcanic
activity, tectonic changes) and by anthropogenic activities. Any change in these natural or
anthropogenic forcings induces a change in the climate response. This response also
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depends on internal variability processes, such as the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO),
the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO). In addition,
climate changes may also be amplified (i.e. positive feedback) or mitigated (i.e. negative
feedback) by the interactions between the different components of the Earth system.
Climate drivers act at different time scales. As an example, tectonic changes have affected
the Earth's climate on time scales of a few tens to several hundred million years. Glacialinterglacial cycles have been driven by changes in orbital parameters of the Earth and
variations of natural GHG in the atmosphere from around 180 ppm1 to 280 ppm between
glacial and interglacial periods respectively. Over the last millennium, it has been advanced
that variations in solar and volcanic activities could have been responsible for climate
fluctuations such as the Medieval Warm Period or the Little Ice Age. However, today, the
effects of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions on the present-day climate greatly
exceed the effects due to known changes in natural processes.

2.3 Greenhouse gas emissions
The main GHGs (H2O, CO2, CH4 and N2O) are naturally present in the atmosphere. They
are emitted through evaporation (H2O), volcanic eruptions and forest fires (CO2), wetlands
and various fermentation processes (CH4), and from micro-organisms in soils and oceans
(N2O). All these GHG are responsible for the greenhouse effect which is a natural
phenomenon without which the Earth‘s surface temperature would be around -18°C.
However, since the beginning of the industrial era in 1750, massive amounts of greenhouse
gases (GHGs) have been discharged in the atmosphere through the combustion of fossil
fuels (oil, gas, coal), deforestation, agriculture, intensive livestock breeding and fertilizer
production. Besides water vapor (H2O), the main GHGs are water carbon dioxide (CO2),
methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O) and ozone (O3) produced by the photodissociation of
N2O. Other GHGs, produced exclusively by human activities are fluorinated gases used in
refrigeration and air conditioning systems, as well as in aerosol cans. According to the
Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change (IPCC, 2007), "most of the observed increase in
global mean surface temperature from 1951 to 2010 is very likely due to the observed
increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations''.
The anthropogenic contribution of water vapour is considerably much less than the natural
evaporation. Moreover, water vapour is rapidly removed from the atmosphere (~10 days)
through precipitation. Therefore, it is not considered as a primary driver for climate change.
However, due to the increased water holding of warmer air, water vapour has the potential to
amplify global warming. This process is known as the water vapour feedback. Carbon
dioxide is the most abundant GHG after water vapor, and has the longest residence time in
the atmosphere (several hundreds of years). Its atmospheric concentration increased by
more than 46% between 1750 and 2019, rising from 277 ppm to 410 ppm, a level never
attained over the last 800,000 years as indicated by Antarctic ice core records. Similarly,
methane and nitrous oxide have experienced dramatic increases: 164 and 22% respectively
in 2016-2017 relative to 1750.
1

-6

1 ppm = One part per million. This unit is used to refer to as a mass fraction (1 ppm = 1 mg/kg =10 ).
-9
In the same way, 1 ppb is defined as one part per billion (1 ppb = 1µg/kk = 10 )
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Figure 1: Evolution of the atmospheric
concentrations of the three main greenhouse
gases (CO2, CH4, N2O) over the last two
millennia (0-2000 years). This figure
illustrates the sharp increase in GHG
concentrations from the beginning of the
industrial area. Source : IPCC (2007).

Today, around 86 % of atmospheric CO2 comes from fossil fuel emissions and 14% from
deforestation. Around 23% are dissolved in the ocean and 31% are buried in soils or used
by vegetation for photosynthesis (Friedlingstein et al., 2020). These carbon sinks help to
modulate global warming by removing carbon from the atmosphere. However, almost half of
the CO2 emissions (46%) remain in the atmosphere. This fraction could be increased in the
future. Indeed, as deforestation is becoming more and more widespread, there are less
available plants to absorb CO2. Moreover, oceans are not infinite reservoirs and may
therefore no longer be able to absorb fossil emissions if they were to keep on growing.

3. Observed and projected changes in the climate system
3.1 Changes in surface temperature
The effect of GHG increase in the atmosphere has been proved to be the dominant cause of
the observed global warming since the second half of the 20th century. Increase in surface
temperature was estimated in 2017 around 1.0°C above pre-industrial levels, with a likely
range between 0.8°C and 1.2°C (Allen et al. 2018) and a warming trend of about 0.2°C per
decade. According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA, 2021),
the last decade (2011-2020) was 0.82°C warmer than the 20th century (1901-2000) average,
making it the warmest decade on record. This magnitude of warming is almost half of the
2°C warming that is compatible with the global climate stabilization target of the EU and the
ultimate objective of the UNFCCC. The warming is generally greater than average over land
areas while most ocean regions are warming at a slower rate.
The NOAA (2021) ranked the year 2020 as the second warmest year on record (+0.98°C
compared to the pre-industrial reference period), just behind the year 2016 (+1.00°C). This
makes 2020 the 44th consecutive year since 1977 with global land and ocean temperatures
above the 20th century average. However, this warming was not uniform with differences
from one continent to the other and between land and oceanic areas.
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Figure 2: Mean annual difference of surface air temperature relative to the 20 century average
(1901-2000). Blue bars indicate colder than average temperatures and red bars indicate warmer
temperatures (Source: NOAA).

Over land areas, the 2020 warming (+1.59°C) even exceeded that of 2016 (+1.54°C). The
largest continental warming in 2020 has been observed in Europe with 2.16°C above the
20th century average, surpassing the previous 2018 record by 0.28°C. It appears to be the
24th consecutive year having a near-surface temperature above the average.
Reconstructions show that the recent decades in Europe are the warmest for at least 2 000
years and they lie significantly outside the range of natural variability. Over the period 20062015, the average annual temperature over land areas increased by 1.45 to 1.59°C with
respect to pre-industrial times. This increase is larger than the increase in the global mean
surface temperature. However, this masks large regional and seasonal disparities. In winter,
the greatest warming is observed in northern and central Europe, where departures from the
1981-2010 climatological mean up to 3°C have been recorded. Conversely, the Iberian
Peninsula warmed mostly in summer.
Climate models require information about future emissions or concentrations of GHGs and
other climate drivers. For the fifth assessment report of the IPCC (IPCC, 2013), a set of four
scenarios (the representative concentration pathways) has been defined by their
approximate radiative forcing in 2100 relative to year 1750. These scenarios are labelled
RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6 and RCP8.5 and correspond to an additional radiative forcing in
2100 of 2.6, 4.5, 6 and 8.5 W/m2 respectively 2 . They include economic, demographic,
energy and climate considerations.

2

The RCP scenarios have been built with models including economic, demographic, energy and
2
climate considerations. RCP2.6 is a mitigation scenario which peaks at around 3W/m before 2100
2
and then declines. RCP4.5 and RCP6 stabilize after 2100 at 4.5 and 6.0 W/m after 2100 and RCP8.5
2
reaches 8.5 W/m in 2100 and continues to rise afterwards. The corresponding atmospheric GHG
concentrations (in terms of CO2 equivalent) are respectively around 490, 650, 850 and 1390 ppm
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Figure 3: Annual mean surface temperature change in 2081-2100 (relative to 1986-2005) provided by
the CMIP5 multi-model mean for the RCP2.6 (left) and RCP8.5 (right) scenarios. Black dots indicate
regions where the temperature change greatly exceeds the internal variability and where at least 90%
of the models agree on the sign of change. Hatched areas indicate regions where the mean is small
compared to the internal variability. These maps indicate a greater warming for the Arctic region (up
to 11°C) and a greater warming over the continents compared to the oceans. Adapted from IPCC
2013.

Global climate models project further increases in the global mean surface air temperature
over the 21st century (Hartmann et al., 2013). Until 2030-2040, the amplitude of warming
does not differ so much between the scenarios. However, at longer time scales (from 2040
onwards), the warming rate becomes strongly dependent on the representative
concentration pathways. According to the CMIP53 ensemble mean, the only scenario limiting
the warming below 2°C within the 21st century (relative to 1850-1900) is the RCP2.6
scenario, illustrating the importance of climate policies. Compared to the climatological
baseline reference period (1986-2005), the projected warming averaged over 2081-2100 is
between 0.3 and 1.7°C with RCP2.6 and between 2.6 and 4.8°C with RCP8.5. These
numbers represent the 5th and the 95th quantiles respectively. This means, for example, that
95% of the individual CMIP5 models project a warming of 4.8°C with RCP8.5 and less than
5% simulate a warming below 2.6°C.
The EURO-CORDEX initiative (Jacob et al., 2014) provides high resolution (50 km and 12.5
km) regional climate simulations for Europe under the medium (RCP4.5) and the highest
emission scenario (RCP8.5). The projected warmings in 2071-2100 (relative to 1971-2000)4
obtained with these regional simulations are 1-4.5°C with RCP4.5 and 2.5-5.5°C with
RCP8.5 (Fig. 4).

3

Climate Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 5 (Taylor et al., 2012).

4

Note that the reference periods are different from those considered in the global mean CMIP5
ensemble
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Figure 4: Projected changes
in European summer (left)
and winter (right) surface air
temperature (in °C) for the
RCP4.5 (top) and RCP8.5
(bottom) scenarios for the
period 2071-2100 relative to
1971-2000.

Model simulations are
based on the multi-model
ensemble average of the
regional simulations from
the
EURO-CORDEX
initiative. Adapted from
EEA (2017).

For southern Europe, the strongest warming is projected to occur in summer, especially in
the Iberian Peninsula where it could exceed 6°C. Conversely, these high warming amplitude
could be seen in winter for northern and northeastern Europe (Jacob et al., 2014).

3.2 Changes in the hydrological cycle
Because increased temperatures favour evaporation, global warming has a direct influence
on the hydrological cycle (precipitation, evaporation, runoff). Moreover, the water holding
capacity of the air increases with temperature by about 7% per 1°C of warming, leading to a
greater amount of water vapor content in the atmosphere. More intense precipitation is thus
expected along with increased risks of flooding. However, there is no clear evidence of
positive or negative trend in precipitation change averaged over global land areas, partly
because of large interannual and decadal variability. In addition, large uncertainties exist
regarding precipitation changes due to insufficient in situ measurements in some regions
that are difficult to access and to uncertainties in algorithms used to convert direct spatial
observations into precipitation rates. However, large scale patterns of precipitation change
stand out, although they are only attributed with only low or medium confidence. Different
data sets suggest that precipitation has increased in the tropics and subtropics (30°S-30°N),
reversing the drying trend observed from the mid-1970s to the mid-1990s. The mid- and
high-latitudes of the northern hemisphere also show an overall increase in precipitation,
although, for the latter, the magnitude differs among datasets (Hartmann et al., 2013).
Average precipitation shows no significant change in Europe since the 1960s. However, at
the sub-continental scales, large differences can be observed. In particular, there is a
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noticeable contrast between north and south. Observations indicate significant increases in
annual precipitation in Scandinavia (up to 70 mm/decade in Norway) and the Baltic states,
and strong decreases in southern regions, particularly in South of France and the Iberian
Peninsula (up to 40 mm/decade). In central Portugal, the decrease is even more
pronounced and reaches 90 mm/decade. In summer, drying extends over most parts of the
Mediterranean Basin while increases have been reported in some northern regions (EEA,
2017 and references therein).
This north/south contrast is projected to be amplified in the future (Jacob et al., 2014).
Results from the EURO-CORDEX consortium show that under the RCP8.5 scenario, annual
precipitation rates in 2071-2100 are projected to decrease in the southernmost regions and
increase in most northern and central Europe with the largest increase (relative to 19712000) occurring in Scandinavia and northeastern Europe (> 30%). In summer, regions of
increased precipitation rates are less extended southwards and central Europe shows no
significant change. By contrast, rainfall deficit extends over all the countries bordering the
Mediterranean Sea and the North Sea with decreases ranging from 10-20% for UK,
Belgium, Netherlands, west Germany to 30-40 % for the Iberian Peninsula, southern France,
western Italy coast and Greece (Fig. 5).

Figure 5: Projected changes in annual (left) and summer (right) precipitation (%) in the period 20712100 compared to the baseline period 1971-2000 for the forcing scenario RCP8.5. Model simulations
are based on the multi-model ensemble average of RCM simulations from the EURO-CORDEX
initiative. Adapted from EEA (2017).

3.3 Changes in extreme events
The increase in the global surface temperature and changes in the hydrological cycle are
expected to affect the frequency and intensity of extreme events, such as heat waves, heavy
precipitation, droughts, flooding cyclones and storms.
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3.3.1 Hot extremes
Observations indicate a continued increase in heat extremes for land areas for the last three
decades. These extremes are characterized by more frequent warm days and nights and
more frequent heat waves. They also have strong direct impacts on human health and wellbeing, as well as on society (e.g. through decreased labour productivity), ecosystems (e.g.
through forest fires) and agriculture. In particular, heat waves exacerbated by the urban heat
island effect and air pollution can have devastating impacts on human health in urban areas.
In Europe, the maximum daily temperatures have shown significant upward trends and the
number of unusually warm days has increased by up to 10 days per decade since 1960 in
most of southern Europe and Scandinavia. Large areas have experienced intense and long
heat waves since 1950, most of which occurred after 2000 (in 2003, 2006, 2007, 2010,
2014, 2015, 2018 and 2019). The severity of a heat wave depends on its duration, its
relative intensity (how much hotter than the mean temperature at a given location) and its
amplitude. The most severe European heat waves have been characterized by the
persistence of extremely high temperatures at night (Russo et al. 2015). Summer 2003 was
certainly one of the most striking examples with temperatures up to 40°C in some regions.
However, in 2019, for example, two successive episodes occurred in June and July affecting
the entire continent. But one of the most affected countries was France where temperatures
above 46°C were recorded.
Climate model projections performed under all RCP scenarios agree on increases in heat
wave frequency and magnitude for most European regions in the course of the 21st century
(Ouzeau et al. 2016). Temperatures, such as the ones experienced in different parts of
Europe in 2003 and 2019 will become much more common in the future. Under the RCP8.5
scenario, very extreme heat waves are projected to occur every two years in the second half
of the 21st century, with a greatest frequency in southern and south-eastern Europe (Russo
et al. 2014). According to Ouzeau et al. (2016), the duration and intensity of the 2003 event
could be much lower than the strongest heat waves that could occur over 2071-2100.
Unless appropriate climate policies are adopted, 90% of the summers in southern, central
and north-western Europe will be warmer than any summer in the 1920-2014 period under
the RCP8.5 scenario (Lehner et al., 2018).

3.3.2 Heavy precipitation events
Despite uncertainties due to non-uniform data coverage, the majority of observation-based
studies suggest that heavy precipitation events have become more intense and more
frequent in Europe on average. However, there are large differences across regions and
seasons. Studies generally agree that heavy precipitation has become more intense in
northern and West Central Europe, although changes are not always statistically significant.
In southern Europe, there is only low confidence for an increasing trend of heavy
precipitation, although sub-daily events are observed in regions where the mean
precipitation decreases (Westra et al., 2014 and references therein).
Global warming is projected to lead to a higher intensity of precipitation and longer dry
periods in Europe (Hartmann et al., 2013). Projections show an increase in heavy daily
precipitation in most parts of Europe in winter during the 21st century with increases of up to
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30 % in north-eastern Europe. In summer, an increase is also projected in most parts of
Europe, but decreases are projected for some regions in southern and south‑western
Europe (Jacob et al., 2014).

3.3.3 Wind storms
Storms may lead to significant damages on population, infrastructures and natural systems.
In the North Atlantic and northwestern Europe, the most severe storms occur primarily in
winter. They are characterized by high wind speeds and may be often accompanied by
extremes of precipitation. In mid-latitudes, storms affecting large parts of land areas are
referred to as extra-tropical cyclones. They develop from low-pressure weather systems that
originate from the temperature gradient between the poles and the tropics. The storm tracks
(i.e. the path of storms over time) depend on many factors such as land-sea contrasts,
surface air temperature, topography and variability in the large-scale atmospheric circulation.
The dominant mode of atmospheric variability in the North Atlantic is the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO) defined as the pressure difference between the Icelandic low and the
Azores high. When the pressure difference increases, more pronounced storms with high
wind speeds are observed in northern Europe, while a weak pressure gradient leads to a
displacement of the storms towards the Mediterranean basin.
Wind measurements are often inhomogeneous. This is due for example to instrumental
changes, environmental influences, changes in the frequency of measurements and to
various techniques of measurements. This leads to contradictory results and prevents from
drawing robust conclusions about the trends of the intensity and the frequency of storms
until the middle of the 20th century. Most models neither indicate a clear trend for the storm
activity in the mid-latitude regions, but agree on an increase in northwestern Europe and the
Baltic Sea (Hartmann et al., 2013, Feser et al., 2014). Despite large model uncertainties, it is
now widely accepted that under global warming, the storm tracks shift polewards and
eastwards (e.g. Ulbrich et al., 2009, Zappa et al., 2013, Yin et al., 2005). Moreover,
modelling studies generally agree on an increase in the intensity of storms in northern,
northwestern and Europe over the 21st century.

3.4 Impacts on cryosphere
The cryosphere includes snow, mountain glaciers and ice sheets, sea ice, permafrost,
frozen lakes and rivers, and contains more than 70% of the Earth's freshwater reservoir. It is
very sensitive to climate change and interacts in various ways with the other components of
the climate system over a wide range of time (from seasonal to a hundred thousand years)
and spatial scales. The extent of snow and ice surfaces has a direct influence on the energy
balance of the Earth‘s surface. Fresh snow reflects between 80 and 90% of incident solar
radiation. The snow cover reduction due to warming decreases the fraction of solar energy
reflected back to space, and thus, increases the absorption of incoming radiation, thereby
increasing warming, which in turn accelerates snow melting. This effect is known as the
albedo feedback. Another important aspect of snow cover is the role it plays in thermal
insulation. In winter, snow covered ground cools much less quickly than bare ground, hence
the importance of snow depth for plant and animal life. Finally, melting snow and/or ice in
spring and summer requires a high latent heat of fusion, so that the snow cover represents a
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significant heat loss for the atmosphere during the melting season. Changes in sea ice
thickness also modifies the energy exchanges at the air-sea interface and act on the
strength of the thermohaline circulation by changing the density of sea waters (when sea ice
is formed, salt is rejected and the water density increases).
The Special Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate (IPCC, 2019)
states that ―over the last decades, global warming has led to widespread shrinking of the
cryosphere, with mass loss from ice sheets and glaciers, reduction in snow cover, and Arctic
sea ice extent and thickness, and increased permafrost temperatures‖.

3.4.1 Snow cover
Observations reveal that snow cover has decreased in spring and summer since the 1920s,
with an even more striking decrease since the end of the 1970s. According to the special
IPCC report on Ocean and Cryosphere (IPCC, 2019), the snow season duration has
declined in nearly all regions, especially at lower elevations by 5 days per decade on
average. Over the period 1967-2015, snow cover extent has decreased by about 7% in the
Northern hemisphere in March and April (47 % in June). In Europe, the observed reductions
are even almost twice larger with13 % for March and April and 76 % for June between 1980
and 2015 (EEA 2017). Over the 21st century, these trends are projected to be enhanced in
the Northern Hemisphere. In Europe, decreases in snow cover are projected to range from 4
to 12% for the low emission scenario (RCP2.6) to 20 to 35 % for the high emission scenario
(RCP8.5). Snow cover duration will likely follow a similar trend with reductions of about 10
days for RCP2.6 and 40 days for RCP8.5 (Brutel-Vuilmet et al. 2013). In European
mountains, decrease in snow mass could range from 30 to 95 % depending on the altitude
and the emission scenario (Steger et al. 2013, Scmucki et al. 2015, Soncini and Bocchiola
2011, Lopez-Moreno et al. 2009, Frei et al., 2018).

3.4.2 Glaciers
Regional analyses have shown that, until around 2000, the average mass balance 5
cumulated over all European glaciers was close to zero, with significant mass losses for
Alpine glaciers being compensated for by advances of glaciers in western Norway stemming
from a sharp increase in precipitation. From the year 2000 onwards, the Norwegian glaciers
began to retreat in response to the increase in temperature. Over the period 2003-2009, the
most negative mass balances occurred for glaciers located in Central Europe and low
latitude areas. In the Alps, glaciers have been retreating since the mid-nineteenth century.
Projections suggest during the 21st century a substantial reduction of the ice volume of
European glaciers located below 2000 m. In central Europe, Scandinavia and Caucasus
glaciers will have lost between 60% to 80% of their mass at the end of the 21st century
depending on climate scenario (Hock et al., 2019).

3.4.3 Sea ice
The extent and thickness of sea ice are the two indicators of sea ice conditions. Typically,
the average Arctic sea-ice extent ranges from 14 to 16 × 106 km2 at the end of winter (7 to
5

The mass balance of a glacier is the difference between the mass gained by snow deposition and
the mass lost by melting.
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9 × 106 km2 at the end of summer). Over the last two decades, surface air temperatures in
the Arctic region have increased by more than twice the global average. One striking result
was the record reached in 2012 with a minimum sea ice coverage of 3.4 × 106 km2 (i.e. 20%
below the previous record of 2007). On September 15 2020, the annual minimum of Arctic
sea ice was 3.74 × 106 km2, making it the second lowest in the 42-year-old satellite record.

Figure 6: Evolution of Arctic seasonal sea-ice extent from 1870 to 2011. Data from the different
seasons are shown in different colors to illustrate variation between seasons (blue : JanuaryFebruary-March; green: April-May-June; red: July-August-September; orange: October-NovemberDecember). The black lines correspond to data coming from the Scanning Multichannel Microwave
Radiometer and passive microwave data from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (Source: IPCC,
2013).

General circulation models clearly highlight a sea-ice decline in the course of the 21st
century, the dominant factor being the rising summer temperatures (Notz and Stroeve,
2016). Projections of average reductions in Arctic sea ice extent for 2081–2100 compared to
1986–2005 range from 43% (RCP2.6) to 94% (RCP8.5) in September. For a 1.5°C global
warming, sea ice in September is likely to be present at the end of the century with only ~1%
chance of individual ice-free years (Jahn, 2018; Sigmond et al., 2018). After 10 years of 2°C
warming, more frequent occurrence (10-35%) of an ice-free summer Arctic is expected
(IPCC, 2019). However, there is a large spread between models in the timing at which these
ice-free conditions will occur and their duration during the summer season (Notz and SIMIP
community, 2020).
The evolution of sea ice around the Antarctic is more uncertain. Models project a decrease
in sea ice extent ranging from 16% for RCP2.6 to 67% for RCP8.5 in austral summer for
2081–2100 compared to 1986–2005. There is, however, low confidence in those values
because of the wide inter-model spread and the inability of almost all of the available models
to reproduce the mean annual cycle, the interannual variability and the overall increase of
the Antarctic sea ice coverage observed during the satellite era (IPCC, 2013).
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3.4.4 Polar ice sheets
The mass balance of the ice sheets 6 depend on changes in snowfall, atmospheric
temperatures which act on surface melting, and ocean warming which enhances the basal
melting under the ice-shelves. Eventually, this may lead to the dislocation of ice shelves and
to iceberg calving. This causes an inland retreat of the grounding line (i.e. the limit beyond
which ice starts to float), and subsequently, an acceleration of the upstream grounded ice7.
Present-day ice sheets are important reservoirs of freshwater and have the potential to raise
sea-level by ~ 60 m if they were to melt completely. In recent decades, the contribution of
Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets to sea-level rise amounts to 18.2 mm (IMBIE team,
2018, 2019).
In the early years of the 1990s, the Greenland ice sheet gained mass in the interior because
of increased snowfall. However, since the mid-1990s, in situ and remote sensing
observations have clearly demonstrated that the ice sheet has been losing mass and that
this process now affects all the sectors of the ice sheet. The mass loss is partitioned
between surface melting due to increased temperatures (~52%) and increased ice discharge
due to dynamic processes. (~48%). Between 1992-1997 and 2007-2012, the rate of mass
loss has increased from -26 ± 27 Gt/yr to 275 ± 27 Gt/yr (IMBIE team, 2019). After a record
mass loss in summer 2012 of more than 600 Gt (Nghiem et al. 2012), Greenland has seen a
slight decrease in the short-term mass loss trend. However, in 2019, Greenland has
experienced an exceptional melting season with a mass loss estimated to 560 Gt (Tedesco
and Fettweis, 2020).
In the Antarctic ice sheet, surface melting is negligible and mass loss is mainly driven by
dynamic ice discharges resulting from enhanced ice flow of marine-terminating glaciers.
Over the period 1992-2017, the rate of mass loss has increased from 49 ± 67 Gt/yr to 219 ±
43 Gt/yr with contributions coming mainly from the West Antarctic ice sheet and, to a lesser
extent, from the Antarctic Peninsula. It has long been considered that the East Antarctic ice
sheet was gaining mass due to increased precipitation, despite no firm consensus being
established (Velicogna and Wahr, 2006; Ramillien et al., 2006). However, recent studies
suggest that some sectors are also affected by mass loss. As a result, the rate of change in
ice-sheet mass is estimated to be +11 ± 58 Gt/yr in 1992 (mass gain) and - 28 ± 30 Gt/yr
(mass loss) in 2017 (IMBIE, 2018). Using a different technique, Rignot et al. (2019) estimate
an even larger mass loss from EAIS with a strongly reduced uncertainty.

6

For ice sheets, an additional contribution of ice mass losses come from iceberg calving and from
submarine melting of floating ice (also called ice-shelves).
7

As opposed to floating ice, grounded ice is the ice resting on bedrock.
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Figure 7: Temporal evolution of ice loss in Greenland (top) and Antarctica (bottom) determined from
gravimetry observations from the GRACE satellite, shown in centimeters of water per year for the
periods 2003–2012, 2003–2006 and 2006–2012, color coded red (loss) to blue (gain) (Source: IPCC,
2013).

Ice sheet melting is accompanied by possible changes in albedo and therefore in the surface
energy balance, which in turn can lead to changes in the mass balance of the ice sheets.
Another consequence of the melting and/or mechanical destabilization of the ice sheets,
concerns the freshwater flux released in the ocean. Locally, this release leads to a decrease
in ocean surface temperatures, a change in sea ice cover and a reduction of ocean density
in the vicinity of ice sheets. Density changes also cause a disruption of large-scale ocean
circulation by altering deep-water convection. For example, meltwater from Greenland has
the potential to weaken the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation. These changes can
have effects in regions far from the polar zones.

3.4.5 Permafrost
Permafrost is defined as soil that remains permanently frozen for at least two consecutive
years. It is topped by a so-called ‗active layer‘ that thaws each summer, and whose
thickness can vary from a few centimeters to hundreds of meters, depending on altitude and
latitude. At present, permafrost covers about 24% of the northern hemisphere continental
areas. It is found mainly in polar and circumpolar areas and in mountain regions at lower
latitudes (e.g. Chile, the Alps, the Himalayas). It can also be found in the seabed of the
Arctic Ocean in the continental shelf areas.
In the Arctic region, measurements of ground temperatures indicate that permafrost
temperatures have increased from the mid-1970s to 2010 from 0.15 ± 0.03 to 0.82 ± 0.07 °C
per decade. Over the last decade, data from various boreholes extending from Svalbard to
the alps indicate a regional warming of permafrost of 0.5-1.0°C. Continuous monitoring over
5–7 years shows warming down to 60 m depth and current warming rates at the permafrost
surface of 0.04–0.07 °C/year, with greatest warming in Svalbard and northern Sweden
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(EEA, 2017). One of the main consequences of permafrost warming is the increase in
thickness of the active layer, although some permafrost areas exhibit only modest thickening
or even a thinning. Indeed, a study based on the analysis of 169 circumpolar and midlatitude sites revealed that only 43.2 % of them have experienced an increase of the active
layer thickness since the 1990s (Luo et al., 2016). In some European sites, increasing depth
of the active layer has also been observed but there is great spatio-temporal variability from
one site to the other ranging from a few tenths of cm/yr to more than 10 cm/yr.
Permafrost areas are very sensitive to the rate of warming and will very likely continue to
thaw across Europe in the coming decades. Projections indicate substantial near-surface
permafrost degradation and thaw depth deepening over much of the permafrost area.
Projections based on the ensemble of CMIP5 climate models yield a reduction of nearsurface permafrost area in the northern hemisphere between 37 ± 11% for RCP2.6 and
81±12% for RCP8.5 over the 21st century.
Thickening of the active layer is a matter of great concern since it may have large
consequences on the stability of the surface due to the melting of shallow ice. Potential
impacts include thaw settlement, soil creeps, slope failures and ponding of surface water. All
these features can cause severe damages to infrastructures, such as roads, dams or
structural building foundations but also to vegetation. In forested areas, thaw modifies the
hydrological conditions and can lead, for example, to the destruction of tree roots, causing
drastic changes in the ecosystems. Another consequence of permafrost degradation is the
release of CO2 and CH4 gases to the atmosphere due to decomposition of organic matter
by bacteria. The magnitude of the thaw related feedback is unknown but one study suggests
that 232-380 billion tons of CO2 equivalent could be emitting by 2100 (Schurr and Abbott,
2011), acting thereby as a strong positive feedback on global warming. The total amount of
carbon stored in the permafrost has been estimated at 1 672 Gt, which is about twice the
amount of carbon in the atmosphere.

3.5 Impact on the ocean
3.5.1 Oceanic heat content
In response to carbon emissions from human activities, ocean heat content has increased,
at least since the 1950s. Oceanic warming represents approximately 93% of the Earth‘s
warming and it has been estimated that ocean heat uptake has doubled since the 1970s
with the two-thirds of the observed increase occurring in the upper layer (0 – 700 m). Over
the 1971-2010 period, the ocean warmed at a rate of 0.11 ± 0.02°C per decade by 75 m,
decreasing to 0.015°C per decade by 700 m. There is also evidence for warming in deeper
layers (700 – 2000 m), but warming trends below 3000 m are not statistically significant. In
Europe, remote sensing observations (since 1979) indicate that sea surface temperatures
(SST) in the North Atlantic Ocean and in the Baltic Sea have respectively increased by
0.21°C and 0.40°C per decade. Increased SST influence the global oceanic circulation by
modifying the density of water masses and therefore by altering the efficiency of the deep
convection in high latitudes and the mixing between surface and deep-water masses.
Moreover, higher SSTs can lead to a greater amount of water vapour in the atmosphere
which has a direct influence on the weather patterns. As an example, the European climate
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in western Europe is strongly dependent on mass and energy exchanges between the
atmosphere and the North Atlantic Ocean.
The ocean is likely to continue to warm throughout the 21st century. Projected ocean
warming varies considerably across forcing scenarios. Globally averaged projected surface
warming ranges from about 1 °C for RCP2.6 to more than 3 °C for RCP8.5 during the 21st
century, and at a depth of 1 000 m ranges from 0.5 °C for RCP2.6 to 1.5 °C for RCP8.5.

3.5.2 Change in chemical properties
As GHG emissions increase, the dissolution of carbon in the ocean is more and more
important leading to an acidification of ~30% which has affected ~95% of the near surface
ocean. Since the 1980s, the pH value has declined at a rate of 0.02-0.03 units per decade.
Moreover, warmer oceans cause deoxygenation, because oxygen is less soluble in warmer
water, and because of stratification (i.e. less mixing between surface and deep waters)
which inhibits the production of oxygen from photosynthesis. The likely range of oxygen loss
is estimated at 0.5-3.3% between 1970 and 2010 from the surface to 1000 m (IPCC, 2019).

3.5.3

Changes in the oceanic circulation

The Atlantic Meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) is an important component of the
Earth‘s system as it is partly responsible (along with the atmosphere) of the heat transport
from the tropics to the high latitude areas through a northward flow of warm and salty waters
in the upper layer of the North Atlantic Ocean. Along its northward path, water cools down
and becomes denser due to evaporation. In high latitude areas, cold and dense water sink
down to the deep Atlantic Ocean and a southward flow takes place feeding the bottom
layers of the different oceanic basins before coming back to the surface. The Gulf stream,
which originates in the Gulf of Mexico is a branch of the AMOC. It follows the Florida coasts,
crosses the Atlantic and reaches the western European coasts. As a result, it has a great
influence on the North Atlantic weather patterns and on the western European climate.
Global warming combined with freshwater inputs from ice melting have the potential to
reduce water density and thus, the strength of the AMOC, resulting in a cooling of western
European areas.
However, despite considerable improvements in observations of the large-scale oceanic
circulation, and thus of the AMOC since 2004, a long-term decline of the AMOC has not yet
been detected because the record is not yet long enough (IPCC, 2019). However,
reductions of 16 and 30% have been reported at 26°N for the 2008-2017 and 2009-2010
periods respectively (Smeed et al., 2018) and indirect measurements indicate that the
AMOC has started to decline since the mid-20th century (Caesar et al., 2018) and is now at
its weakest level (Caesar et al., 2021). There is also large spread in the 21st century
projections of the AMOC among the CMIP5 models, but taking the model ensemble results
in a decline of 11 ± 14% and 32 ± 14% for the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios (IPCC, 2019).
However, these results do not take into account the freshwater input from Greenland melting
which is expected to amplify the decline of the AMOC (Rahmstorf et al., 2015). Accounting
for this additional source of fresh water Bakker et al. (2016) estimate that the decline could
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be amplified by 5-10% by 2100 under the RCP8.5 scenario and could lead to a complete
collapse by 2200-2300.

3.5.4 Sea-level rise
Changes in global mean sea-level results from changes in the volume of the oceans and
oceanic basins as well as changes in the mass of water contained in the oceans. On time
scales ranging from a few years to a few decades, variations in the mean sea level result
from the increase of the ocean volume due to thermal expansion and from variations in the
mass of water due to exchanges with continental reservoirs, such as rivers, lakes and inland
seas, snowpack, ground water, but also mountain glaciers and polar ice sheets. While sealevel rise was primarily due to thermal expansion throughout the 20th century, the
contribution from ice sheets and glaciers has now become the dominant contribution.
Altimetry observations provide estimates of the rate of sea level rise of 3.1 ± 0.3 mm/yr
between 1993 and 2017 (WCRP Global Sea Level Budget Group, 2018) for a total sea level
rise of 0.19 ± 0.02 m (IPCC, 2013).
Global mean sea level rise (Fig. 8) is projected to increase in the future between 0.29-0.59
m for the RCP2.6 scenario and between 0.61-1.10 m for the RCP8.5 scenario (IPCC, 2013).
However, the ice-sheet contribution still represents a major source of uncertainty because
process-based models still lack realistic representations of physical mechanisms controlling
the future ice shelf loss which could increase in Antarctica. As a result, higher sea-level rise
estimates cannot be ruled out and a few studies and expert assessments indicate that the
rise in sea level could be as high as 1.5-2.5 m by 2100 and 2.5-5.4 m by 2300 (Jevrejeva et
al., 2014, IPCC, 2019).

Figure 8: Projections of sea level rise over the 21st century for the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios
(relative to 1986-2005) obtained from an ensemble of CMIP5 models. The assessed likely range (i.e.
probability > 66%) is indicated by the shaded band. The vertical coloured bars indicate the assessed
likely range of the mean for all the RCP scenarios for the period 2081-2100 and the median value is
given as a horizontal bar (Source : IPCC, 2013).
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The rise in sea-level varies regionally as a result of variations in ocean circulation, winds and
atmospheric pressure, vertical land movements, and human interventions (e.g. dams,
irrigation, urbanization, deforestation and water extraction from aquifers).
The global mean sea level has increased along most of the European coastlines and it will
likely continue throughout the 21st century with regional deviations from the global average
with exceptions in Scandinavia due to the post-glacial rebound following the disappearance
of the Fennoscandian ice sheet during the last deglaciation and the subsequent land rise.
Future sea-level rise will favour coastal flooding and coastal erosion. Unless appropriate
adaptation measures are taken, this will have major consequences on ecosystems, water
resources, infrastructures and settlements, and human lives.

4. Impacts on the environment and ecosystems
4.1 Marine ecosystems
Changes in both the physical and chemical properties of the ocean alter the marine
productivity and thus have substantial impacts on the health of marine ecosystems and the
provision of seafood to society, such as through fisheries.
First, ocean acidification exerts a strong threat for coral reefs, by reducing the concentration
of carbonate ions and therefore the material that corals need to build their skeleton. As coral
reefs host numerous organisms, this negatively impacts the entire ecosystem.
Second, deoxygenation affects the metabolism of species by limiting the biological activity.
In recent decades, oxygen-depleted areas have rapidly expanded leading to the so-called
dead zones from which the organisms leave or in which they die. An outstanding example is
the Baltic Sea in which the expansion of dead zones has experienced a 10-fold increase
since 1900, but oxygen-depleted areas have also been observed in other European seas in
recent decades.
Third, the increased stratification limits the transfer of nutrients to the surface lit-layer and
thus limits the growth of phytoplankton. Ocean warming also contributes to modify the
geographical range of habitat of marine organisms from phytoplankton to marine mammals.
A northward expansion of warm water species and a northward retreat of cold-water species
have been observed. As outlined in the IPCC Special Report on Ocean and Cryosphere
(IPCC, 2019), this may change the community composition, alter the interactions between
organisms and modify the structure of the ecosystem.
Finally, agricultural fertilizers such as N2O exert a strong negative influence on the marine
environment. Indeed, excessive nutrients favour the deoxygenation and lead to harmful algal
blooms in estuaries and other coastal areas.

4.2 Coastal zones
European coastlines are expanded along more than 100,000 km with about 200 million
people living in coastal areas, and host important economic activities, such as tourism, and
various ecosystems. Therefore, a growing attention is being paid to the evolution of the
littoral owing to the risks posed by climate change. Among the most important risks are
coastal floods, saltwater intrusions, coastal erosion and submergence of low-lying areas.
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Under global warming, low-lying European areas (e.g. Belgium, Netherlands, Denmark,
southern and western France…) could be permanently inundated in response to sea-level
rise.

4.2.1 Coastal flooding
Coastal flooding results from a variety of causes including storm surges produced by wind
storms and sea-level rise. When surges coincide with high tidal levels, extensive flooding
may occur, threatening ecosystems, infrastructures and human lives. As an example, the
coastal flooding which occurred in 1953 in the North Sea destroyed 40 000 buildings and
caused 2000 deaths in Netherlands, Belgium and United Kingdom. This kind of flooding
event occurs every hundred years on average, but could happen annually by the end of the
21st century, unless appropriate protection measures are taken. A recent study (Vousdakas
et al. 2017) estimates that the North Sea is projected to face with the strongest increase in
extreme sea level events (up to 1 m under the RCP8.5 scenario) followed by the Baltic Sea
and the Atlantic coast, and 5 million of Europeans could be affected by coastal flooding.
Moreover, flood damages could increase by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude in the absence of
adaptation (IPCC, 2019).

4.2.2 Saltwater intrusions
Saltwater intrusions into aquifers are caused by sea level rise and overexploitation of
groundwater resources. These intrusions have the potential to threaten water supply,
agriculture and ecosystems in coastal regions.

4.2.3 Coastal areas
Coastal erosion is due to the imbalance between supply and export of sedimentary material
to the coast. This results in the retreat of the coastline and threatens the sandy dunes which
are a significant protection for the littoral and for the hosted flora and fauna species. It may
also have huge economic impacts because of the loss of land areas, and hence, because of
the loss of properties and infrastructures. Coastal erosion is produced by strong winds,
storm surges and high tidal levels and is amplified by sea level rise. It is also exacerbated by
human activities because the natural flow of sediments in river basins is obstructed by
various infrastructures. Hence, highly urbanized coastal zones are more exposed to possible
damages. Currently, almost one fifth of the European coastline is affected by costal erosion
with retreats of 0.5 to 2 m/yr on average. Adaptation solutions consisting in building natural
or artificial barriers are therefore urgently needed. In the absence of appropriate adaptation
measures, recent studies estimate that the coastline retreat could reach 65 m in southern
Europe and 100 m in northern Europe (Athanasiou et al., 2019) for a 4°C warming but could
be reduced by 50% if the warming was limited to 3°C (Vousdoukas et al., 2020).

4.3 Freshwater systems
In addition to changes in rainfall patterns, changes in the hydrological cycle induced by
climate change also affect river flows, and may also increase the severity and frequency of
droughts or river flooding.
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4.3.1 River flows
River flows are not only influenced by rainfall and runoff, but also by other human inferences
such as land use or morphological changes or river regulation. In addition, there is a
substantial interannual and decadal variability. It is therefore difficult to detect long-term
trends. However, according to recent studies (Blöschl et al. 2019), observations suggest that
river flows have i/ increased in northwestern Europe due to increased rainfall in autumn and
winter, ii/ decreased in southern Europe due to decreased precipitation and increase
evaporation, iii/ decreased in eastern European regions as a result of a decline in snow
cover and an increased snow melting. These regional differences reflect the seasonal trend
of precipitation patterns. The seasonality is projected to change across Europe. Summer
flows are projected to decrease in most of Europe, while winter and spring flows are
expected to increase due to the risk of heavy rainfall (Beniston et al. 2018). In snowdominated regions, such as the Alps, Scandinavia and the Baltic countries, the peak flow will
occur earlier in the year due to less snow mass and earlier snowmelt. In mountainous
regions, this trend will be likely amplified in the course of the 21st century due to the glacier
retreat.

4.3.2 River flood
River floods are caused by prolonged or heavy precipitation events, and they are the most
important natural hazard in Europe in terms of economic losses. Direct economic impacts
are related to damages to infrastructures (buildings, transports, roads) and agricultural
areas. There are also indirect damages such as production losses due to damaging
transports or energy infrastructures. Flooding also has negative effects on the environment
and human health. Almost 1500 floods have been reported in Europe since 1980 and more
than half have occurred since 2000, but their occurrence results from several factors (landuse changes, expansion of urban areas, heavy precipitation) and it is therefore difficult to
quantify the importance of each factor. As global warming is intensifying the hydrological
cycle, more frequent heavy precipitation events are expected even in regions where the
mean precipitation decreases) and more frequent flooding events could occur.

4.3.3 Droughts
Droughts are associated with rainfall deficits (meteorological droughts) or low-level water in
lakes and natural reservoirs (hydrological droughts). The latter can be caused by prolonged
rainfall deficit and by soil moisture deficit due to above- average evapotranspiration in
response to high temperatures and hot extremes. They may have detrimental consequences
on plant growth and crop yields, animal and vegetal ecosystems, water resource
management (irrigation, power plant cooling) and on the availability of freshwater used for
drinking.
Since the second half of the 20th century, dry areas have expanded in Europe, and the
frequency and severity of droughts have increased in the Mediterranean countries, Portugal
and parts of central Europe. On the other hand, drought episodes have become less
frequent in parts of northern and eastern Europe, but have become more severe in
Scandinavia and southeastern Europe. In recent years (2006-2010), around 15% of the EU
territory and 17% of the EU population have been affected by droughts occurring each year,
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mainly in Southern (Mediterranean basin and Portugal) and Central Europe, and more
recent episodes (2003, 2010, 2015, 2018 and 2019) have mainly affected Central Europe,
despite westward expansion in 2015 and 2019. At the global scale, simultaneous drying in
Australia, Mexico and the Mediterranean region suggest that increasing frequency and
severity of droughts can be attributed to climate change. However, at the regional scale,
there is no clear evidence because the signal is masked by the natural interannual and
decadal variability. Nevertheless, model simulations carried out within the framework of the
EURO-CORDEX consortium projects that the frequency and duration of extreme
meteorological droughts will significantly increase at the end of the 21st century with respect
to the 1971-2000 reference period (Forzieri et al. 2014) in the Mediterranean region. In
northern Europe, projections indicate that droughts will become less severe.

4.4 Terrestrial ecosystems
Climate change also has many impacts on terrestrial ecosystems. Firstly, it greatly affects
biodiversity by modifying the phenology of plants (with longer growing seasons and earlier
pollen seasons) and the life cycle of animals (e.g. earlier arrival of migrant birds, earlier
onset of reproduction and longer breeding season of many thermophilic insects). These
trends, primarily due to increased temperatures, are projected to persist in the future.
Secondly, global warming modifies the geographical range of flora and fauna species. This
may induce changes in the species composition and can cause in turn a change in their
mutual interactions (e.g. Montoya and Raffaelli 2010). Migration of some species towards
higher latitudes and/or higher elevations are observed (Chen et al., 2011), but local and
regional extinctions also occur for other species. The species which are expected to be the
most affected are small populations, those with restricted climatic envelopes (i.e. range of
favourable climatic conditions), such as those living in high latitudes or high elevations
(Engler et al. 2011) or those whose ability to migrate is limited by human-made barriers,
such as land use change and deforestation or expanded urbanization (Pereira et al. 2012).
As a result of habitat fragmentation acting against mobility, migration often lags the change
in climate. This could lead to a progressive decline of biodiversity. In Europe, the northward
and upward shift of many plants and animals is projected to continue throughout the 21st
century. For example, a modelling study suggests that 20 to 60 % of Alpine plant species,
depending on their living elevation and the climate scenario, could lose up to 80% of their
suitable habitat (Engler et al. 2011), unless they take refuge in micro-climatic areas
(Scherrer and Körner 2011).
Biodiversity and ecosystems provide important functions to human populations by
sequestering carbon (see section 2), modulating the impacts of extreme events, maintaining
soil moisture and air quality, acting as buffer for diseases, providing natural barriers against
storm surges and flooding, and providing cultural services for recreation, mental and
physical health. As an example, forests provide numerous ecosystem services by protecting
soils from erosion, by regulating locally the climate through the evapotranspiration or globally
by storing carbon. They are also important for biodiversity by providing habitats for
numerous species, and for human societies by providing wood products or timber used for
heating. They are also a source of food products and offer some services for tourism.
However, forests are currently being threatened by several factors exacerbated by climate
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change, such as droughts, storms, atmospheric pollution, diseases and parasites. However,
there are still many gaps in the knowledge of the impacts of human activities on forests.
Recent studies suggest an upward shift of the tree line as well as a northward shift of boreal
forests. Broadleaf trees are expected to expand throughout the 21st century, while the
needleleaf cover is expected to decrease despite a northward expansion in northern Europe
(EEA 2017). In southern Europe, forested areas are projected to decline.
Europe faces increased risks of forest fires. These are due to many factors such as
temperatures, land use, droughts, vegetation composition, wind speed and human
behaviour. The Mediterranean region remains the most affected area because of noticeable
warming, increased wind speed and more intense and frequent droughts (Turco et al. 2018),
while fires in boreal forests are rather due to summer droughts (Drobyshev et al. 2015,
2016). The number of forest fires in the Mediterranean region increased from 1980 to 2000
but decreased thereafter. However, since the year 2017, unprecedented wildfires have
occurred in many regions of the world, especially in Australia, South America, California and
Europe. In Europe, these fires often coincided with record droughts and heatwaves. Such
events are expected to become a key risk in the next decades, especially in southern
Europe. However, a growing attention is now given to adaptation measures to reduce fire
risk and fire damages. These include prescribed burnings, use of agricultural fields as fire
breaks, behavioural changes, enhanced fire suppression and prevention activities (Khabarov
et al. 2014). These measures have proven to be successful and despite a large number of
fires in the Iberian Peninsula, the 2019 season was one of the best ever in terms of
preventing accidents and loss of life, and there were also less devastating fires in Europe
than those occurring in 2017 and 2018.

5. Impacts on human societies
Global warming and related changes in natural systems have a strong influence on human
societies, including water resources and food supplies, economic issues, health and wellbeing, energy production, migration of people and potentially geopolitical conflicts (Gemenne
et al. 2014). There is a broad range of studies investigating the different aspects of these
impacts and the potential adaptation strategies, synthesized in reports such as those
provided by the IPCC (IPCC, 2014) or the European Environment Agency (EEA, 2017). The
objective of this report is not to present an exhaustive review of all potential impacts but
rather to give an overview of key changes that are affecting or are likely to affect European
populations in the course of the 21st century.

5.1 Human health
Climate change impacts human health through warming temperatures, changes in
precipitation, extreme events, degradation of the air quality and rising sea-levels. These
impacts may directly affect the health of human beings (e.g. heat-related mortality or deaths
and injuries from flooding or storms). There are also indirect effects of climate change, such
as those acting on vector-borne diseases, food security and water quality. The severity of
these risks is expected to increase in the future and will vary depending on where people
live and to what extent they are exposed to climate risk, their economic status and how they
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are sensitive to health risks. It will also depend on the ability of public health and safety
systems to address these new threats.

5.1.1 Extreme events
Extreme hot temperatures are associated with increases in mortality and morbidity.
Exposure to extreme heat can lead to heat stroke and dehydration, as well as
cardiovascular, respiratory, and cerebrovascular disease. In recent decades, the number of
heat waves has increased across Europe and caused tens of thousands of premature
deaths. An outstanding example is the heat wave in summer 2003 which caused at least
70 000 premature deaths (Robine et al. 2008). The most vulnerable populations include
outdoor workers, homeless and low-income people, elderly persons, young children and
people suffering from chronic diseases. In addition, people living in northern latitudes are
more exposed because they are less prepared. Moreover, heat-related effects are
exacerbated in urban areas because of the urban heat island effect and adverse heat
impacts are often more frequent in cities than in the rural surroundings.
Heat waves are often accompanied by a degradation of the air quality because they favour
wildfires, the stagnation of fine particulate matter and other air pollutants, and the formation
of ground-level ozone. Particulate matter from wildfire smoke can often be carried over very
long distances by winds, affecting people who live far from the source of this air pollutant
(Ghorani-Azam et al. 2016). Worsened air quality is at the origin of respiratory, pulmonary
and cardiovascular diseases. Warmer temperatures also favour the presence of allergens
and asthma triggers due to the longer growing season for some plants having highly
allergenic pollen. As the number and frequency of heat extremes is likely to increase in the
future an excess of mortality is expected unless proper adaptation measures are taken.
Extreme low temperatures during cold spells also affect human health but cold-related
mortality is projected to decrease owing to better social, economic and housing conditions in
many European countries. However, whether or not global warming will lead to a further
decrease in cold-related mortality remains an open question.
Increases in the frequency or severity of other extreme weather events, such as extreme
precipitation, flooding, and storms, threaten the health of people during and after the event,
through drowning, injuries, reducing the availability of safe food and drinking water,
exposure to chemical risks, and creating or worsening mental health impacts such as
depression and post-traumatic stress disorder. In addition, emergency evacuations can be
difficult owing to damaging roads and bridges and disrupting access to hospitals. In most
European regions an increasing trend of heavy precipitation has been observed in recent
decades increasing the risk of river and coastal flooding. According to the World Health
Organization, flooding has killed more than 1 000 people and affected 3.4 million over the
period 2000-2011. Without adaptation, the number of people potentially affected by flooding
every year by 2085 could increase from 775 000 to 5.5 million depending on the emission
scenario, the western Europe being the most affected.

5.1.2 Vector borne diseases
Changes in temperature and precipitation increases the geographic range of vector-borne
diseases and can lead to illnesses occurring earlier in the year or can bring non-endemic
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illnesses in the European areas. However, there are other factors favouring vector-borne
diseases such as land use, travelling and human behaviour, vector control and public health
capacities.
Lyme Borreliosis, transmitted by ticks, is the most common vector-borne disease in Europe.
Ticks can also transmit tick-borne encephalitis and the mean annual cases reported in
Europe has increased by ~400% over the past 30 years, although this can be due to a more
robust detection. Global warming has increased the risk of tick-borne diseases in Europe by
allowing ticks to survive at higher altitudes. The Asian tiger mosquito transmitting viral
diseases (dengue, chikungunya, Zika) has been first recorded in Europe (Italy) in the 1990s.
Since then, it has expanded its geographical range in several European countries and
several cases of chikungunya have been reported in France and Italy (Rezza et al. 2007,
Venturi et al 2017), and dengue in France and Croatia. Although malaria has been
eradicated in Europe since the 1950s, several sporadic cases of local transmissions occur
each year. In the United Kingdom it is estimated that, with temperature increases, the risk of
local malaria transmission could increase by 8–15% by 2050. In Portugal, the number of
days suitable for survival or malaria vectors is projected to increase. Malaria is unlikely to reestablish itself in Europe thanks to health systems in place and adequately functioning, but it
might be introduced sporadically due to global travel and trade.

5.1.3 Food security and water quality
Warmer temperatures also favour the growth of bacteria in food, such as salmonella, or the
exposure to chemical contaminants stemming from human activities. In the oceans, seafood
is also impacted by toxins produced by harmful algae. For example, higher sea surface
temperatures will lead to higher mercury concentrations in seafood. Increases in extreme
weather events, such as heavy precipitation, will introduce contaminants into the food chain
through water runoff. Moreover, crop yield (see Section 5.2) are also projected to decrease
in southern Europe. While higher atmospheric CO2 concentrations can act as a "fertilizer" for
some plants, they also lower the amount of proteins and essential minerals in crops such as
wheat, rice, and potatoes, making these foods less nutritious.

5.2 Agriculture and livestock
The agricultural sector is directly dependent on several climatic factors such as temperature,
water availability and the occurrence of extreme climatic events. Crop yields and livestock
production are therefore strongly influenced by climate change. On the other hand,
increased CO2 emissions favour fertilization and acts therefore as a positive impact. It is
generally accepted that the productivity of crops will be positively impacted in northern
Europe due to increased temperatures leading to a lengthened growing season (more than
10 days since 1992) and to a shortening of the frost period. Conversely, southern and
central Europe are negatively impacted as a result of warmer temperatures, the occurrence
of more frequent hot extremes and a decrease in precipitation. Since 1995, the water deficit
has increased in large parts of southern and eastern Europe. This impact is expected to be
most acute in the future, which may lead to an expansion of the irrigation systems. However,
this expansion may be constrained by projected reductions in water availability and
increased demand from other sectors and for other uses.
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The extent to which climate change affects crop yields depends on the crop and type, the
ability of the soil to store moisture and the climatic conditions in the region. For example, in
north-east Spain, grape yield has been declining due to water deficits since the 1960s.
Yields of several rainfed crops (e.g. wheat in France) are levelling off or decreasing (e.g.
potato, wheat, maize and barley in Italy and southern-central Europe) because of increased
temperatures. On the contrary longer growing seasons have increased the yield of wheat,
maize and sugar beet in parts of northern-central Europe and of the United Kingdom. As a
result, climate change will induce a reallocation of agricultural practices between European
countries.
Future crop yield projections are subject to great uncertainty due to uncertainties in socioeconomic scenarios, in climate projections and in the magnitude of the CO2 fertilization
effect. However, there are clear indications of deteriorating agro-climatic conditions.
Moreover, there is a risk of enhanced interannual variability in crop productivity and livestock
production which constitutes a challenge for proper crop management and for adaptation
strategies, but also for food security.

5.3 Fisheries
The effects of climate change on marine ecosystems lead to a modification of the entire
seafood chain, by changing the primary production which affects the growth and survival of
animals, by leading to the migration of certain species to higher latitudes, and by modifying
the interactions between the different organisms. These effects have important socioeconomic consequences, particularly in countries where fishing is the main activity. In many
regions, the composition of fishing catches has been radically transformed and fish stocks
have been reduced. For example, tropical areas experience the strongest decline, and by
2050, this decline is projected to be of ~40%. On the other hand, in regions at higher
latitudes, such as the North Atlantic and North Pacific, there is an increase in the range of
some fish species.
These changes pose challenges. In order to continue sustainable fisheries, fishing methods
must be adopted, but the changes in spatial distribution and abundance of fish stocks have
already challenged the management of some important fisheries and their economic
benefits. The fishing industry and governments have found it difficult to agree on how to
manage changing fish stocks, especially if fish cross international borders or if catches have
to be significantly reduced.

5.4 Energy
The energy sector is responsible directly or indirectly for the majority of anthropogenic
greenhouse gas emissions. Both energy supply and energy demand are highly sensitive to
changes in climate conditions. Temperature is one of the major drivers of energy demand in
Europe, affecting summer cooling and winter heating for residential properties and
business/industry. Heating and cooling are responsible for a large fraction of the European
energy use and for the electricity demand. Over the recent decades, heating has decreased,
mainly in north-western Europe, and cooling has increased, particularly in southern and
central countries.
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The increased frequency of extreme weather events, including heat waves, droughts and
storms, poses additional challenges for energy systems. Increases in temperatures and the
occurrence of droughts may limit the availability of cooling water for thermal power
generation in summer. However, the impacts of climate change on energy production
depend on the energy mix and the geographical location. In particular, impacts on renewable
energy generation are subject to strong regional variations. Hydropower production may
experience significant risks due to the retreat of glaciers and the subsequent decrease of
water availability. On the contrary, conditions in Scandinavia are expected to improve
because of more abundant precipitation. The efficiency of fossil-powered generators and
nuclear plants is sensitive to a reduced availability of cooling water due to increased
temperatures and potential droughts. In this regard, France is the country facing the highest
risks due to the great number of nuclear plants deployed on the territory. On the other hand,
limited impacts on solar energy are expected. There is no general agreement concerning the
impacts on wind power generation. Some studies project a limited effect of climate change
(Tobin et al., 2015, 2016) despite a decrease of wind potential over Mediterranean areas
and an increase over northern Europe, while others report a decline of the capacity of 6.9%
and 9.7% under the RCP8.5 scenario by 2050 and 2070 respectively, with the highest
decline in eastern and western Sweden, and in Andalusia. Finally, energy infrastructures
installed in coastal zones are also exposed to the risk of sea-level rise.

5.5 Human migrations
Environmental changes have always been a key driver for population movements, even
since the first hominids several million years ago. Today, climatic variations linked to human
activities can occur on very short time scales (a few years to a few decades). The risk of
climatic migrations is particularly exacerbated for populations already weakened by
environmental conditions that are less favourable to the development of agriculture than in
temperate latitudes, and by the fact that land use strategies do not always take into account
all environmental risks. For example, in Africa and other parts of the world, there is a high
population density around coastal areas and the risk of rising sea level is ignored. The
current population movements related to the changing environmental conditions can be
rapid in response to the occurrence of extreme events, or more gradual, such as those
related to sea level rise. They can also be temporary or permanent. There is currently no
consensus on the number of people displaced by climate change. This is because many
factors leading to displacement are often intertwined, such as economic, political, social and
demographic factors (Marotzke et al. 2020). Most displacement occurs preferentially within
the country of origin, usually from rural to urban areas, but it can be expected that more and
more people from North Africa or Sub-Saharan Africa will arrive in Europe, especially as
decreasing rainfall and increasing temperatures (Gemenne. 2011, Defrance et al. 2017)
have a deleterious effect on agricultural production. In addition to the disruption of
ecosystem services, rising temperatures could lead to heat stress by exceeding the
thermoregulatory capacities of the human body (Mora et al. 2017). Finally, populations from
deltaic regions, where agricultural activities are often concentrated, or those living in lowlying areas are also expected to be more and more affected because of sea level rise, which
could exceed 1 m by the end of the century. Non-linear phenomena such as changes in the
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oceanic circulation or the melting of the polar ice sheets, with still uncertain consequences
on the climate and the environment, must also be taken into account in the migration
forecasts of the coming decades (Defrance et al. 2017).
Year after year, climate-related disasters are displacing more people than conflicts and
violence, although the climate-related problems, such as dwindling access to water and food
resources, are themselves also sources of armed conflicts.
Given the scale of the migration risk, political measures are needed to ensure the rights of
displaced persons. But the implementation of these measures is made difficult by conflicting
narratives in international negotiations. For example, some see migration as a way to reduce
population pressure on certain natural resources and recommend that migration be
facilitated and financed (Black et al. 2011). Others, on the contrary, present migration as a
failure of adaptation and a humanitarian tragedy to be avoided at all costs (Anik and Simsek
2018). Following an initiative by the Swiss and Norwegian governments (Nansen initiative)
launched in 20128, a protection agenda containing innovative solutions has been established
to uphold the rights of displaced people (Gemenne and Brücker 2015), a new international
organization (the Platform on Disaster Displacement) was set up to ensure the
implementation of these solutions.

6. Conclusion
In this report, we have provided key examples of how climate change due to human
activities may impact our environment and thereby human societies. There is a wide range
of other possible consequences that have not been addressed here including the new
challenges facing the tourism industry owing to deteriorating climatic conditions in some
regions, or the economic costs that will be induced by the damages to infrastructures.
Moreover, exposure to natural disasters can result in mental health consequences such as
anxiety, depression and post-traumatic stress disorders. Although, there are still
uncertainties associated with the magnitude of the different climate-related impacts at the
local and regional scales, most of them have now become a reality. Our future will therefore
depend on our willingness to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions and on the future socioeconomic pathways. The implementation of appropriate adaptation and mitigation measures
by policy-makers to meet the commitments made in the Paris Agreement in 2015 is
therefore urgently needed.

8

The Nansen Initiative is a was a consultative process intended to build consensus among states on
on key principles and elements to protect people displaced across borders in the context of disasters
caused by natural hazards, including those linked to climate change. Among other things, better
disaster preparedness should prevent such forced displacements and better protect those affected
This agenda has been adopted by 109 states in Geneva in October 2015.
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PART II
Methodologies for assessing the
carbon footprint
How to evaluate greenhouse gas emissions from
transport in Europe
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1. Introduction
This report is part of the ‗Erasmus Goes Green‘ (EGG) first Intellectual Output (IO1). The
objective of IO1 is the ―assessment of the transport-related carbon footprint of the Erasmus+
programme‖ It constitutes the backdrop for the next EGG objectives and intellectual outputs.
A major step in IO1 is to investigate carbon emissions: what are they? how to measure
them? what are their impact on the environment? The knowledge acquired through this step
will give a framework for the carbon footprint estimation of the current Erasmus+ programme
(2014-2021) and a forecast for the next programme (2021-2027).
This report is the result of this step of investigation. It focuses on methodologies for carbon
footprints with an emphasis on transport-related emissions in Europe. It is divided into two
parts. The first part presents global definitions, the major international protocols, and the
general methodology for carbon footprints. The second part then focuses on the transport
sector, including the detailed methodologies for different modes of transport and the
transport carbon footprint in Europe.

2. General definitions and methodology
2.1 What is a carbon footprint?
2.1.1 Greenhouse gases
A Greenhouse Gas (GHG) is a gas in the atmosphere that absorbs infrared radiations
emitted by Earth and re-emits them towards its surface. It contributes to the greenhouse
effect, a natural phenomenon that warms the Earth‘s surface and the lower layers of the
atmosphere. GHG emissions can be natural or anthropogenic (i.e. caused by human
activity). The increase of anthropogenic GHG emissions during the industrial era (since
1750) is responsible for the greenhouse effect disturbance resulting in global warming and
climate change.
International awareness of this issue led to the adoption of the UNFCCC treaty (United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change) in 1992. Its main objective is the
―stabilization of GHG concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent
dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system‖ [UNFCCC 1992, Article 2].
The 197 signing parties meet annually during the Conference of Parties (COP), which led to
the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol in 1997 [UNFCCC 1997]. It sets binding individual GHG
reduction targets for industrialized countries and the European Union (EU) over a five-year
period 2008-2012. A second commitment period 2013-2020 was adopted under the Doha
Amendment.
A list of six anthropogenic GHGs is defined under the Kyoto Protocol:


– carbon dioxide



methane



nitrous oxide
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hydrofluorocarbons



perfluorocarbons



sulfur hexafluoride

A seventh GHG has been added later in 2012 with the Doha Amendment:


nitrogen trifluoride

has the largest contribution to global warming with 72% of all anthropogenic GHG
emissions in 2010 [IPCC 2013]. Most of them are coming from fossil fuel combustion and
land use change (such as deforestation).
has the second largest contribution with 20% of emissions in 2010 [IPCC 2013]. It
comes from biogenic sources (agriculture, ruminant livestock, waste treatment, …) but also
from fossil fuel extraction and use.
is the third largest contributor with 5% of emissions in 2010 [IPCC 2013], mainly coming
from agriculture and the fertilization of soil sources.
The four other categories of GHGs are called fluorinated gases. Together, they represent
2.2% of emissions in 2010 [IPCC 2013]. They are man-made and used in many industrial
processes like electronics industry (
,
,
), aluminium production (
, electricity
transmission and distribution (
) or as refrigerants (
). Even if their emissions are
lower than
, they have considerably longer lifetimes in the atmosphere and higher global
warming potentials9, which make them sensible GHGs.

The Kyoto Protocol only requires the reporting of these 7 categories. However, to be more
complete, the UNFCCC guidelines [UNFCCC 2013] as well as other international
methodologies, recommend the separate reporting of other gases.
For example, precursor gases, which mainly consist of
(carbon monoxide),
(non-methane volatile organic compounds) and
(nitrogen oxides), are not considered
as direct GHGs, but their emissions can indirectly enhance the greenhouse effect. They can
create secondary GHGs. For example, the interaction of precursor gases with solar radiation
in the troposphere (<10 km of altitude) creates tropospheric ozone ( ), a GHG that also
contributes to air pollution. Precursor gases can also increase the impact of direct GHGs, for
example by extending the lifetime of
in the atmosphere.
Other GHGs have also been identified by the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change) but not yet adopted by the COP. For example,
(perfluoropolyethers) and
(hydrofluoroethers) which can be used for the electronic industry or as refrigerants.
Therefore, precursor gases,
,
and similar gases are encouraged to be reported
separately, but they are not mandatory under the Kyoto Protocol.
Finally, there are other categories of GHGs that are not considered relevant for GHG
inventories.
Water vapor is also a GHG, and the largest natural contributor to the greenhouse effect (2
or 3 times greater than
). However, its anthropogenic sources (evaporation from
irrigation and power plant cooling systems) are considered negligible compared to the
9

See the definition of global warming potential page 6.
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natural sources [IPCC 2013]. Therefore, water vapor is not regulated under the Kyoto
Protocol.
Some GHGs such as
(chlorofluorocarbons) and
(hydrochlorofluorocarbons) are
also Ozone Depleting Substances. They are already regulated by the Montreal Protocol,
a treaty previously adopted by all UN members in 1987. These gases are already being
phased out and the Kyoto Protocol rather focuses on
which have been used to replace
them. Therefore,
and
are not covered by the Kyoto Protocol.
The anthropogenic emissions of GHGs are responsible for global warming. The
UNFCCC and the Kyoto Protocol are adopted to mitigate climate change worldwide.
They define 7 categories of GHGs to be regulated (
,
).
is the main responsible GHG for global warming.

,

Other gases are also encouraged to be reported separately (
, …) or are already regulated by the Montreal Protocol (

,

,

,
,

,

,

,

,

2.1.2 Greenhouse gas inventory and carbon footprint
The first step for reporting GHG emissions is a GHG inventory. It evaluates all GHG
emissions in a defined perimeter during a specific period of time (usually one year). It details
every anthropogenic source of GHG emissions but also every carbon sink that remove
GHGs from the atmosphere (usually from forestry). It can be applied at all levels i.e. to a
nation, a territory, an organization, a project, a product or an individual. Time series are
obtained by reiterating GHG inventories year after year.
A GHG inventory has several benefits. First, it allows to comply to mandatory GHG reporting
programs, both for nations within UNFCCC and the Kyoto Protocol, and organizations within
national or international legislation. It also allows states and organizations to participate in
GHG markets and trading programs. It can also increase the environmental transparency of
organizations towards the population and public actors. But more importantly, a GHG
inventory is the first step before setting GHG reduction targets and policies. The
identification of precise GHG sources allows to identify the reduction opportunities and
allows to couple them with economical benefits. Finally, time series year after year allow to
monitor the progress towards reduction targets and evaluate regulation policies.
A GHG inventory has also several limitations. It does not represent a complete
environmental impact study. GHG emissions are only one source of environmental pollution
among others (water and air pollution, raw material depletion, …) Therefore, a GHG
inventory must be included in a more global environmental policy framework in order to
avoid the transfer of pollution between different sources (for example reducing GHG
emissions but increasing mineral depletion). Moreover, a GHG inventory can be difficult to
implement. It can be costly and time-consuming to develop the process required to obtain
very precise data. Therefore, a GHG inventory is never exhaustive nor without uncertainty.
Instead, it is a compromise between technical/economical feasibility and sufficient precision
to achieve the inventory objective.
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The carbon footprint is obtained as a result of the GHG inventory by summing up the
different GHG emissions together. A carbon footprint is expressed in terms of equivalent
emissions (
). To do so, we need to compare the different GHGs with
.
Every GHG can be characterized by its Global Warming Potential (GWP). It represents the
total energy added to the climate system by the emission of a given mass of GHG, relatively
to
, over a given period of time after the emission. The greater a GWP is, the greater the
GHG impacts the climate compared to
over that time period. Usually, this time period is
100 years. Impacts that happen more than 100 years after the emission are not considered.
A GWP is normalized to
which allows to convert GHG emissions into
equivalent
emissions. For example, the
100-year GWP is 23 500 [IPCC 2013]. It means that during
100 years after its emission in the atmosphere, one gram of
is equivalent to the emission
of 23 500 grams of
. Therefore,
is often considered as the most dangerous individual
GHG, not to mention its lifetime of 3200 years in the atmosphere. At a global level however,
there is less
emissions than
. Indeed,
is responsible for less than 2.2% of the
total anthropogenic
equivalent emissions in 2010, while
is responsible for 72% of
them (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 – Worldwide total GHG
emissions in 𝐶𝑂 𝑒𝑞 in 2010 [IPCC 2013]

Table 1 – Usual properties of the three main anthropogenic
GHGs reported in the fifth IPCC report [IPCC 2013]

A carbon footprint is expressed in

(kilograms of equivalent carbon dioxide) or

(tons of equivalent carbon dioxide) and is obtained by multiplying each GHG
emissions by its respective GWP:

∑

It is worth mentioning that the GWP, while internationally accepted as the default metric for
carbon footprint since the Kyoto Protocol, has some limitations. First of all, the choice of the
GWP time period of 100 years is an arbitrary value judgment. Other usual values in literature
are 20 years or 500 years. This choice can have a strong effect on the GWP values and can
reflect different gases properties related to their lifetime in the atmosphere. The 20 yearGWP prioritizes gases with short lifetimes (
for example) while the 500 year-GWP
prioritizes GHG with longer lifetimes (
for example). The preferred choice of 100 years,
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while harmonizing methodologies, is not based on any prevalent scientific argument [IPCC
2013]. Secondly, the GWP methodology induces large uncertainties in the result. For
example, the IPCC estimates uncertainty on the 100-year GWP of
at ± 40% (for the 5%95% uncertainty range) [IPCC 2013].
Other metrics are proposed, such as the Global Temperature change Potential (GTP) but it
faces the same issues. The choice of one metric always contains implicit value judgements
and large uncertainties.

A GHG inventory details every anthropogenic source of GHG emissions and carbon
sinks. It can be applied to a nation, a territory, an organization, a project, a product or
an individual.
The carbon footprint is obtained by adding all the GHG emissions which are
converted to equivalent
emissions by using their 100-year GWP.

2.2 What are the existing international standards?
Several international standards and methodologies exist to ensure that GHG inventories
around the world are coherent and comparable. They can be classified according to the item
of the inventory (a nation, an organization, a product, …) In this section, we first present the
most widely used standards for national inventories and then for organization inventories.
They both consider human activities such as transport. Therefore, they are of interest in the
EGG framework. Many other standards exist for the carbon footprint of a product, such as
the PAS 2050 or the ISO 14067. However, they do not enter in the EGG framework and will
not be detailed here.
All standards studied here are built in accordance with the Kyoto Protocol. They all consider
the mandatory reporting of its 7 GHG categories (
,
,
,
,
,
,
) and
encourage the reporting of other gases. They also use the 100-year GWP methodology
described above to obtain the global carbon footprint. Moreover, they all explicitly share the
principles of ―transparency‖, ―consistency‖, ―completeness‖ and ―accuracy‖. Their common
objective is to improve these principles for GHG inventories.

2.2.1 National inventories: the UNFCCC and IPCC guidelines
All nations under the UNFCCC treaty are committed to ―develop, periodically update, publish
and make available to the COP, national inventories of anthropogenic emissions by sources
and removals by sinks of all greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol,
using comparable methodologies to be agreed upon by the COP‖ [UNFCCC 1992, Article 4,
paragraph 1a].
All EU nations and the EU itself are parties of the UNFCCC and must report their GHG
inventories along their GHG policies every year. The UNFCCC reporting guidelines on
annual inventories define this reporting process [UNFCCC 2013]. Starting in 2000,
developed nations must submit every 15th of April, a National Inventory Report (NIR)
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detailing the methodologies and the data used, and a Common Reporting Format (CRF)
tables containing the emissions data.
However, the scientific methodology is not directly detailed in the UNFCCC guidelines.
Instead, it refers to a second document, the ‘2006 IPCC Guidelines for National
Greenhouse Gas Inventories’ [IPCC 2006] developed by the IPCC Task Force on National
Greenhouse Gas Inventories (IPCC-TFI). The 2006 IPCC guidelines have been refined later
in 2019 [IPCC 2019]. However, this 2019 refinement did not affect methodologies for
transport emissions.
For nations, the inventory perimeter is the national geographical territory. The reported GHG
emissions are the ones physically emitted inside the territory. The 2006 IPCC guidelines use
a sectorial approach, where national emissions are allocated into five main sectors: 1energy; 2-industrial processes and product use; 3-agriculture, forestry, and other land
use; 4-waste; 5-other (see Figure 2). These sectors are subdivided in categories and
subcategories. This sectorial approach is specific to geographical territories.
The ‗ ransport‘ subcategory 1A3 is in the ‗Energy‘ sector, under the ‗Fuel combustion
activities‘ category. It is divided in five subcategories according to the mode of transport: civil
aviation, road transportation, railways, water-borne navigation and other transportation (see
Figure 2 – green box).
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Figure 2 – Main categories of GHG emissions and removals defined in the 2006 IPCC Guidelines for
National GHG Inventories [IPCC 2006]
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The 2006 IPCC guidelines provide detailed methodologies at a subcategory level for the
estimation of GHG emissions. These methods are classified into three levels of detail, called
‘Tiers’. A Tier 1 method is the default method while the Tier 3 is the most detailed method.
Generally, Tier 1 methods rely on average data provided by the IPCC and are therefore
applicable without many efforts. Higher tiers require more resources for calculation or data
collection and can be more difficult to apply. The tiers methodologies will be presented with
more detail in the next sections of this report.
The 2006 IPCC guidelines mainly focus on the seven GHGs to be reported. For precursor
gases, it often refers to the EMEP/EEA air pollutant emission inventory guidebook
[EMEP/EEA 2019] as a complement.
Air pollutants include the precursor gases
,
and
. Similarly to GHG
emissions, they are an environmental issue covered by a UN convention (the Convention on
Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution). At a European level, reporting guidelines are
developed jointly by the EMEP (European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme) and
the EEA (European Energy Agency). The EMEP/EEA guidelines have been developed in
accordance to the IPCC guidelines (same sectorial approach, use of tiers, …)

All developed nations under the UNFCCC treaty must report their GHG inventory,
following UNFCCC guidelines. They publish every year a report (NIR) and emission
data (CRF) tables.
The scientific methodology is detailed in the ‘2006 IPCC Guidelines for National
Greenhouse Gas Inventories’. GHG emissions are divided in 5 sectors (energy,
industrial processes, agriculture and land use, waste, other).
For each subcategory, methodologies are organized in tiers. Tier 1 are default
methods and Tier 3 are detailed methods.
The EMEP/EEA guidelines are used as a complement for precursor gases.

2.2.2 Organization inventories: the GHG Protocol and ISO 14064 standards
We use the term ‗organi ation‘ to designate companies but also other organizations with
operations such as government agencies, non-governmental organizations, or universities.
Organizations fall under national and international legislations on GHG reporting and
regulation10. While legislations may vary in each country, they often share common general
principles issued from internationally recognized standards. The most cited standards are
the ISO 14064-1 and the GHG Protocol ‗ orporate tan ar ‘.
ISO (International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide non-governmental
organization developing international standards for technologies and industries. It gathers
165 national standards organizations including all EU countries. The ISO 14060 family
focuses on GHG inventories and related reporting. It includes the ISO 14064-1 [ISO 2018]
on the development of GHG inventories specifically for organizations. A first version was
10

EU organizations follow the directive No. 2003/87/CE on GHG emissions trading.
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published in 2006 and was revised in 2018. It is completed by the Technical Report ISO/TR
14069 [ISO 2013] which provides guidance in the application of the ISO 14064-1.
The GHG Protocol is a partnership between the World Resources Institute and the World
Business Council for Sustainable Development – a coalition of 170 international companies.
Since 1997, it has developed standards, tools, and formation on GHG inventories for public
and private actors: seven different protocols have been published (for projects, for products,
for cities, for policies, for public mitigation goals). Two of which are directly for organization
inventories: the ‘Corporate Standard’ [GHG Protocol, 2015], first published in 2001 and
revised in 2015, and the ‘Corporate Value Chain (Scope 3) Standard’ [GHG Protocol,
2011a]. A third document ‗ echnical Guidance for Calculating Scope 3 Emissions‘ [GHG
Protocol, 2011b] completes them.
The inventory perimeter is more complex for an organization than for a country. Its
operations are not defined by a geographical territory and can involve different actors or
other organizations. The question of the responsibility of emissions is therefore of great
importance. Instead of a sectorial approach, the ISO 14064-1 and the GHG Protocol use the
concept of direct/indirect emissions. Direct emissions are emissions from GHG sources
owned or controlled by the organization. Indirect emissions are emissions that are a
consequence of the organization operations, but emitted by GHG sources not owned or
controlled by the organization.
For example, a university uses electricity for its offices. The generation of this electricity
emits GHG. These emissions are considered direct emissions for the electricity company
and indirect emissions for the university. This concept allows to obtain a complete inventory
across the whole value chain of the organization activities without double counting.
Following this concept, the GHG protocol allocates emissions into three different groups,
also called ―Scopes‖ (see Figure 3):
Scope 1 – Direct GHG emissions. For example, it can be emissions from an industrial
process, or from the company vehicles.
Scope 2 – Indirect GHG emissions from purchased energy. They are indirect emissions
from the production of electricity, steam or heating/cooling used by the organization. This
category is apart from other indirect emissions because it represents the largest source of
GHG emissions for many companies and a major possibility for GHG reduction. Scope 2
emissions are in the upstream value chain of the company.
Scope 3 – Other indirect GHG emissions. They are all the other indirect emissions. They
can be in the upstream or downstream value chain. They are grouped in 15 sub-categories
(see Figure 3 for details). These sub-categories include employee commuting and business
travels, which are of interest for the EGG framework.
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Figure 3 – Main categories of emissions and scopes from the GHG Protocol standards
[GHG Protocol, 2011a]

The ISO 14064-1 has a more precise division of indirect emissions in five categories instead
of two (imported energy, transportation, products used by the organization, use of products
of the organization, and other sources). This difference in allocation categories does not
affect the core methodologies and the two standards remain compatible. Indeed, the ISO
14064-1 and the two GHG Protocol standards have been developed in accordance with
each other. Their content is compatible with only few differences. For example, the ISO
14064-1 is shorter and more concise. The GHG Protocol objectives are more inspirational in
disseminating guidance for companies and therefore contains more context and practical
cases.
The ISO 14064-1 and the GHG Protocol ‘Corporate Standard’ are the most used
international standards for organizations. They are compatible with each other and
use the same principle of direct/indirect emissions.
Direct emissions are from sources owned or controlled by the organization.
Indirect emissions are a consequence of the organization activities. The GHG
Protocol allocates emissions in three scopes: S1-direct emissions S2-indirect
emissions from energy S3-other indirect emissions.
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2.2.3 Comparing protocols: the case of indirect emissions
The national inventories (UNFCCC and IPCC) and organizational inventories (ISO and GHG
Protocol) have different approaches to define their emission perimeter and responsibility.
Nations use a sectorial approach and are only responsible for direct emissions inside the
geographical territory. Organizations consider both direct and indirect emissions, without
considering the location of the emission. This difference can lead to different result of carbon
footprints.

Other sectors

Fuel production and
vehicle manufacturing

Upstream
emissions
(Scope 2 + 3)

Transport emissions
(sectorial approach)

Other sectors

Fuel
combustion

End of life

Direct
emissions
(Scope 1)

Downstream
emissions
(Scope 3)

Transport emissions (direct/indirect approach)
Figure 4 – Transport emissions from a vehicle owner using different perimeters approach

For the example of transport, let us consider a vehicle owner. Direct emissions correspond
to the fuel combustion during the lifetime of the vehicle. Indirect emissions come from the
fuel production (extraction, processing, transport), the vehicle manufacturing and the vehicle
end of life (see Figure 4).
In the direct/indirect approach from organizational standards, the owner can decide to which
level of detail he accounts for these indirect emissions (green box).
In the sectorial approach, only direct emissions from fuel combustion are allocated to the
transport category11 (blue box). Indirect emissions, if they are emitted inside the national
territory, are allocated to other different categories such as ‗energy in ustry‘ ‗manufacturing
in ustry‘ or ‗waste‘
This sectorial approach is necessary for national inventories to avoid double counting
emissions between sectors. However, it is less transparent on the total value chain
emissions. Therefore, to compare different modes of transportation and their total carbon
emissions,
the
direct/indirect
approach
is
preferred.

11

Exception for the fuel transportation, which is an indirect emission, but is considered in the transport sector.
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Publisher
Documents
Complementary
documents

Nations
IPCC-TFI
2006 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas
Inventories
- 2019 Refinement to the 2006 IPCC Guidelines
- EMEP/EEA air pollutant emission inventory guidebook
2019
Sectorial approach

Organizations
ISO
ISO 14064-1
ISO/TR
14069

GHG Protocol
- Corporate Standard
- Corporate Value Chain (Scope 3) Standard
Technical Guidance for Calculating Scope 3 Emissions
Direct/indirect emissions

Perimeter
approach

Advantages and
inconvenients

⊕ detailed methodologies for each sector
⊖ no indirect emissions

⊕ indirect emissions and individual passenger responsibility
⊖ less detailed methodologies

Table 2 – Comparison of major international protocols for GHG inventories
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A second difference is that national inventories only consider the global vehicle emissions,
and do not consider individual passenger responsibility. The GHG Protocol and ISO
standards are interesting to determine the individual share of emissions per passengers in
the total transport emissions.
Finally, the IPCC guidelines provide much more detailed methodologies, with usually three
tiers for each mode of transport. The organizational standards only provide a general
methodology for all modes of transport without much detail and usually corresponding to Tier
1 or Tier 2 methodologies.

2.3 What is the general methodology?
The national inventories (UNFCCC and IPCC guidelines) and organizational inventories
(ISO 14064-1 and GHG Protocol standards) share a common general methodology.
They share common steps for the conduct of a GHG inventory:
1- Definition of the inventory perimeter and the key categories
2- Select methodologies for each category
3- Collect the relevant data for each category
4- Estimate the GHG emissions and compile the inventory
5- Uncertainty analysis
6- Quality assessment and reporting

2.3.1 Step 1: Inventory perimeter and key categories
The first step is different for a nation or an organization, as described in the previous section.
For a nation, the perimeter is its geographical territory, and a sectorial approach is used.
For an organization, the perimeter definition is based on the direct/indirect emission
approach. This is a very important step where the level of detail for indirect emissions is
decided. Under the GHG Protocol standards, the reporting of Scope 1 and Scope 2
emissions are mandatory while Scope 3 emissions are only recommended, depending on
whether they are key categories or not.
A key category is an important category under one of these criteria: high amount of
emissions, increasing trend of emissions, high level of uncertainty. The standards provide
methodologies to define and determine key categories according to the context. Usually, key
categories are determined by simple comparison with previous or similar GHG inventories.
Otherwise, simple methods called screening methods (usually Tier 1) are used to have an
approximation of the importance of a category.

2.3.2 Step 2: Methodology selection
There are two main categories for GHG emissions estimation methods: direct measurement
(using direct monitoring, mass balance or stoichiometry) or calculation. In practice, direct
measurement can be costly and difficult to implement for all type of applications. Therefore,
calculation methods will be used more often.
The most common calculation approach is defined by the formula:

𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

.

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎

𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
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It uses two types of data:


Activity Data (AD) – a quantitative measure of an activity responsible for GHG
emissions (or removal).



Emission Factors (EF) – a factor quantifying the GHG emissions per unit of activity. It
converts AD into GHG emissions.

For example, for a vehicle, the activity data can be the number of kilometers travelled or the
number of liters of fuel consumed. The respective associated emission factors are
expressed in
or in
.
This equation is then adapted to the category specificities and refined in different tiers.
Usually, Tier 1 and Tier 2 methodologies use the same equation, but Tier 2 methods use
more precise source of data. Therefore, the type of data used and their level of precision is
of major importance. Tier 3 methodologies usually involve more complex models specific to
the emission category. Methodologies specific for transport are detailed in the next section.
The standards provide decision trees to help nations and organizations chose the relevant
tier methodology, depending on the available resources but also on the importance of the
category. Due to their importance, key categories require more detailed methodologies (Tier
2 or Tier 3).

2.3.3 Step 3: Data collection
The data collection is a key step to obtain precise carbon footprints. It is also the most timeconsuming step. Indeed, activity data is often obtained by national surveys for nation
inventories, or surveys from suppliers for an organization. Creating a survey program from
scratch is a laborious process. It is therefore recommended to check already existing data or
programs before deciding to generate new data. In any case, this step always relies on
sector specialists and requires expert judgment for methodological choices. This step must
also be documented in detail with data sources and all assumptions to provide transparency
on the GHG inventory.
Data (i.e. AD or EF) can be classified in two categories according to their sources:




Primary data is obtained or derived from a direct measurement. For example, a
primary AD can be an organization-specific measurement of its vehicle fleet travelled
distances. Another example of primary EF can be obtained from the measurement of
a fuel sample which is representative of the whole activity. In both cases, suitable
survey and measurement methods, defined by specific standards, must be used.
Secondary data is data obtained from other sources than primary data. Usually, it
refers to published literature or databases such as industry-average or internationalaverage data.

Sometimes, data for a specific activity is not available or has some gaps. In these cases,
alternative data can be created using data from another activity correlated to it. This data is
called proxy data, or surrogate data. For example, if an EF for electricity production exists in
Ukraine but not in Moldova, a company in Moldova can use the Ukraine EF as a proxy.
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Proxy data can be extrapolated, scaled up or customized to be more representative. Proxy
data is also considered as a secondary data.
Finally, EF are classified depending on their level of detail. They can include direct but also
indirect emissions. For fuel combustion activities:


Combustion EF includes direct emissions from the fuel combustion only. For
transport, it is also called Tank-to-Wheel EF.



Life cycle EF includes direct fuel combustion emissions + indirect emissions from
the fuel life cycle (fuel extraction, processing and transportation). It is also called
Well-to-Wheel EF for transport.
Moreover, for transport, the life cycle EF can also account for emissions from the
vehicle and its infrastructures whole life cycle. In that case, it is called a full-scale Life
Cycle Analysis EF. However, EFs with such level of detail are rarely available.

The choice for the EF level of detail depends on the choice of the inventory perimeter in the
first step but also on the availability of such data.
There are many sources for EF data. The 2006 IPCC guidelines provide general
international averaged combustion EF, used in Tier 1 methodologies. The IPCC-TFI also
provides an online Emission Factor Database with more detailed EF12.
The GHG Protocol provides a list of third-party EF databases13. It includes international but
also national or sector databases. Noticeable examples are the GREET database from the
U.S. EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) that includes full life cycle EF for different
vehicles, the United Kingdom DEFRA (Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs)
or the Base Carbone® from France ADEME (Agency for Environment and Energy
Management). Each database has its own methodology to obtain EF, often compatible with
the GHG Protocol. The GHG Protocol also developed tools for GHG inventories using these
data sources, including a tool for transport activities14.
Other global international averages for AD or EF can be obtained from international
organizations publishing statistics such as the UN (United Nations), the IEA (International
Energy Agency), the OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) or
the International Monetary Fund. At a European level, statistics can be found via Eurostat or
the EEA (European Energy Agency). Nation level data can be found via National Statistics
Agencies or in the annual NIR reports to the UNFCCC. Scientific literature from national
laboratories and universities is also a relevant source of data.

2.3.4 Step 4: Estimating emissions
Once the methodology is chosen and the required data is collected, activity emissions are
calculated for each GHG. They are converted into
emissions using their 100-year
GWP. GWP values are provided in the IPCC Assessment Reports. The last assessment
report (AR5) was published in 2013 and some of its GWP values are given in Table 1.
However, the UNFCCC guidelines use the previous report (AR4) values published in 2007,
12

Accessible on https://www.ipcc-nggip.iges.or.jp/EFDB/main.php
Accessible on https://ghgprotocol.org/life-cycle-databases
14
Accessible on https://ghgprotocol.org/calculation-tools
13
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which are the latest values adopted by the COP. This difference of GWP values can lead to
different results. Therefore, the choice of GWP values must be explicit for the transparency
and comparability of the carbon footprints.

2.3.5 Step 5: Uncertainty evaluation
This step is essential for the transparency and comparability of inventories. When collecting
data in step 3, data uncertainty should also be collected. If the data uncertainty is not
available, general assumptions are provided in the standards to estimate it. Finally, classical
methods for uncertainty evaluation (analytical approaches or Monte-Carlo approaches) are
used to obtain the total carbon footprint uncertainty.

2.3.6 Step 6: Quality assessment and reporting
This step allows to ensure the principles of ―transparency‖, ―consistency‖, ―completeness‖
and ‖accuracy‖ by verifying the inventory process. The reporting should include, along with
the results, all information (data used, hypothesis, methodologies, …) to allow a review of
the full GHG inventory process.

A GHG inventory requires six steps: 1-perimeter definition, 2-methodology choice, 3data collection, 4-emissions estimation, 5-uncertainty analysis, 6-quality assessment
and reporting.
Usually, emissions are calculated from Activity Data (AD) and Emission Factors (EF).
The collection of this data is of great importance for the inventory precision.
Data can be collected from direct specific sources (primary data) or from literature and
existing databases (secondary data).
Emission factors can present different level of details to include direct and indirect
emissions (combustion only = Tank-to-Wheel, combustion + fuel life cycle = Well-toWheel).

3. Transport-specific carbon footprint and methodologies
3.1 What are the specific methodologies for transport?
Specific methodologies for transport can be found in:



the
6 IP
Gui elines for National GHG Inventories ( olume
hapter 3 ‗Mo ile com ustion‘) [IPCC 2006]



the GHG Protocol ‗ echnical Gui ance for alculating cope 3 Emissions‘
(categories 4-‗Upstream ransportation an
istri ution‘ 6-‗Business travel‘ an 7‗Employee commuting‘) GHG Protocol
]



the EMEP/EEA air pollutant emission inventory guidebook 2019 [EMEP/EEA 2019]

‗Energy‘ -
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 documentation from category-specific models and tools, mentioned below.

3.1.1 Generalities
Transport emissions come from different sources.
The fuel combustion produces direct emissions of
,
and
precursors
,
and
and other air pollutants such as
(particulate matter).

. It also emits the
(sulphur dioxide) or

Indirect emissions come from the vehicle life cycle and the fuel life cycle (fuel extraction,
processing and transportation) including electricity generation for electric vehicles.
Other emissions, called fugitive emissions, can come from the use of mobile air conditioning
(mostly
).

a/ Emission Factors
As detailed in section 1.3.3, the national inventories only account for direct emissions.
Therefore, the 2006 IPCC guidelines only present detailed transport methodologies for fuel
combustion. To account for indirect emissions, the GHG Protocol uses the same
methodologies, but replaces the combustion EF by a life cycle EF. The choice of the EF is
of great importance to define the perimeter of the study. To compare different modes of
passenger transportation, it is recommended to use at least Well-to-Wheel EF (direct
emissions + fuel life cycle). More detailed EF (including the vehicle and infrastructures life
cycles) are not always available.
To determine the share of individual passenger emissions, two possibilities appear in the
GHG Protocol. For private vehicles such as cars or motorcycles, the total emissions are
simply divided by the number of passengers. However, this data is not always available and
can be replaced by statistics or survey average of the number of passengers.
For other modes of transportation (aviation, railway, buses, or maritime navigation), we use
EF expressed in
per passenger. These passenger-EF can be found in different
databases. The methodologies to obtain these EFs are often based on passenger statistics
(average number of passengers or passenger capacities). They can also be more detailed
with EF per passenger depending on the seat category (first class, economic, …) To do so,
a load factor is attributed to each seat category. This load factor includes the weight or
volume of the passenger, its luggage and all the vehicle equipment necessary (seats for
example). These load factors are different for each seat category and allow the emissions
repartition between categories.

b/ Activity Data
Two main type of AD can be used for transport: fuel consumption data or distance
traveled data.
Generally, the IPCC guidelines and the GHG Protocol recommend fuel-based data which is
more precise. On the contrary, the exact distance travelled is not always measured or
mentioned in official documents.
When fuel data is not available, distance data is used. However, when both type of data are
available, a good practice is to verify that they are consistent with each other.
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In the IPCC guidelines, it is supposed that the national fuel consumption is equal to the fuel
sold inside the national territory. This assumption allows to simplify cases at borders, where
the fuel is bought in one country and consumed in another country.
When fuel or distance data are not available, the GHG Protocol introduces a third possible
method for organizations and individuals. They are based on the amount of money spent for
a mode of transport and called spend-based methods. They require specific EF called
EEIO (Environmentally-Extended Input Output) expressed in
per money spent and
obtained from economical industry models.

c/ Top-down / Bottom-up approach
There are usually two approaches to estimate emissions.
Top-down approaches use aggregated data that represents all transport movements inside
the study perimeter. For example, it can be the total amount of fuel used during the year by
the company or inside the national territory. The total emissions are directly estimated from
this aggregated data.
Bottom-up approaches use data from individual journeys. Emissions are estimated for each
individual journey and then summed up. These approaches require data with a level of detail
that is not always available for nations or organizations. Therefore, they are often considered
as Tier 3 methodologies.
For transport, direct GHG emissions come from fuel combustion (
precursors).

,

,

and

To account for indirect emissions, we use life-cycle EF (Well-to-Wheel).
To account for individual responsibility, we use specific EF per passenger, which can
detail different seat categories (first class, economy, …).
Two main types of AD are used: fuel consumption data and distance data. The fuel data
is preferred for more precision. A third AD is used in last resort for organizations, based
on money spend on transport.

3.1.2 Methodologies by mode of transport
Transport emissions can be divided in different subcategories according to the mode of
transportation. The IPCC guidelines define five subcategories:


Civil aviation



Road transportation



Railways



Water-borne navigation



Other transportation

The ‗other transportation‘ includes off-road mobile sources, such as ground activity in
airports and harbors, agricultural tractors, snowmobiles but also chainsaws and forklifts.
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Military transportation is not included in any of these subcategories, but in a separate
category in the Energy sector.
International travel, also called international bunker, is composed of international aviation
and international navigation. It is reported separately from the main inventory. Therefore,
when studying UNFCCC national transport data, it should always be mentioned if
international transport is included or not.

a/ Aviation
Aviation emissions mainly come from the combustion of jet fuel (jet kerosene or jet
gasoline). Aviation gasoline is also used for small planes and helicopters, but it represents
less than 1% of fuel consumption.
Aircraft emissions are composed of 70% of
and 30% of
(water vapor). There is
less than 1% of precursor gases and other emitted pollutants (mainly
and
) and even
smaller amounts of
and
emitted with modern engines.
The aircraft emissions occur at high altitudes, at the tropospheric limit (10 km of altitude).
Their impact is therefore different than sources at the ground level. It is particularly true for
precursors and water vapor, which are usually not mandatory for national reporting. The
water vapor is responsible for the formation of vapor trails, also called contrails, in the
atmosphere. This effect can be accounted by using an EF that includes the contrails and
precursors, or by applying a correction factor to GHG emissions, called radiative forcing
factor (usually between 1 and 2).
The operation of an aircraft can be divided in two phases: ‘Landing/Take-Off (LTO) cycle’
and ‘Cruise’. LTO operations happen below 900m and are responsible for 10% of fuel
consumption. Cruise operations happen above 900m and are responsible for 90% of fuel
emissions (70% for CO emissions). However, for a given distance travelled, LTO use more
fuel per distance than Cruise operations. Moreover,
emissions only occur during LTO
cycles and are negligible during Cruise.
Activity data must be separated between domestic and international flights data.
The IPCC guidelines define three tiers for aviation:
Aviation - Tier 1
The emissions are estimated using fuel consumption data and average EF.

For a nation, the activity data is the total fuel consumed in the territory. It can be obtained
from national taxation authorities (top-down approach). It can also be obtained from surveys
of company airlines or individual flight data (bottom-up approach).
For an organization or an individual, this data can be obtained from national averages or
from the flight company if available.
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Average EF are provided by the IPCC and based on fuel type and their carbon content.
These international average data should be very similar to national data because the quality
of jet fuel is very well defined internationally.
Aviation - Tier 2
This method is also based on fuel consumption but separates emissions from LTO cycles
and Cruise operations.

(
Activity data is obtained similarly as in Tier 1.
Specific data is required for the two different phases. The LTO characteristics vary with
different aircraft types. Therefore, data can also be detailed by aircraft type.
LTO EF are provided by the IPCC guidelines for each typical aircraft types. Cruise EF are
the same as Tier 1 EF for all planes.
For a nation, the number of LTO corresponds to the total LTO cycles during the whole year
in the territory, by aircraft types. For an organization or an individual, it corresponds to the
number of LTO cycles from the individual journey.
Aviation - Tier 3
They are based on flight movement data: origin and destination, date, aircraft type, engine
and trajectory data of individual flights (bottom-up approach).
For a nation, obtaining individual flights data is more difficult than aggregated national data.
However, for individuals or organizations, origin/destination data are generally easily
accessible.
There are two categories of Tier 3 methods:


Tier 3A methodologies
They only require the knowledge of the origin and the destination of individual flights.
They are distance-based methods. Different Tier 3A methods exist. Usually, the
distance is calculated as the shortest distance between two points. Different
correction factors are added to consider deviations and vertical movements. Specific
EF are used according to the travelled distance (short, middle and long haul for
example). More precise models can also consider statistical data from the origin and
destination airports such as aircraft types. Different Tier 3A methods can be found in
the EMEP/EEA guidelines. The International Civil Aviation Organization also
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developed a specific tool based on their statistical data to evaluate the carbon
footprint of individuals15 [ICAO 2018].


Tier 3B methodologies
They use the full movement data available of individual flights. It consists of
sophisticated computer models that evaluate each flight segment using aircraft
aerodynamic and engine specific information. Two models are cited in the IPCC
guidelines: the US Federal Aviation Administration SAGE (System for assessing
viation‘s Glo al Emissions) an the European Commission AERO2K.

b/ Road transportation
Road vehicles are divided in four main categories, depending on national vehicle registries:


Cars – primarily for the transport of persons (capacity < 12 persons).



Motorcycles – not more than three wheels and weighting less than 680kg.



Light duty trucks – primarily for transport of light-weight cargo (gross weight < 35003900 kg).



Heavy duty trucks and buses (gross weight > 3500-3900 kg or capacity > 12
persons).

Vehicle categories can be refined depending on the fuel used and the type of engine
technology. They can operate on many types of fuels: usually gasoline, diesel oil, Liquified
Petroleum Gases or Liquefied Natural Gas. Other fuels can be issued from biomass such as
biodiesels or biogasoline (bioethanol, biomethanol, …) Finally, electric vehicles can be
fueled by electricity from a battery, or from hydrogen converted to electricity with a fuel cell.
In both cases, electric vehicles do not emit GHGs during their operations and are only
responsible for indirect emissions.
Vehicle categories can also be refined according to their age (<3 years, 3-8 years, >8 years)
and their pollution control technology (three-way catalysts, oxidation catalysts, uncontrolled,
…) The control technology can also be deduced according to the vehicle age and policies
implementation years.
The main GHGs emitted from fuel combustion are

,

and

.

emissions usually depend on the fuel type and its carbon content only. Therefore, fuelbased data is used for
emissions.
However,
and
emissions do not only depend on the fuel type but also on the
vehicle technology (especially pollution control technology) and the vehicle operations (type
of road). Therefore, more precise data are necessary for these emissions: disaggregated
fuel data by type of vehicles or distance-based data by type of vehicles (also called Vehicle
Kilometers Travelled or VKT).
Different tiers methodologies are applied for the
Road Transport -

emissions and the

/

emissions:

- Tiers 1 and 2

The emissions are estimated using fuel-based data, disaggregated by type of fuel.
15

Accessible on https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Carbonoffset/Pages/default.aspx
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∑
For nations, the fuel consumption data (equal to the fuel sold) is usually available from
national taxation or energy authorities. However, uncertainty remains for transport fuel
bought for non-road purposes.
For organizations or individuals, the fuel data can be obtained from the specific journey or
from statistic averages. If not available, the distance data can be transformed to fuel data
with fuel consumption per distance values.

The same formula applies for Tier 1 and Tier 2, but the EF differs.
For Tier 1, the EF is a default international average provided by the IPCC guidelines. It is
based on the total carbon content of the fuel. However, the measured amount of carbon may
be emitted not only as
but also as
,
,
or particulate matter.
For Tier 2, the EF is based on country-specific and year-specific averages. More precise EF
can also be used. They can be adjusted to consider carbon not emitted as
for example.
For biofuels, the
emitted comes from carbon biomass combustion. For national
inventories, these emissions are treated in the Agriculture and Land Use sectors. To avoid
double counting, fuel data must be refined to obtain the share of biogenic carbon in fuel
blends.
Additional
emissions can come from specific type of pollution control technologies which
prevent
emissions but instead emit more
(called urea-based catalysts). A specific
formula to estimate these emissions is given in the IPCC guidelines.
Road Transport -

and

- Tier 1

The emissions are estimated using fuel-based data, disaggregated by type of fuel.

∑
It is the same method used for

Tier 1.

Road Transport -

and

- Tier 2

The emissions are estimated using fuel-based data, disaggregated by fuel type, vehicle type
and emission control technology.

∑

∑

∑

Vehicles are classified in the four categories mentioned above (cars, motorcycles, light duty
trucks, heavy duty trucks and buses). The IPCC guidelines provide the EF for specific fuel,
vehicle and emission control technology types.
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Road Transport -

and

- Tier 3

The emissions are estimated using the distance-based data (VKT), disaggregated by fuel
type, vehicle type, emission control type and operating conditions. When VKT data is not
available, fuel-based data are converted into distances by using fuel consumption per
distance values.

∑

∑

∑

∑

[

]

Operating conditions are mainly road types (rural, urban, highway, …) but can also include
climate or other environmental factors. It might be difficult to obtain VKT data with such level
of detail. Therefore, emission models can be used to obtain this data, such as the COPERT
model from EEA.
Emissions are also divided between two operation phases. The thermally stabilized engine
operations (hot) i.e. normal operations, and the warm-up phase (cold). When engines are
cold, additional emissions occur, especially
emissions. These cold start emissions
only apply for the initial fraction of the travel (approximately 3km – the average cold start
duration being 180-240s). These emissions can be quantified in different ways. For example,
they can be calculated from the number of starts per year derived from average trip length.
The EEA COPERT model also provides cold start emissions with more precision.

c/ Railways
There are mainly three types of railway locomotives: diesel, electric or steam.
Electric locomotives do not generate direct combustion emissions. However, they are
responsible for indirect emissions coming from electric generation. Steam locomotives are
used in a very small proportion today, mainly for tourist attractions. Therefore, their
contribution to GHG emissions is small. Methodologies for steam locomotives are similar to
steam boilers but are not detailed here. Therefore, only diesel locomotives methodologies
are presented in the IPCC guidelines.
Globally, the methodologies are similar to road transportation, with a separation between
and
/
emissions.
methods only consider the fuel type and its carbon
content.
and
emissions are based on fuel type but also on locomotive types
(railcars, shunting or yard locomotives, line haul locomotives) and their operation (type of
travel, weight load, …)
Railways -

- Tiers 1 and 2 +

and

- Tier 1

The emissions are computed using fuel-based data, disaggregated by type of fuel:

∑
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The same formula is used for
Tier 1 and Tier 2, but the EF differs. For Tier 1, the EF is a
default international average provided by the IPCC guidelines. For Tier 2, we use country
specific EFs.
The same method is used for

/

Tier 1.

Railways -

and

- Tier 2

The emissions are computed using the basic equation with fuel-based data, disaggregated
by fuel type and locomotive type:

∑

∑

The IPCC guidelines provide the EFs for specific fuel and engine types.
Railways -

and

– Example of Tier 3

Tier 3 methods are more detailed models, based on distance or fuel consumption, with more
etails on the typical travels (freight intercity regional …) or the loa weight everal
modelling tools are available (RAILI, COST 319, or the U.S. EPA NONROAD). A model
example is given in the IPCC guidelines, based on the U.S. EPA methodology.

∑

∑

∑

Where
is the number of locomotives,
is the annual hours of use,
is the average rated power of the locomotive in kW and
the typical load weight
factor (between 0 and 1). The EF is expressed in
.

d/ Water navigation
Water navigation includes all types of ships, from recreational ships to ocean cargo ships,
including hovercraft and hydrofoils. Usually, they are driven by diesel engines, and
occasionally by steam or gas turbines.
Activity data must be separated between domestic and international data.
Globally, the methodologies are similar to road transportation, but with only two tiers.
Different tiers can be applied for
or
/
emissions independently.
Water navigation - Tier 1
The emissions are estimated using fuel-based data, disaggregated by type of fuel:

∑
The EFs can be international averages or country-specific averages.
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Water navigation - Tier 2
The emissions are estimated with fuel-based data, disaggregated by fuel type and ship type:

∑ ∑

The EFs are country-specific averages but can also be more detailed to account for, as an
example, the type of engine. Other detailed methodologies can also be used based on
individual ship movement data (when data is available). For example, the EMEP/EEA
presents a detailed methodology based on ship type, engine type and movement data.

Methodologies from the 2006 IPCC guidelines are described for each mode of transport:
aviation, road transport, railways and water-navigation. International transport is
reported separately from the main results.
Aviation can add a radiative forcing factor for nonemissions at high altitudes
(contrails and precursors).
Other modes distinguish
emissions (depending on the fuel type only) and
/
emissions (depending on the fuel type and the vehicle technology and operation).
Tier 1:
Generally, the Tier 1 method is based on global fuel consumption data with EF by fuel
type. Tier 1 EF are international averages provided by the IPCC.
Tier 2:
Tier 2 are also based on fuel consumption, but they use more precise data by type of
technology and EF from national averages.
Tier 3:
Finally, Tier 3 methods are more complex models. They require more detailed data from
individual journeys. Examples of existing models are given (European Commission
AERO2K for aviation, EEA COPERT model for road transport, EMEP/EEA methods, …).

3.2 What is the carbon footprint of transport?
3.2.1 In the world
The UNFCCC collects the national GHG inventories of its different parties. However,
following the principle of ―common but differentiated responsibilities and respective
capabilities‖ [UNFCCC 1992, Article 3], developed countries are supposed to lead the way
on climate change mitigation. Therefore, the reporting requirements apply differently
depending on the country situation.
Annex I parties mainly consist of industrialized countries, members of the OECD, and
follow the IPCC guidelines described above [IPCC 2019]. They report every year a full time
series of their national inventories. However, different tier methodologies can be used in
different countries for the same sector.
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Non-Annex I parties (which includes China and less-developed countries) have a separate
reporting process. Their inventory is less frequent and can present some gaps due to less
robust statistical data infrastructure.
Therefore, it is often complicated to obtain up-to-date and homogenized data of worldwide
total
emissions.
To compensate for this shortcoming, the European Commission JRC (Joint Research
Center) developed the Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research
(EDGAR). It applies a consistent bottom-up methodology for all countries, based on the
IPCC sectorial guidelines and global statistics (mainly from the International Energy
Agency). The results are used for the IPCC assessment reports. It studies the different
GHGs but also air pollutants, gas by gas. However, the reported results are not aggregated
in
. To give an order of magnitude on trends of emissions, results from EDGAR last
report on

emissions only are presented in Table 3 [JRC 2020].

Worldwide,
emissions represent a total amount of 38 Gt in 2019 [JRC 2020]. They have
increased by 68% since 1990 (see Table 3).
All sector emissions have increased. In particular, the transport sector has increased by 78%
and represents approximatively 8.2 Gt in 2019. It is the third most emitting sector, behind
power industry and industrial combustion (see Figure 5).

Figure 5 – Worlwide 𝐶𝑂 emissions by sectors since 1970 [JRC 2020]

The top six emitters of
in 2019 account for 67% of world emissions (China 30.3%, USA
13.4%, EU27+UK 8.7%, India 6.8%, Russia 4.7% and Japan 3.0 %). The EU has slowly
reduced its emissions in the last decade, followed by USA (see Figure 6). Meanwhile, China
has become the largest emitter and India emissions continue to increase [JRC 2020].
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Figure 6 – Evolution of fossil
[JRC 2020].
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emissions of the major emitting economies since 1990. Data from

3.2.2 In the European Union
All 27 members of the EU and the EU itself are Annex I parties to the UNFCCC and the
Kyoto Protocol. Therefore, every EU country must submit every year its individual national
GHG inventory to the UNFCCC. All individual reports and data are publicly available on the
UNFCCC website16. The most recent data is from 2020 but it involves annual emissions
from 2018.
To submit an EU global GHG inventory to the UNFCCC, EU members must also report their
emissions to the EU17. The organism in charge of compiling the national reports and data is
the European Environment Agency (EEA). The latest available aggregated data is
accessible on the EEA website 18 [EEA 2020b]. They also provide a summary of the
methodologies used by each country for each sector.
Figures presented below are obtained from the EEA dataset [EEA 2020b] for the 27
members only (EU-27). The reference base year is 1990. Figures also include international
transport, which is generally excluded when following IPCC guidelines. Finally, carbon sinks
are not considered here to simplify the figures.

6000

Total EU-27 emissions
↘ -19.6% since 1990

Mt CO2eq

5000
16

4000
Accessible on https://unfccc.int/ghg-inventories-annex-i-parties/2020
Under the Monitoring Mechanism Regulation (EU regulation 523/2013) since 2013, replaced by the Governance
Mechanism (regulation
3000 EU 1999/2018) starting in 2021 to account for the Paris Agreement
18
Transport EU-27 emissions
Accessible on https://www.eea.europa.eu/themes/climate/eu-greenhouse-gas-inventory
17

↗ +32.3% since 1990

2000
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Figure 7 – Evolution of total and transport GHG emissions in 𝐶𝑂 𝑒𝑞 in the EU-27 since 1990
(including international transport and excluding carbon sinks). Data from [EEA 2020b].

Between 1990 and 2018, the EU-27 decreased its global GHG emissions by 19.6% (see
Figure 7). In 2018, they represent 4032
. The top 5 emitter countries are
responsible for 65% of all emissions (Germany 22%, France 12%, Italy 11%, Poland 10%,
Spain 9%) [EEA 2020b].

Total EU-27 emissions

Energy use emissions

↘
↗
↘
↘

Figure 8 - Repartition of total GHG emissions in 𝐶𝑂 𝑒𝑞 in the EU-27 in 2018 using a sectorial approach
(including international transport and excluding carbon sinks). Data from [EEA 2020b].

During the same period, the transport emissions increased by 32.3%. The peak of transport
emissions was reached in 2007, followed by a decrease over the 2008-2013 period. Since
2013, transport emissions have increased again to reach 1096
in 2018 [EEA
2020b].
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Transport is the only key sector whose emissions have not decreased over the 1990-2018
period (with the other exception of refrigerants and air conditioning) [EEA 2020a].
Transport emissions
Road transport
emissions

Figure 9 - Repartition of transport GHG emissions in
international transport). Data from [EEA 2020b].

in the EU-27 in 2018

(including

In 2018, EU-27 emissions are dominated by energy use emissions, stemming mainly from
the transport sector with 27.2% of all GHG emissions (see Figure 8).
Road transportation is the main contributor and is responsible for 71.8% of transport
emissions. Its emissions are mainly due to the use of private cars (see Figure 9).
International navigation and aviation then represent 24% of the transport emissions.
Domestic navigation and aviation both represent less than 2%, and railway less than 1%.
All categories of transport have increased their emissions since 1990, except railways (66%) and domestic navigation (-26%). International aviation emissions have increased by
141% between 1990 and 2018 [EEA 2020b].
However, these results do not include indirect emissions. Therefore, they cannot be used to
compare the total impact between different modes of transport. For example, railways
heavily rely on electric propulsion but electricity generation emissions are not considered in
the transport category (they are in the energy industry category).
To compare the modes of transport, a separate report ordered by the EEA presents results
including Well-to-Wheel emissions (direct emissions + indirect emissions from fuel life cycle)
[Fraunhofer ISI 2020]. Results are given in g
per pkm (passenger kilometer) which
gives the emissions to move one passenger over one kilometer. For passenger cars, the
average car occupancy used is 1.6.
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Figure 10 – Average Well-to-Wheel GHG emissions by mode of passenger transport in 2018, EU-27
[Fraunhofer ISI 2020]

For a passenger, airplane is the mode of transport that emits the most, closely
followed by cars. The train is by far the least emitting one (5 times less than an
airplane).
For railways, indirect emissions represent more than 80% of the total emissions, heavily
dominated by electricity generation. For cars and buses, indirect emissions represent 20%
of total emissions, and 10% for airplanes. Electricity generation only represents 0.08% of
car emissions in 2018 [Fraunhofer ISI 2020].
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In the world
It is difficult to obtain worldwide homogenized total

GHG emissions.

emissions only give an order of magnitude on emission trends.
emissions are rising from all sectors in the world. Transport is one of the most
emitting sectors.
EU is the third world emitter, but its emissions have slowly decreased over the last
decade. The emissions from China and developing countries have strongly increased
over the same period.

In the European Union (EU-27)
The EEA compiles national inventories to report to the UNFCCC.
Total emissions have decreased by 20% while transport emissions have increased by
32% since 1990. Transport is also the first emission sector with 27% of all emissions. All
key sectors are decreasing except transport.
Transport emissions mainly come from road transport (72%) and international travel
(24%). Road transport is dominated by car emissions. However, indirect emissions are
not accounted in these results.
A separate report compares Well-to-Wheel emissions per km for one passenger for
different modes of transport. Airplanes and cars are the modes that emit the most while
the train is the least emitting one.

4. Conclusion
What are the GHG emissions of transport?
Seven categories of greenhouse gases are defined internationally for carbon footprints.
Three of them are predominant for transport emissions (
,
,
).
Transport emissions are either from direct fuel combustion (Tank-to-Wheel), or from indirect
emissions. These indirect emissions can include the fuel life cycle, including electricity
generation for electric vehicles (Well-to-Tank). They can also include the vehicle and its
infrastructures life cycle, but this level of detail is difficult to obtain.
Other gases, mainly precursor gases, are also encouraged to be reported, but separately.
An exception is made for air travel where water vapor (responsible for contrails) and
precursors emitted at high altitude can be accounted with a radiative forcing factor.
How to measure them?
Several international standards have been described. The IPCC guidelines for national
inventories allowed us to explain the EU GHG inventory results. It also provided detailed
methodologies for each mode of transport but only accounting for direct emissions. The
organizational protocols (GHG Protocol and ISO 14064-1) allowed us to consider indirect
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emissions and the individual passenger share of emissions, more adapted for the EGG
framework. The 6 steps to achieve a GHG inventory have been detailed.
The study perimeter defines to which level of detail indirect emissions are considered.
The choice of the methodology can go from the simple equation (
more complex models (AERO2K, COPERT).

) to

When available, fuel AD should be preferred to distance AD.
Different sources and databases for EF have been mentioned 19 . The choice of the EF
should consider indirect emissions and passenger share of emissions. They should also be
country-specific if possible (data available on national NIR reports to the UNFCCC).
The 100-year GWP values for

emissions are taken from the IPCC assessment

reports.
Finally, the reporting of results should indicate uncertainties but also all hypothesis, data
sources and the choice of GWP values to be transparent and comparable.
What is their impact?
In the world, transport is one of the most emitting sectors and its emissions are strongly
increasing. In the EU, it is the most emitting sector and the only sector with increasing
emissions, which make it a priority for environmental policies. These emissions are mainly
from road transport and international travel.
At a passenger level, plane and cars are the most impactful modes of transport. Railways
are the least emitting mode because they rely heavily on electric propulsion and the
decarbonation of electricity generation in the EU. Therefore, the choice of train
transportation should be prioritized in the EU.
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PART III
The European Green Deal
Low emission targets in the EGD
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1. Introduction
It‘s time to convince people to do more than just turn off the water when brushing teeth and
it‘s time to convince states to do more than just warn about the seriousness of greenhouse
gas emissions. Climate is changing rapidly. This is caused by human activities; therefore,
the solutions targeting to limit the impacts of climate change belong to humans. The
European Union has already started to lead the fight against climate change. One of the
biggest concerns of the EU is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in order to achieve a
sustainable and efficient economy. The European Union wants to be the first and leading
organization in tackling climate change by setting alliances with the purpose of decreasing
emissions. We will try to understand to what extent the policies and measures adopted by
the EU are efficient to achieve the target of being a role-model in the fight against climate
change by analysing the European Green Deal and its roadmap.

2. The Green Deal in brief
The short-term emission plan targets a 55 % reduction of gas emissions by 2030 and the
long-term target of the European Commission is zero emission net by 2050. The president of
the European Commission Ursula Von der Leyen is ready to adopt new policies to achieve
the targets and the Commission has already adopted some new measures such as the
European Green Deal.

Source : https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/ed23f3b1-8375-11ea-bf1201aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-177259382

The Green Deal aims to regulate the economy in a low carbon-based sustainable manner.
The targets of the Green Deal will be reached through reducing the green-house gases by
new policies. According to these, all European countries must take responsibility including
the coal-based economies such as Poland and the Czech Republic which have to do their
best by determining ambitious and feasible goals. The Green Deal requires huge efforts in
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order to reach the target that is a more prosperous Europe with an environmentally efficient
economy and social order.
The European Green Deal shall be carried out in three steps:
1. Climate Target Plan to reach 55 % reduction in greenhouse gases by 2030
2. Climate Law in order to reach zero emissions by 2050
3. Climate Pact to involve EU citizens into this action.

2.1 Climate Target Plan
The European Commission submitted a plan in September 2020 to deal with climate
change. This plan was accepted in December 2020. The heads of state and governments of
the European Union agreed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least 55% by 2030
compared to 1990 levels. By approving this, the Council of the European Union put this new
objective in the European Climate Law and put it into force. 20 Reaching this target is not
easy as far as political and economical issues are concerned. Politically, countries whose
economy is dependent on coal do not explicitly support this transition since some of them
are developing countries and this transition seems to challenge their economic power.
Countries having immense industrial activities are not completely keen because of the
difficulties and challenges of changing an economic and industrial model.
There is no doubt that the Green Deal is an expensive investment for the future. The plan of
reduction of greenhouse gases costs 147 billion euros to the EU and the target of 55 %
reduction by 2030 will cost 82 more billion euros. However, according to the estimates of the
European Commission, this investment will pay back, and Europe will no longer be under
the threat of environmental risks. In addition, according to EU calculations, current sea level
rise has already a heavy cost and this cost will increase to 145 billion euros by 2050 and 650
billion euros by 2080.21 By taking into consideration the possible economic challenges of
applying Green Deal policies, the commission has already planned an aid package called
―Just Transition Mechanism''. This financial aid will be provided to the countries who are
experiencing difficulties in the process of green transition.

2.2 Climate Law
European Climate Law is an ambitious action proposed by the European Commission in
March 2020. The European Commission aims to achieve zero net emission by 2050. The
Climate Law aims at providing a sustainable society, an environmentally risk-free
atmosphere to businesses and a resource efficient economy.22

20

European Commission, EU Climate Target Plan 2030, Brussels, September 2020,
(https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/fs_20_1609) Accessed in January 2021.
21
Politico, ―What is the Green eal?‖ Politico, 20 October 2020, (https://www.politico.eu/article/whatis-the-green-deal/), Accessed in January 2020.
22
European Commission, The European Climate Law, Brussels, March, 2020,
(https://ec.europa.eu/clima/sites/clima/files/eu-climate-action/docs/factsheet_ctp_en.pdf) Accessed in
January 2021.
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2.3 Climate Pact
At the individual level, the European Commission initiated a project called European Climate
Pact that involves citizens and organizations into the climate action project. The aim of the
pact is to share knowledge, to create a social consciousness on climate change and to
develop solutions to fight against climate change. 23 According to this project, volunteers
― limate iplomats‖ of the European Union can take a role in this process by awakening
consciousness on challenges related to climate.

3. Energy and Emission
3.1 Energy Target
The most important factor of the greenhouse gas emissions in Europe is the use of fossil
fuel while a quarter of emissions derive from transportation in Europe.24 The dependence on
fossil fuel is high and the use of renewable energy for transportation is in the lowest stage .
One of the important aims is the transition to a clean energy-based transportation system.
On the other hand, the use of bio-based natural products in agriculture is very important for
reducing emissions. According to the director of the International Energy Agency (IEA), Fatih
Birol, the energy transition dominates the IE ‘s agenda for 202125. He underlines the role of
renewable energy, electrification and hydrogen. Dr. Birol highlights the importance of the oil
and gas companies for the cooperation against climate change. Having huge financial
abilities and cutting-edge technology, oil and gas companies are important collaborators in
the fight against climate change to achieve a decrease in greenhouse gas emissions.

3.2 Emissions Trading System and effort sharing
According to the new proposal for a Regulation of the European Commission, the EU
member states have to draw their national plans on energy and climate change in line with
the EU regulations and the Paris Agreement in order to achieve the reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions. Reducing Greenhouse gases emissions is one of the main responses to
climate change but the scope of the ETS unfortunately does not include agriculture,
transportation, building and waste. This is why, under the EU governance, all members of
the EU as sovereign states need to determine their own ambitious objectives to achieve the
short-term targets of the 2030 agenda.
The EU Emissions Trading System is at the cornerstone of these targets. It is a long and
complicated method that has been applied since 2005. In a nutshell, it is a cap-and-trade
system that caps the greenhouse gas emissions of facilities such as power stations and
industrial plants as well as aircrafts. Companies can buy allowances for emission according
to these caps and they can trade these allowances.
23

European Commission, The European Climate Pact, Brussels, December 2020,
(https://ec.europa.eu/clima/sites/clima/files/eu-climate-action/pact/202012_factsheet_pact_en.pdf)
Accessed in January 2021.
24
European Commission, ― European Strategy for Low-Emission Mo ility‖ Brussels, 20 July 2016.
25
―IE key priorities and special projects for
‖ https://www.iea.org/events/iea-key-priorities-andspecial-projects-for-2021?utm_content=buffer494b6&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitterieabirol&utm_campaign=buffer
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As a complementary mechanism to EU ETS, the Effort sharing legislation sets binding
greenhouse gas emissions targets for the period 2021-2030. This mechanism covers the
sectors which the ETS does not cover such as transportation, agriculture, buildings and
waste. This mechanism is the alternative to not pricing the emissions in the EU. However,
climate economists are worried about the ―water e effect‖ any effort of a government on
one sector which will be covered by ETS will not impact the total emissions since the
emissions from this particular sector may rise in other countries.

4. To what extent might the European Green Deal be
successful?
In 2019, greenhouse gas emisions decreased by 3,7 % compared to their 2018 level while
the GDP grew. But according to the EU ETS data, while the emissions of power plants
decreased by 15% and industries by 2 %, the emissions in aviation grew by 1% in the
European Economic Area.26 Therefore, the average 9,1 % annual decrease shows us the
efficiency of the EU Emissions Trade System. The EU ETS is responsible for the reduction
of emissions at installations (power plants and industrial plants) and aviation, so the
numbers on‘t include transportation, agriculture, buildings and waste. Therefore, policies
leading to decreases in these sectors are very efficient s when taking into consideration the
fact that transportation and agriculture emit at serious levels.

4.1 Will Europe become a leader in this field?
The environmental problems we are facing today are global and the European Union cannot
continue to reduce emissions alone. However, its efforts are important in terms of supplying
economic and scientific support as well as political image which will force other institutions to
react too. Acting together will be for sure more efficient in order to convince the states and
private actors. That is why the European Union is eager to build alliances.27
The EU does all these efforts in line with the Paris Climate Agreement, all the targets are
coherent with the agreement. The European Union aims to be a leader in terms of raising
awareness on climate change. However, the EU cannot achieve the legally binding targets
at national level without cooperation. Climate change oesn‘t recognize borders, it is not a
regional problem, therefore the EU needs a global help in its efforts. For example, Norway
and Iceland are not members of the European Union, but they are in the EU ETS initiative
and they are also parties to the 2030 target. The EU wants to extend its cooperation with
other regions beyond Europe, NGOs, IGOs and states to be more efficient.
The European Green Deal is one of the rare initiatives which aims to change the mode of
production. Until now, generally, the climate initiatives‘ target was to change consumption
behaviours. It is a well-known fact that changing the mode of production is more difficult than
26

European Commission, « EU greenhouse gas emissions fell in 2019 to the lowest level in three
eca es‖
Press
Release,
Brussels,
30
November
2020,
(https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_2182) Accessed in January 2020.
27
European Commission, The European Green Deal, Brussels, 11 December 2019.
(https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/european-green-deal-communication_en.pdf) Accessed in
January 2021.
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the mode of consumption since the addressees are automatically the states. It is more
difficult and time consuming to try to deal with states than making up-down changes for
people. Therefore, the Green Deal is very essential at this point, maybe it is not easy to
realize the targets, but it is a very supportive regional mechanism for the global Paris
Agreement.

4.2 Some bad scenarios
Bad scenarios are economic damages on the EU budget and carbon transmissions from out
of the EU towards the EU. If the companies move their installation from the EU to other
countries because of the emission restrictions, this would for sure affect the economy.
However, carbon dioxide knows no borders. On the other hand, products made of carbon
would return to the EU by trade. The result might not be very satisfactory, because, if this
kind of production with high emissions continues, the global emission level cannot decrease
in these circumstances. Therefore, these results may disappoint not only the EU and the
companies who adopted the EU‘s Green Deal policies, but also the states who signed the
Paris agreement. In order to avoid this kind of a threat, the European Commission designed
a ―car on border adjustment mechanism‖ Thanks to the high carbon import prices, they can
adjust the use of carbon and reduce the risk of carbon leakage.28

4.3 What do scientists think ?
― urning an urgent challenge into a unique opportunity‖ is the motto of the Green deal. Is this
true? According to the Director of the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, Ottmar
Edenhofer, there is a lot of ambiguity, especially in the carbon prices. According to him, the
55 % is an aspirational goal and the goal of zero emissions by 2050 cannot be achieved29.
On the other side, Jacob Werksman, Principal Adviser to Directorate General for Climate
Action in the European Commission, thinks that the Green Deal is very ambitious by
targeting the low-carbon and a climate-resilient economy which is an investment for the next
generations. 30 There are pessimistic and optimistic approaches to the Green Deal, but
Ursula Von Der Leyen took a very big step against climate change.

5. Conclusion
The endeavours of the European Commission to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions in
tackling climate change cannot be ignored. The biggest challenge is to convince the

28

European Commission, Inception Impact Assessment on ― ar on Border Adjustment Mechanism‖
04
March
2020,
Brussels,
(https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-yoursay/initiatives/12228-Carbon-Border-Adjustment-Mechanism), Accessed in January 2020.
29
Edenhofer Ottmar, ― onversations on Climate Change and Energy Policy: A Virtual Forum from the
Harvard Project on Climate Agreements: The European Green Deal — Reform or Regulatory
sunami?‖ Webinar by Belfer Center, 26 January 2021. (https://www.belfercenter.org/conversationsclimate-change-and-energy-policy-virtual-forum-harvard-project-climate-agreements) Accessed in
January 2021.
30
Werksman Jacob, ― onversations on Climate Change and Energy Policy: A Virtual Forum from the
Harvard Project on Climate Agreements: “Why We Need More Than a Carbon Price‖ Webinar by
Belfer Center, 8 September 2020, (https://www.belfercenter.org/conversations-climate-change-andenergy-policy-virtual-forum-harvard-project-climate-agreements), Accessed in January 2021.
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economic and political stakeholders. Nevertheless, the European Commission seems very
determined in this project and is leading the way in the fight against climate change. decision
makers involved in the Green Deal project deem that they borrowed money from people to
invest for the future of the next generations. Indeed, it is necessary to remember the costs of
environmental risks such as the sea level rise. For example, in the United States, wildfires or
sea level rises caused by climate change will cost nearly $ 100 billion in 2020.31 Therefore,
the measures taken by the European Union are very relevant steps for the short and the
long term.
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1. The carbon footprint of the Erasmus+ programme.
Results of the quantitative analysis.
1.1 Literature review
In the modern world mobility seems to be a “commodity of the early twenty‐first century”
(Cairns et al., 2017: 170). One may be tempted to say that we are to some degree regulated
by the so-called “mobility imperative” – a compulsion to complete education, acquire
valuable skills and become established within a chosen occupational field out of a sense of
necessity, and perhaps also to become part of a larger European community (Cairns, 2014:
46). Despite the students being an internally heterogeneous group in terms of mobility (they
vary according to gender, types of study, ethnicity, life experience, etc.), their mobility is an
intrinsic characteristic of this social group in every country and can be perceived as natural
at a certain level of generality (Sokołowicz 2018: 2).
As a result, students and, in fact, the entire academic community are highly mobile, and
some even call it an academic hypermobility culture (Glover et al., 2017; Hopkins et al.,
2016). However, this mobility varies strongly in terms of space – both between countries
and between regions and urban areas. This is because, on the one hand, mobility decisions
are embedded socially and biographically, and on the other hand – the decision to spend a
study period abroad cannot be fully understood without taking into consideration the
macroeconomic context (Van Mol & Timmerman, 2014: 465).
Thus, the decision to join the Erasmus programme depends on three main groups of factors:
1. macro conditions, 2. personal background (both socioeconomic status and social
networks) and 3. personal reasons (e.g. personal development, the improvement of career
opportunities, experiential goals, improving language skills (Van Mol & Timmerman, 2014:
466). As far as the macro determinants are concerned, the most important factors attracting
Erasmus students are language and climate, as well as the general academic prestige of
chosen host countries (Rodríguez González et al., 2011). Personal factors are obviously more
nuanced and difficult to classify. Consequently, student mobility is a multifaceted,
competing, and sometimes conflicting process (Holton & Finn, 2018).
Rodríguez González et al. (2011), who used gravity models to capture an overall picture of
European Erasmus students’ mobility, found that despite the financial support granted by
the EU and other institutions, the differences in the cost of living and distance are the key
factors explaining Erasmus flows. Moreover, the educational background, the university
quality, the host country language and climate are all considered significant determinants.
Also, the Erasmus flows seem to be biased towards Mediterranean countries, mainly due to
their superior climate (Rodríguez González et al., 2011: 427). Meanwhile, a network
analysis-based quantitative study conducted a few years later by Breznik & Skrbinjek (2020)
revealed the following Erasmus programme mobility patterns:
- The core centres for student mobility are Spain, France, Germany and Italy,
- The most balanced relative outbound and inbound mobility are in Spain,
Switzerland, Austria and Poland,
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- Spain and Italy exchange the most students between each other,
- Luxemburg, Malta and Liechtenstein have large numbers of mobile students
considering the size of the country’s student population.
In effect, this network analysis revealed three groups of countries: (1) good receivers and
senders (Spain, Italy, and Germany), (2) good receivers only (Finland, Sweden, the United
Kingdom and Portugal) and (3) good senders only (Belgium and the Czech Republic) (Breznik
& Skrbinjek, 2020: 105). Research conducted a few years previously showed that higherincome countries receive the most mobile students and that students usually arrive from
low-income countries (Macrander, 2017). However, at the same time, new secondary core
centres that attracted mobile students emerged in such countries as Italy, Spain, Austria,
Czech Republic, Belgium, Denmark, Poland, Hungary, Sweden and Finland (Kondakci et al.,
2018).
Research reveals that greater flight availability is associated with more frequent scientific
collaboration. For example, more flight connections (connectivity) and the proximity of an
airport (accessibility) increase the expected number of internationally co-authored scientific
papers (Ploszaj et al., 2020). On the other hand, geographical distance decreases the
likelihood of any collaboration and reduces its intensity, as measured by the number of copublications, co-patents, and collaborative projects (Hoekman et al., 2010, 2013; Ploszaj et
al., 2020a; Ponds, 2009). This is especially important not so much from the perspective of
the best academic centres in the world, but rather represents a greater opportunity for less
important gown towns, ambitious to catch up with the best. This is because, despite
globalisation, the world of science is still “spiky” (Florida, 2005; Olechnicka et al., 2019: 176).
Although a slight trend towards the deconcentration of scientific activities has been
observed (Grossetti et al., 2013), it has not noticeably affected the hierarchy of academic
centres.
For the above reasons, the academic exchange continues to be an important driver of the
contemporary “quest for knowledge”. Importantly, student academic mobility should not be
considered separate from researcher mobility. Both processes are mutually reinforcing, and
although the main aim of academic mobility is to improve human capital, it turns out that
the mobility of students and researchers also results in increased scientific collaboration
(Scellato et al., 2015).
Air travel is responsible for a significant percentage of academic mobility. As a result,
academia is a very significant source of the carbon footprint generated by air traffic. This
poses an extraordinary challenge to the academic world, which aims to benefit from
collaborations and simultaneously needs to be aware of the environmental externalities of
these practices. Hence, contemporary HEIs must search for a trade-off between
internationalisation as a source of new research ideas and mobility as a source of
environmental concerns.
The latter is an important by-product of academic activity, only temporarily halted by the
COVID-19 pandemic (Nižetid, 2020). According to the calculations from a decade ago, air
travel generates between 3.5 and 4.9 per cent of the greenhouse gas emissions responsible
for climate change (Lee et al., 2009). Growth in these emissions is expected to continue at
4.9 per cent annually until at least 2026 (Airbus, 2007; cit. after Glover et al., 2018: 757),
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while emission reductions from technological efficiencies are not expected to be effective
before 2030 (Bows & Anderson, 2007). Unfortunately, academic mobility is largely ignored
in sustainability policies because it is an integral and growing aspect of the academic career
(Glover et al., 2018: 768). Without the denormalisation of this practice, it will be difficult to
expect significant changes in this matter. In effect, air travel contributes substantially to the
carbon footprint of academic communities despite calls to travel less (Anglaret, 2018).
Overall, total levels of CO2 emissions from the transport sector in the 35 European countries
increased significantly between 1994 and 2014. However, the year 2008 was a turning point
for the developed world. In the EU28 and US, following the global financial crisis, the total
amount of CO2 emissions from transport entered a decreasing trend. Even though for the US
this trend stopped thereafter, it continues in the EU, indicating that decreasing CO2
emissions are possible, both in relative (per inhabitant and per unit of GDP) and in absolute
(in tonnes) terms (Mihail et al., 2019: 691).
It is hard to imagine a very drastic reduction in the academic mobility of both students and
researchers, since this community is one of the most mobile in most countries of the world.
In fact, such a reduction would be even unfavourable from the perspective of the growing
need for scientific collaboration. Therefore, adopting an “avoid-mitigate-compensate”
approach (Jean & Wymant, 2019) seems to be the most likely strategy for the academia in
the coming years. The first important step in minimising the carbon footprint is, of course,
knowing its scale. Thus, a sound diagnosis of European HEIs as producers of carbon
footprints is an important starting point for further measures.

1.2 Overlook of the 2014–2020 mobilities
The analysed period of 2014–2020 is not only distinguishable because of the formal and
financial aspects associated with the EU financial perspectives. Its ending is also highlighted
by the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic, which turned out to be a major adverse shock
for the international mobility of academic staff and students.
The Erasmus+ programme in 2014–2020 was divided into calls that were launched annually,
but each call covered an overlapping period of 3 or 4 (starting from Call 2019) years. As of
1st of March 2021, when the data was extracted from the FRSE, it can be noted that the
number of mobilities realised in 2020 dropped significantly, while in the first two months of
2021, no mobilities were completed.
In the period of 2014–2020, a total number of almost 1.9 million (1,874,689 to be exact)
mobilities were successfully conducted. The majority constituting 81% of it (1,519,564)
belonged to the category of student mobilities, while the remaining 19% (355,125) were
staff mobilities.
According to the official data, all the staff mobilities were labelled as academic staff, and
even though theoretically there is a separate category for non-teaching staff mobility, it was
never used. This indicates that either administrative workers did not engage in KA 103/107
mobilities at all (despite there being such an opportunity), or the reporting system did not
require stating that in the official record. The first option dofinitely is not true – e.g.
Euripean Commission’s annual reports conveying synthetic information on the Erasmus +
programme do provide information about non-teaching staff mobilities. For some reason,
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this information is not carried onto the database of individual mobilities, which implies that
there is a gap in the reporting system that should be filled for the coming calls in order to
make the statistics more accurate.
As for the decomposition of student mobilities, one should stress that the majority was
performed by undergraduate students – 63% (961,477). Master-level students accounted
for 31% of total student mobilities (472,360). The remaining 6% (85,727) of student
mobilities were carried out by PhD students or so-called pre-students, which refers to
individuals who qualified for their programmes but are not yet students. Most mobilities
happen on the undergraduate level because such programmes are typically longer, and
Erasmus+ mobility, which is, in fact, an idiosyncratic distortion of a standard curriculum,
presents a relatively lesser shock for the entire course of study.
Another clearly observable tendency is that women seem to be more mobile. The data
indicates that roughly 60% of all mobilities belong to female staff or students. However, in
reality, this is an element of the recent trend for the growing feminisation of higher
education as such. Most studies on the gender gaps in higher education focus on wage gaps
or accessibility to certain positions in the academic hierarchy. However, the few existing
reports on the composition of academic society clearly indicate the growing domination of
women. An OECD report from 2008 claims that women have been a majority in the student
community (in OECD member states) ever since 1995, and it predicts that around 2020, the
proportion should be 58 to 42 in favour of women (Vincent-Lancrin, 2008: 67), which
corresponds with the proportions obtained in our study. A more recent report indicates that
in some advanced countries, such as Australia, women already constitute 60% of students
and that this phenomenon is global (Rae, 2017). The World Atlas of Gender Equality in
Education confirms that the enrolment of women into tertiary education has been higher
than in the case of men globally (not only in the most developed countries) ever since the
late 1990s, but in the wealthy countries that trend is much stronger and started even
earlier. Moreover, when it comes to successful graduation, the proportions are balanced on
the bachelor level, men have an advantage on the master level, but women prevail on the
PhD level, and as a result of that last factor, women are also in the majority of researchers
newly employed into the academic ranks (Fiske, 2012: 77-81). Hence, the Erasmus+ mobility
programmes are no different from global trends.
One last interesting observation in terms of personal characteristics of those in travel is that
in general, 13% of all mobilities (17% in terms of staff and 12% in terms of students, with a
total number of 245,050) were conducted by people whose nationality was different from
the country of residence of their sending institution. This means that a significant portion of
international flows was performed by staff or students who were already in migration. The
obtained number suggests an overrepresentation of international students and staff
compared to the general composition of the academic society. This observation only
confirms that once a person decides to move internationally (to work or to study), further
similar movements in terms of short term mobilities are easier and more natural.
A review of all the mobilities within the time span of 2014–2020 allows us to provide some
general characteristics of travels as such. To start with, the distances travelled varied to a
significant extent – starting from 0 km, which refers to mobilities within cross-border cities,
up to almost 20,000 km in the case of mobilities involving French overseas territories. The
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average distance travelled by students in mobility was 1,374 km (with a standard deviation
of 1,384 km), while in terms of academic staff, it was 1,754 km (with a standard deviation of
1,568 km). All in all, students seem to travel on smaller distances, but at the same time,
both distributions are heavily right-skewed.
The same skewness-related problem could be observed in relation to the length of mobility.
It varied from one day as a shared minimum up to over a year in the case of staff and 630
days in the case of the longest student mobilities. The average length is five days for staff,
which corresponds to one working week, and 155 days for students, which relates to one
semester. That is how Erasmus+ mobilities were intended to be planned, and the majority
of users fit into that pattern.
Finally, among the general characteristics of mobilities, it seems interesting to determine
which fields of education are associated with the largest flows of students and academic
staff. Table 1 shows all the data according to how they were originally described.
Table 1. Mobilities by field of education
No. of
mobilities
175079

% of
mobilities
9,34%

159831

8,53%

Languages, not further defined

85839

4,58%

Law

78649

4,20%

Economics

60876

3,25%

Engineering and engineering trades, not further defined

60864

3,25%

Political sciences and civics

57485

3,07%

Management and administration

54775

2,92%

Medicine

50727

2,71%

Literature and linguistics

41237

2,20%

Language acquisition

36911

1,97%

Architecture and town planning

35851

1,91%

Travel, tourism and leisure

30327

1,62%

Business and administration

29469

1,57%

Psychology

28349

1,51%

Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), not further defined

25984

1,39%

Music and performing arts

24431

1,30%

Education, not further defined

23362

1,25%

History and archaeology

23158

1,24%

Languages

21956

1,17%

Mechanics and metal trades

21614

1,15%

Building and civil engineering

20964

1,12%

Marketing and advertising

20444

1,09%

Nursing and midwifery

19925

1,06%

Arts, not further defined

19160

1,02%

Chemistry

17872

0,95%

Biology

17537

0,94%

Field of education
Business and administration, not further defined
Unspecified
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No. of
mobilities
17407

% of
mobilities
0,93%

Fashion, interior and industrial design

17234

0,92%

Electronics and automation

16429

0,88%

Teacher training with subject specialisation

16386

0,87%

Sports

15589

0,83%

Fine arts

15165

0,81%

Audio-visual techniques and media production

14880

0,79%

Architecture and construction, not further defined

14051

0,75%

Social and behavioural sciences, not further defined

13742

0,73%

Earth sciences

13551

0,72%

Business and administration, not elsewhere classified

13524

0,72%

Education science

13510

0,72%

Social work and counselling

13488

0,72%

Pharmacy

13332

0,71%

Journalism and information, not further defined

12756

0,68%

Humanities (except languages), not further defined

12114

0,65%

Therapy and rehabilitation

12082

0,64%

Hotel, restaurants and catering

12056

0,64%

Agriculture, not further defined

12010

0,64%

Engineering and engineering trades, not elsewhere classified

11785

0,63%

Electricity and energy

11432

0,61%

Physics

10770

0,57%

Biological and related sciences, not further defined

10671

0,57%

Environmental sciences

10145

0,54%

Finance, banking and insurance

9589

0,51%

Veterinary

9481

0,51%

Motor vehicles, ships and aircraft

8990

0,48%

Chemical engineering and processes

8978

0,48%

Mathematics

8877

0,47%

Languages, not elsewhere classified

8511

0,45%

Philosophy and ethics

8471

0,45%

Engineering and engineering trades

8156

0,44%

Food processing

8043

0,43%

Journalism and reporting

7752

0,41%

Health, not further defined

7641

0,41%

Education

6782

0,36%

Teacher training without subject specialisation

6565

0,35%

Business, administration and law

6274

0,33%

Biochemistry

5901

0,31%

Computer use

5842

0,31%

Accounting and taxation

5773

0,31%

Field of education
Sociology and cultural studies
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No. of
mobilities
5642

% of
mobilities
0,30%

Transport services

5444

0,29%

Religion and theology

5354

0,29%

Medical diagnostic and treatment technology

5069

0,27%

Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)

4758

0,25%

Arts and humanities, inter-disciplinary programmes

4730

0,25%

Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), not elsewhere classified

4433

0,24%

Training for pre-school teachers
Inter-disciplinary programmes and qualifications involving engineering,
manufacturing and construction
Biological and related sciences, not elsewhere classified

4425

0,24%

4418

0,24%

4306

0,23%

Dental studies
Inter-disciplinary programmes and qualifications involving business,
administration and law
Arts, not elsewhere classified

4296

0,23%

4127

0,22%

4050

0,22%

Arts

3913

0,21%

Environmental protection technology

3858

0,21%

Engineering, manufacturing and construction

3717

0,20%

Materials (glass, paper, plastic and wood)

3585

0,19%

Humanities (except languages), not elsewhere classified

3320

0,18%

Forestry

3165

0,17%

Social sciences, journalism and information, inter-disciplinary programmes
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), inter-disciplinary
programmes
Architecture and construction

3137

0,17%

3101

0,17%

3015

0,16%

Journalism and information

2894

0,15%

Social and behavioural sciences, not elsewhere classified

2630

0,14%

Manufacturing and processing, not further defined

2609

0,14%

Social and behavioural sciences

2557

0,14%

Environment, not further defined

2504

0,13%

Humanities (except languages)

2346

0,13%

Textiles (clothes, footwear and leather)

2346

0,13%

Health, not elsewhere classified

2246

0,12%

Database and network design and administration

2110

0,11%

Social sciences, journalism and information

2084

0,11%

Secretarial and office work

2041

0,11%

Architecture and construction, not elsewhere classified

2026

0,11%

Law, not elsewhere classified

2023

0,11%

Mathematics and statistics, not further defined

2021

0,11%

Personal services, not further defined

1968

0,10%

Education, not elsewhere classified

1908

0,10%

Crop and livestock production

1850

0,10%

Journalism and information, not elsewhere classified

1831

0,10%

Field of education
Software and applications development and analysis
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No. of
mobilities
1781

% of
mobilities
0,10%

Statistics

1739

0,09%

Arts and humanities

1699

0,09%

Wholesale and retail sales

1684

0,09%

Agriculture, not elsewhere classified
Inter-disciplinary programmes and qualifications involving agriculture, forestry,
fisheries and veterinary
Biological and related sciences

1657

0,09%

1622

0,09%

1613

0,09%

Horticulture

1548

0,08%

Library, information and archival studies

1533

0,08%

Physical sciences, not further defined

1479

0,08%

Health

1372

0,07%

Agriculture, forestry, fisheries and veterinary

1371

0,07%

Military and defence

1261

0,07%

Business, administration and law not elsewhere classified

1254

0,07%

Agriculture

1194

0,06%

Natural environments and wildlife
Inter-disciplinary programmes and qualifications involving natural sciences,
mathematics and statistics
Handicrafts

1167

0,06%

1126

0,06%

1109

0,06%

Mining and extraction

952

0,05%

Inter-disciplinary programmes and qualifications involving education

947

0,05%

Security services, not further defined

945

0,05%

Transport services, not elsewhere classified

943

0,05%

Work skills

876

0,05%

Welfare, not further defined

806

0,04%

Services

786

0,04%

Health and Welfare, inter-disciplinary programmes

758

0,04%

Hair and beauty services

753

0,04%

Environment, not elsewhere classified

722

0,04%

Physical sciences, not elsewhere classified

647

0,03%

Natural sciences, mathematics and statistics

631

0,03%

Environment

595

0,03%

Protection of persons and property

571

0,03%

Engineering, manufacturing and construction not elsewhere classified

546

0,03%

Mathematics and statistics

507

0,03%

Mathematics and statistics, not elsewhere classified

503

0,03%

Manufacturing and processing, not elsewhere classified

501

0,03%

Manufacturing and processing

468

0,02%

Health and welfare

455

0,02%

Occupational health and safety

430

0,02%

Fisheries

346

0,02%

Field of education
Child care and youth services
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No. of
mobilities
346

% of
mobilities
0,02%

Traditional and complementary medicine and therapy

331

0,02%

Physical sciences

306

0,02%

Care of the elderly and of disabled adults

304

0,02%

Services, inter-disciplinary programmes

249

0,01%

Veterinary, not elsewhere classified

226

0,01%

Security services

219

0,01%

Forestry, not elsewhere classified

213

0,01%

Agriculture, forestry, fisheries, and veterinary not elsewhere classified

174

0,01%

Domestic services

174

0,01%

Personal services

172

0,01%

Welfare

165

0,01%

Welfare, not elsewhere classified

161

0,01%

Personal services, not elsewhere classified

123

0,01%

Fisheries, not elsewhere classified

87

0,00%

Natural sciences, mathematics and statistics not elsewhere classified

85

0,00%

Community sanitation

84

0,00%

Hygiene and occupational health services, not further defined

57

0,00%

Hygiene and occupational health services, not elsewhere classified

43

0,00%

5

0,00%

Field of education
Security services, not elsewhere classified

Hygiene and occupational health services
Source: FRSE.

The field of education was clearly specified for the majority of travels. Only 8.5% of all
mobilities were not clearly classified – the majority of these were staff mobilities. At the top
of the ranking provided in Table 1 one could observe that students and researchers engaged
in social studies and linguistics seem to have contributed to the Erasmus+ mobilities to the
largest extent.

1.3. Methodology of calculating the transport-related carbon
footprint of the Erasmus+ mobilities in 2014–2020
Two sets of assumptions were used to calculate two variants of the transport-related
carbon footprint of the Erasmus+ programme in 2014–2020. The first variant is based on
assumptions used by Hill et al. (2020). These conversion factors were also utilised in a
carbon footprint calculator, which was implemented on the Erasmus Goes Green website,
which is why for the purpose of this analysis, they will serve as baseline estimations. Due to
the lack of such data in the base provided by FRSE, we have incorporated differentiation of
means of transport based on the assumptions made about the potential range for a coach
or each type of flight.
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Table 2. Conversion factors – baseline variant
Means of transport
Coach

CF emission (CO2eq. kg/pas.km)
0.02732

Range (km)
(0;600]

Short-haul (SH) plane

0.07610

(600;1700]

Long-haul (LH) plane
Source: Hill et al., (2020).

0.09340

Above 1700

An alternative estimation was based on significantly higher conversion factors and a more
detailed breakdown of flying distances (Loyarte-López et al., 2020).
Table 3. Conversion factors – alternative variant
Coach

Means of transport

CF emission (CO2eq. kg/pas.km)
0.065
(0;600]

Range (km)

Short-haul (SH) plane

0.153

(600;1500]

Mid-haul (MH) plane

0.120

(1500;6000]

Long-haul (LH) plane
Source: Loyarte-López et al., 2020.

0.065

Above 6000

In both variants of estimation, carbon footprint emission was treated as a sum of emissions
of CO2, which is the major component, and other greenhouse gases, that is CH4 and N2O.
Inclusion of other gases results in the usage of CO2 equivalents for the measuring purposes.
The carbon footprint emission of the Erasmus+ programme is presented in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Carbon footprint emission of the Erasmus+ programme, 2014–2020, CO2eq. tonnes
18,000
16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
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4,000
2,000
2020.12
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2018.06
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2017.09

2017.06
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2016.09

2016.06

2016.03

2015.12

2015.09

2015.06

2015.03

2014.12

2014.09

2014.06

0,000

Source: own elaboration based on FRSE.

Two observations are apparent. First, the KA 103/107 mobilities are strongly seasonal. One
could observe local peaks every September, January, February and June – these months
correspond with the starting and end of the winter semesters (September and January) and
summer semesters (February and June), which are typical starting and ending dates for
student mobilities. Moreover, staff mobilities are usually short, under one month. They
typically take place at the beginning or end of the academic year. Thus the spikes for
September and June are more pronounced than those for January and February.
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The second observation refers to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. Years 2014–2017
reveal a growing trend – each local peak is higher than the one from the previous year.
Starting from autumn 2018, we can already observe a decline in mobility. It may have been
associated with the “yellow vest” protests in France, which (as shown later) is one of the key
countries within the Erasmus+ network. When the pandemic broke out at the end of 2019,
the programme practically ceased to operate.
Detailed estimations of the transport-related carbon footprint of the Erasmus+ programme
are provided in Table 4 and Table 5.
Table 4. Carbon footprint emission of the Erasmus+ programme – baseline variant

2014.06
2014.07
2014.08
2014.09
2014.10
2014.11
2014.12
2015.01
2015.02
2015.03
2015.04
2015.05
2015.06
2015.07
2015.08
2015.09
2015.10
2015.11
2015.12
2016.01
2016.02
2016.03
2016.04
2016.05
2016.06
2016.07
2016.08
2016.09
2016.10
2016.11
2016.12
2017.01
2017.02

TOTAL
1797
3224
24235
118909
27665
10467
29091
70062
72293
33371
31873
52298
90492
57581
51843
146403
33559
12927
33344
74855
83234
32813
40197
60085
94238
60104
53327
153210
38551
15916
38054
81300
89934

No. of trips
coach
SH plane
559
1231
852
2360
3155
20929
17666 100742
5987
21569
2641
7750
4568
24346
10860 58914
12724 59265
7123
26120
7217
24444
8944
42914
14394 75599
10491 46681
8881
42637
22765 122733
7425
25891
3469
9267
5034
27944
11536 62726
14523 67557
6810
25340
8642
30518
10597 48080
14479 78191
11015 47810
8642
43566
23812 126621
8211
29092
3840
11120
5733
31166
11876 67557
15402 71854

LH plane
7
12
151
501
109
76
177
288
304
128
212
440
499
409
325
905
243
191
366
593
1154
663
1037
1408
1568
1279
1119
2777
1248
956
1155
1867
2678

TOTAL
145.42
272.87
2486.50
11620.00
2408.67
921.99
2817.51
6834.35
7024.93
2918.96
2872.20
5278.61
9010.80
5444.17
4985.05
14498.03
3013.81
1194.32
3342.45
7531.19
8574.30
3271.95
4174.33
6608.45
10137.47
6286.85
5753.93
16236.77
4207.58
2056.40
4368.40
9043.99
10339.14

CF emission (CO2eq. tonnes)
coach
SH plane
LH plane
137.38
2.85
5.18
258.15
6.21
8.50
2344.99
106.74
34.77
11175.09
256.40
188.51
2279.49
65.90
63.27
858.24
38.26
25.48
2632.37
137.60
47.54
6554.01
165.72
114.62
6729.59
165.27
130.07
2769.69
76.38
72.89
2667.45
132.78
71.97
4950.13
239.13
89.35
8601.26
260.99
148.54
5110.84
224.53
108.80
4670.01
222.55
92.48
13775.86
483.75
238.43
2770.56
166.10
77.15
1030.27
131.95
32.09
3014.90
275.69
51.86
6986.46
421.79
122.94
7677.08
748.86
148.36
2726.90
476.57
68.48
3409.61
680.18
84.54
5555.25
948.08
105.12
8941.09
1047.03
149.35
5256.96
916.83
113.05
4860.43
803.09
90.40
14094.65
1892.81
249.32
3199.16
924.40
84.03
1286.85
732.91
36.63
3436.55
872.98
58.86
7588.77
1329.58
125.63
8252.19
1930.20
156.75
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2017.03
2017.04
2017.05
2017.06
2017.07
2017.08
2017.09
2017.10
2017.11
2017.12
2018.01
2018.02
2018.03
2018.04
2018.05
2018.06
2018.07
2018.08
2018.09
2018.10
2018.11
2018.12
2019.01
2019.02
2019.03
2019.04
2019.05
2019.06
2019.07
2019.08
2019.09
2019.10
2019.11
2019.12
2020.01
2020.02
2020.03
2020.04
2020.05
2020.06
2020.07
2020.08
2020.09
2020.10

TOTAL
42484
41854
70416
105276
64540
55183
157411
41220
18274
41743
83939
96032
43646
52963
71724
112205
68585
49051
131616
35529
17818
35162
69423
72183
37603
39474
66395
78016
48750
18609
29123
5015
3256
4922
6776
5860
3138
956
1802
2217
1144
342
342
18

No. of trips
coach
SH plane
8062
32274
8363
31179
11360 55504
15712 86421
11385 50303
8539
45408
24261 130234
8430
31225
4110
12982
6101
34201
11989 69711
16331 76729
8640
32284
10401 39282
11589 55948
17382 90565
12043 52707
8256
39714
21100 107728
7217
26921
4145
12387
5424
28555
10808 56917
12956 57064
7536
28068
8246
28661
11614 51299
12162 62283
8484
37074
4407
14057
5717
23107
1259
3658
896
2297
843
4025
1325
5378
1250
4534
807
2264
218
722
292
1477
314
1883
192
946
115
227
176
164
2
14

LH plane
2148
2312
3552
3143
2852
1236
2916
1565
1182
1441
2239
2972
2722
3280
4187
4258
3835
1081
2788
1391
1286
1183
1698
2163
1999
2567
3482
3571
3192
145
299
98
63
54
73
76
67
16
33
20
6
0
2
2

TOTAL
5234.67
5342.86
9169.24
12314.02
7830.61
6056.32
16764.92
4710.97
2422.60
4892.23
9600.23
11077.04
5672.69
6985.39
9742.93
13652.51
8895.92
5258.56
13983.28
4053.14
2410.02
4041.84
7627.98
7982.67
4610.74
5180.70
8589.17
9674.96
6505.00
1590.48
2798.31
465.04
296.63
483.78
632.34
545.87
284.06
82.04
182.92
210.66
105.07
23.96
20.20
2.68

CF emission (CO2eq. tonnes)
coach
SH plane
LH plane
3602.31
1551.13
81.23
3580.45
1679.83
82.58
6497.12
2558.21
113.91
9909.49
2242.67
161.85
5645.01
2068.94
116.67
5086.33
878.83
91.15
14566.05
1944.65
254.22
3497.23
1127.11
86.63
1533.86
849.64
39.10
3781.56
1047.79
62.87
7888.84
1583.90
127.49
8767.55
2142.37
167.12
3637.92
1948.56
86.21
4561.31
2320.97
103.12
6655.87
2972.20
114.86
10452.61
3020.74
179.16
5967.62
2805.44
122.86
4391.12
780.86
86.58
11900.80
1860.36
222.12
3016.64
962.75
73.75
1442.91
927.75
39.36
3114.41
870.85
56.58
6297.16
1216.28
114.55
6346.41
1503.59
132.67
3102.71
1432.39
75.63
3273.18
1826.42
81.09
6011.30
2461.80
116.07
7028.10
2520.47
126.39
4147.24
2269.56
88.20
1449.66
96.16
44.66
2565.56
176.34
56.40
389.90
62.27
12.88
244.57
43.42
8.64
428.65
46.65
8.48
574.48
44.79
13.06
486.72
47.85
11.31
234.68
42.43
6.95
68.42
11.48
2.14
158.62
21.68
2.61
195.99
11.66
3.01
99.44
3.90
1.73
22.74
0.00
1.22
17.97
0.71
1.52
0.90
1.76
0.02
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No. of trips
TOTAL
coach
SH plane
2020.11
3
0
3
2020.12
0
0
0
Source: own elaboration based on FRSE.

LH plane
0
0

CF emission (CO2eq. tonnes)
TOTAL
coach
SH plane
LH plane
0.47
0.00
0.00
0.47
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Table 5. Carbon footprint emission of the Erasmus+ programme – alternative variant
No. of trips
TOTAL

CF emission (CO2eq. tonnes)
LH
plane

coach

SH plane MH plane

2014.06 1797

559

727

510

1

257.20

12.33

115.59

128.85

0.43

2014.07 3224

852

1451

917

4

482.65

20.23

228.57

231.56

2.29

2014.08 24235

3155

12325

8650

105

4294.23

82.72

1989.39

2160.12

62.01

2014.09 118909 17666 60234

40860

149

20444.23 448.51

9824.62

10083.13 87.97

2014.10 27665

5987

13500

8141

37

4263.36

150.54

2117.00

1968.72

27.10

2014.11 10467

2641

4640

3163

23

1612.26

60.63

741.67

797.15

12.81

2014.12 29091

4568

15221

9172

130

4897.43

113.11

2443.87

2257.16

83.29

2015.01 70062

10860 35207

23868

127

11982.90 272.71

5674.78

5962.70

72.72

2015.02 72293

12724 33070

26402

97

12226.35 309.45

5307.43

6548.13

61.33

2015.03 33371

7123

16472

9711

65

5169.57

173.42

2603.26

2356.36

36.53

2015.04 31873

7217

14864

9671

121

4998.17

171.23

2355.07

2403.52

68.35

2015.05 52298

8944

24129

19031

194

9087.40

212.58

3928.81

4844.93

101.08

2015.06 90492

14394 43216

32715

167

15693.17 353.42

7056.43

8188.01

95.30

2015.07 57581

10491 28209

18697

184

9505.19

258.86

4544.66

4605.35

96.33

2015.08 51843

8881

25891

16845

226

8652.69

220.03

4131.16

4173.48

128.02

2015.09 146403 22765 71968

51361

309

25292.44 567.27

11748.23 12796.06 180.88

2015.10 33559

7425

16180

9809

145

5240.12

183.56

2551.09

2415.77

89.70

2015.11 12927

3469

5491

3853

114

1996.55

76.35

860.99

988.72

70.49

2015.12 33344

5034

17469

10554

287

5694.72

123.39

2813.24

2588.21

169.89

2016.01 74855

11536 37355

25571

393

12947.46 292.49

6019.83

6396.29

238.85

2016.02 83234

14523 37915

30128

668

14403.08 352.98

6078.83

7582.54

388.74

2016.03 32813

6810

15557

9988

458

5374.93

162.94

2464.35

2473.68

273.95

2016.04 40197

8642

18082

12842

631

6761.35

201.15

2858.43

3339.26

362.51

2016.05 60085

10597 27053

21491

944

10723.01 250.10

4379.63

5561.81

531.48

2016.06 94238

14479 44305

34485

969

16888.46 355.34

7253.63

8717.45

562.04

2016.07 60104

11015 28836

19367

886

10287.94 268.98

4630.50

4859.87

528.60

2016.08 53327

8642

25813

18089

783

9411.33

4122.36

4614.16

459.71

2016.09 153210 23812 75772

51928

1698

27052.32 593.18

12319.15 13129.24 1010.76

2016.10 38551

8211

17439

12012

889

6568.06

199.92

2746.16

3082.51

539.48

2016.11 15916

3840

6294

5057

725

2898.65

87.16

996.74

1372.35

442.40

2016.12 38054

5733

19011

12453

857

6904.21

140.05

3065.52

3181.45

517.20

2017.01 81300

11876 40078

28023

1323

14723.95 298.90

6485.41

7173.18

766.45

2017.02 89934

15402 39970

32724

1838

16314.25 372.94

6403.87

8435.42

1102.02

2017.03 42484

8062

13696

1511

7773.18

3058.80

3631.10

890.02

19215

TOTAL

coach

215.09

193.26

SH plane MH plane

LH plane
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No. of trips

CF emission (CO2eq. tonnes)
TOTAL

coach

13990

LH
plane
1681

7776.62

196.47

2820.25

3776.27

983.63

11360 30903

25560

2593

13612.21 271.01

5007.52

6831.87

1501.81

2017.06 105276 15712 48954

38420

2190

19534.92 385.08

8007.56

9860.40

1281.88

2017.07 64540

11385 29723

21445

1987

11858.74 277.58

4766.17

5625.55

1189.44

2017.08 55183

8539

26672

19095

877

9858.72

4270.11

4865.01

506.73

2017.09 157411 24261 77472

53927

1751

27929.32 604.83

12633.44 13665.62 1025.42

2017.10 41220

8430

18247

13476

1067

7251.15

206.10

2883.14

3524.20

637.71

2017.11 18274

4110

7084

6280

800

3440.04

93.02

1123.70

1743.89

479.43

2017.12 41743

6101

20811

13799

1032

7669.88

149.58

3359.18

3554.29

606.83

2018.01 83939

11989 40845

29572

1533

15446.10 303.33

6613.25

7633.36

896.17

2018.02 96032

16331 43038

34660

2003

17440.69 397.61

6893.55

8942.19

1207.33

2018.03 43646

8640

18961

14177

1868

8161.03

205.10

3013.73

3838.22

1103.98

2018.04 52963

10401 22236

18086

2240

10076.01 245.34

3532.32

4991.53

1306.83

2018.05 71724

11589 30212

26976

2947

14204.24 273.28

4900.54

7328.42

1702.00

2018.06 112205 17382 50878

41014

2931

21130.15 426.26

8315.68

10670.86 1717.36

2018.07 68585

12043 30561

23241

2740

12982.90 292.30

4910.41

6145.61

1634.58

2018.08 49051

8256

23882

16133

780

8568.40

3805.08

4101.41

455.92

2018.09 131616 21100 65227

43636

1653

23140.05 528.48

10573.98 11062.22 975.38

2018.10 35529

7217

15849

11550

913

6253.97

175.47

2492.02

3051.38

535.11

2018.11 17818

4145

7011

5797

865

3358.47

93.65

1105.69

1638.04

521.08

2018.12 35162

5424

17615

11284

839

6348.35

134.62

2828.29

2881.76

503.68

2019.01 69423

10808 34406

23031

1178

12379.40 272.53

5569.55

5843.72

693.59

2019.02 72183

12956 33595

24243

1389

12707.11 315.66

5331.89

6234.83

824.73

2019.03 37603

7536

17101

11560

1406

6805.11

179.94

2713.64

3092.49

819.05

2019.04 39474

8246

16692

12713

1823

7377.51

192.94

2636.82

3493.41

1054.34

2019.05 66395

11614 28675

23615

2491

12718.62 276.16

4656.35

6363.43

1422.69

2019.06 78016

12162 36634

26792

2428

14708.97 300.71

5976.33

7012.02

1419.91

2019.07 48750

8484

22164

15876

2226

9335.63

209.85

3540.21

4293.38

1292.19

2019.08 18609

4407

9311

4785

106

2783.99

106.25

1464.23

1157.32

56.19

2019.09 29123

5717

13576

9707

123

4816.40

134.19

2190.19

2418.37

73.65

2019.10 5015

1259

2330

1381

45

779.67

30.64

363.70

356.69

28.64

2019.11 3256

896

1461

862

37

491.04

20.57

224.62

222.90

22.95

2019.12 4922

843

2556

1479

44

819.25

20.18

408.17

361.56

29.34

2020.01 6776

1325

3453

1955

43

1097.03

31.08

562.48

481.26

22.21

2020.02 5860

1250

2816

1757

37

935.03

26.91

451.91

434.58

21.64

2020.03 3138

807

1503

785

43

473.60

16.54

240.20

194.02

22.83

2020.04 956

218

534

195

9

140.35

5.10

79.79

50.05

5.42

2020.05 1802

292

912

575

23

306.45

6.22

151.51

136.39

12.33

2020.06 2217

314

1239

657

7

371.54

7.15

203.46

156.74

4.18

2020.07 1144

192

618

332

2

186.65

4.12

102.47

78.43

1.63

TOTAL

coach

SH plane MH plane

2017.04 41854

8363

17820

2017.05 70416

216.88

205.99

SH plane MH plane

LH plane
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No. of trips
TOTAL

CF emission (CO2eq. tonnes)
LH
plane

coach

SH plane MH plane

2020.08 342

115

165

62

0

44.45

2.90

26.36

15.19

0.00

2020.09 342

176

100

66

0

36.35

3.63

16.17

16.55

0.00

2020.10 18

2

14

0

2

3.08

0.05

1.81

0.00

1.23

2020.11 3

0

1

2

0

0.78

0.00

0.19

0.59

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2020.12 0
0
0
0
Source: own elaboration based on FRSE.

TOTAL

coach

SH plane MH plane

LH plane

Similar attempts to calculate the carbon footprint of the Erasmus+ programme were
undertaken by an international research consortium lead by the Finnish National Agency for
Education (OPH, 2021). Their estimation of the so far emission was based on data for the
2016–2018 period and the point of focus of the study was on compensation scenarios for
the 2021–2027 edition of the Erasmus+ programme. It is worth mentioning, though, that
the results presented in this report are largely in line with those obtained by the research
group headed by the Finnish Agency.
Another interesting aspect of the mobility patterns within the Erasmus+ programme is
associated with the role of particular countries. Not all the countries are likewise committed
to sending students or staff abroad, and not all of them are equally popular as mobility
destinations.
In order to determine the most important sending and hosting countries within the
Erasmus+ network, we apply clustering analyses. Since both variants of carbon footprint
estimations are qualitatively similar, we focus on the baseline estimations only. Two
clustering techniques were applied. The first one is based on clustering according to
quantiles of the distribution; therefore, the ranges of clusters are fixed and equal. The
second is based on Jenk’s method, which is a data-driven algorithm that composes data into
clusters that have minimal variation within clusters and maximised variation between
clusters. Both methods are useful and allow different conclusions. In our case, the quantilebased method determines a fixed number of top nods of the network, while Jenk’s method
reveals if there are any groups of outliers that strongly dominate or fall behind the majority
of other countries.
The quantile-based method indicates that regions from Portugal, Spain, southern France,
Italy, Baltic states, Finland, central Poland, Romania and Turkey (between Ankara and
Istanbul) dominate among sending regions. These regions form a belt from northwest to the
south-east of Europe. However, Jenk’s method reveals the dominance of southern Spain,
southern France and the north of Italy (Figure 2).
Analysis of the host regions provides very similar conclusions. In fact, the quantile-based
clustering method suggests a relatively even spatial distribution of mobility destinations.
However, Jenk’s method again points at the south of Spain as the most important hosting
region (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Erasmus+ carbon footprint by sending regions (NUTS 2), aggregated 2014–2020

Quantile-based classification
(equal breaks)

Jenk’s classification
(data-driven)

Source: own elaboration based on FRSE.
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Figure 3. Erasmus+ carbon footprint by hosting regions (NUTS 2), aggregated 2014–2020

Quantile-based classification
(equal breaks)

Jenk’s classification
(data-driven)

Source: own elaboration based on FRSE.

The general conclusion is supported by the list of top sending and receiving higher
education institutions (HEI). Bearing in mind the sheer number of HEIs in Europe,
determining the top ten sending or hosting universities may not be analytically very
informative, but it makes a very expressive argument in favour of the predominance of
Spain, France and Italy in the entire network.
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Table 6. Top sending and receiving HEIs in the 2014–2020 Erasmus+ network
Top sending HEIs

Top receiving HEIs

1 Universita di Bologna (IT)

Universidad de Granada (ES)

2 Universidad Complutense de Madrid (ES)

Universitat de Valencia (ES)

3 Universita Degli Studi di Padova (IT)

Universita di Bologna (IT)

4 Universidad de Granada (ES)

Universidade de Lisboa (PT)

5 Universitat de Valencia (ES)

Universitat Politecnica de Valencia (ES)

6 Universita degli Studi di Roma ‘La Sapienza’ (IT)

Universidad Complutense de Madrid (ES)

7 Masarykova Univerzita (CZ)

Univerza v Ljubljani (SI)

8 Universita degli Studi di Torino (IT)

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (BE)

9 Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (BE)

Universidade do Porto (PT)

10 Univerza v Ljubljani (SI)
Source: own elaboration based on FRSE.

Universitat de Barcelona (ES)

Our findings correspond with those of Breznik & Skrbinjek (2020), who found that Spain,
France and Italy are the main hubs of the Erasmus+ network. The only significant difference
is the fact that they also identified Germany as fourth among the largest hubs of the
network (described as “good receivers and senders”), with an impact similar to the previous
three (Breznik & Skrbinjek, 2020: 113), while our analysis does not confirm that. However,
their results were based on data from 2007–2014, which might indicate that Germany’s role
in the network simply declined over time.

2. Greening European universities. Findings of the survey
2.1 Literature review
European universities are often at the forefront of efforts to counter climate change,
although individual HEI activity varies in this regard (Cortese, 2003; Filho, 2011; Hansen &
Lehmann, 2006; Lozano García et al., 2006; Lozano, 2006; Müller-Christ et al., 2014). As
institutions of knowledge, HEIs are supposed to play an important role both in raising
awareness of the scale of the problem associated with crossing planetary boundaries,
shaping pro-ecological attitudes and undertaking investment, regulatory and promotional
activities for the climate’s sake.
Given the challenge of growing carbon emission through academic mobility, scientific
institutions feel obliged to adopt an “avoid-mitigate-compensate” approach similar to that
developed in ecosystem conservation. It consists of such practices as, e.g. virtual scientific
conferences to avoid travel, replacing flights with cleaner modes of mobility as much as
possible to mitigate, or financing projects for reducing and removing carbon emission to
compensate (Jean & Wymant, 2019).
For the above reasons, the sustainability approach of universities is gaining importance.
More and more HEIs intend to or declare that they have already made efforts to be
sustainable. Velazquez et al. (2006) define a sustainable university as an HEI which
undertakes deliberate, purposeful and systemic actions to minimise environmental, social,
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economic and health impacts. The essence of this approach is its systematic nature,
targeted at (Velazquez et al., 2006: 811-817):
1. Developing a sustainability vision for the university
2. Formulating the mission which explicitly refers to environmental values as much as possible
3. Providing the floor for the formation of a “sustainability committee” – a group of internal
stakeholders involved in forming policies and objectives leading to

4. Undertake sustainability strategies.
The final step is to take tangible actions in the area of education, research, partnerships
with external parties and investment activities for the benefit of building sustainable
campuses (e.g. energy and water efficiency, waste management, environmental
procurement, green areas maintenance, dining services and last but not least –
transportation and commuting patterns) (Velazquez et al., 2006: 814).
Following this trend, an increasing number of universities have started to introduce
sustainability rules in their own missions and actions (Lozano et al., 2013). These activities
usually appear within (Thomashow, 2014):
-

Infrastructure (buildings, design, energy, food, material, and waste management);
Academic community actions (governance, leadership, wellness, services, transportation
and commuting patterns);
Learning (introduction of related curricula).

However, despite the efforts made and the awareness of the necessity of this
transformation, the process towards this transition is slow (Marrone et al., 2018). For
example, the study of Sippel et al. (2018) found that students’ awareness of the human
impact on the environment is higher than average in society, but not overwhelming. In fact,
large numbers of students remain unaware of many climate-related data relevant to their
lifestyles, such as the impact of heating and electricity energy consumption or the effect of
flying on carbon footprint. Moreover, unlike what is discussed in the literature,
sustainability promotion in universities generally occurs in a top-down manner, where
students are receptors rather than active agents in promoting sustainability (Mazon et al.,
2020). Consequently, research on academic practices in the realm of greening the university
still indicates a small scale and rarely a systemic approach.
Increasingly, the roots of this state of affairs are being found in value systems that need to
be reformulated in a more pro-environmental direction. Therefore, the recommendations
increasingly focus on the need to base such practices on pro-environmental values and
principles (Lozano García et al., 2006: 760). Although sustainability practices are still strongly
associated with spending financial resources (Aleixo et al., 2018), more and more emphasis
is placed on the fact that the challenges of sustainability are also ethical and involve the
development of individual and the collective consciousness of society (Mazon et al., 2020).
This is why more and more attention is being paid to university culture and sustainability in
the process of greening the universities (Adams et al., 2018).
In this context, it is worth noting that technological solutions and visualisations based on
calculating the carbon footprint of academic performance in themselves can be an effective
vehicle to educate and build a culture of pro-environmental behaviour. As Edstrand (2016:
417) points out, carbon footprint calculators have undeniable educational and behavioural
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benefits as they help to structure the ways people think and act. Such tools facilitate
mastering abstract functions such as comparing and analysing, which otherwise would have
been complicated. In other words, the use of carbon footprint calculators can be a means to
increase “ecological literacy” by making students aware of the environmental impact of
their activities (Cordero et al., 2008). It enables the students to: a) make comparisons with
the average emission values of their own country as well as other countries, b) justify their
own lifestyle choices by making accounts for having a low footprint value in other areas, and
c) quantify, analyse and discuss pros and cons in relation to their emissions in concrete
figures (Edstrand, 2016: 431).
It is important to keep in mind that the mere technology of demonstrating carbon footprint
and its visualisation is not sufficient. Like any tool, a calculator without psychological and
social context remains just a tool. Whether it will have the desired effect of, e.g. reducing
the most carbon-intensive modes of transport depends on what is called persuasive
technology (Fogg, 2003; Lin, 2016). It is only the latter that are able to influence awareness,
attitude, behavioural control and social norms. In other words, increasing the desired
effects of carbon footprint calculators depends on their skilled backing with instruments
available to sociology or social psychology.
Another important factor in increasing the effectiveness of persuading to environmental
efforts by means of communication and information technologies is their strong connection
to the messages delivered in the form of the so-called preparatory act. The latter means
introducing people who use the calculator to the subject matter in the form of short
explanations or group discussions. For instance, when in one of the studies a questionnaire
on protecting the environment and recycling (preparatory act) was added to reading an
environmental charter (communication message), it increased recycling attitudes compared
with a condition without the preparatory act (Zbinden et al., 2011). Also, binding
communication has been shown as useful concerning the behavioural intention to reduce
CO2 emissions (Meineri & Guéguen, 2014). In turn, a study by Parant et al. (2016)
demonstrated that students who were shown a documentary on global warming and then
asked to complete a survey on their assumptions about climate change, prior to using the
carbon footprint calculator, disclosed a larger susceptibility to the persuasive message.

2.2 Description of the study
The trends and observations depicted above formed the basis of a quantitative study that
has complemented our calculation of the carbon footprint of Erasmus+ activity. In order to
do this, we asked whether carbon footprint reduction activities are part of broader
European HEIs activism. We also investigated to what extent these activities are incidental
and selective, and to what extent they are part of a deliberate and structured
environmental action agenda.
The HEIs activity survey took the form of an online questionnaire (Computer Assisted Web
Interview) addressed to authorities and administrative bodies of European HEIs
participating in the Erasmus programme. The content of the questionnaire focused on what
HEIs do towards the adaptation to climate change in detail. The institutions were asked
about the frequency with which they undertake specific measures in the field of waste
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management, energy consumption, waste reduction, green public procurement, grid water
and rainwater management, greening the campuses, introduction of curricula in line with
the sustainability perspective and last but not least, influencing the transport behaviour of
staff and students. Therefore, it was deliberate to ask questions about transport policy and
its carbon footprint implicitly. In turn, the detailed questions in the questionnaire were
more directly concerned with estimating the scale of transport behaviour, i.e. whether the
HEIs are or have been involved in Erasmus+ Strategic Partnerships in the last three years
and whether they have made international trips as part of these. If so, how often these trips
were taken by air.
It should be stressed that the survey was not exhaustive – it looked at the transportation
patterns of those HEIs who agreed to participate in the survey, and the latter was limited by
the level of detailedness of the survey. In this regard, the survey is complementary to our
main quantitative study that credibly estimated the scale of travel and the associated
carbon footprint. The value of this survey is mainly to provide an overall picture of HEIs’
activity in the field of sustainable policies and action. It provided not so much a full diagnosis
of the status quo as directions for action on climate change in the institutional dimension.
Due to the difficulty in reaching a large number of HEIs willing to complete the survey, we
used the non-probability sampling (snowball) method to reach the respondents. For this
purpose, we sent out the link to the survey form using our networks within the European
academia, also asking respondents to send it to potential further contacts. This procedure
allowed us to reach an original sample size of 68, of which after data validation (removing
double or triple returns as well as the entries that did not legibly identify the proper HEIs
name), we reached a final number of 59 responses. The survey was conducted in the period
22.03.2021–28.05.2021.
Figure 4. Geographical distribution of the sample by country
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Source: Own study.

The structure of the respondents was dominated by HEIs from Finland, followed by Poland,
France, Greece and the Netherlands (Figure 4). On the whole, in relation to the general
population of European HEIs, we obtained an over-representation of HEIs from countries
most active in Erasmus+ mobility and a relative under-representation of universities from
top rankings. It is also worth noting that most of the HEIs which participated in the survey
are strongly oriented towards Erasmus Strategic Partnership projects, as most of them
participated in 16 projects on average since 2018. However, the scale of engagement
measured by the number of projects carried out varies greatly between HEIs.

2.3 Results
The most popular measures declared by the HEIs surveyed concerned waste management.
Most often, the surveyed HEIs have a common recycling system. This is probably due to the
commonality of European laws on waste segregation, to which such organisations are
obliged. Apart from waste management and the saving of materials (e.g. zero-printing
policy), the respondents often declare the monitoring of energy consumption and
incorporating environmental requirements into the design of new investments, taking care
of greenery on campuses and including subjects related to ecology in curricula.
Unfortunately, more systemic actions are declared by the surveyed universities much less
frequently. For example, the systemic inclusion of closed water circuits and rainwater
management, the inclusion of codes of good practices in everyday life of students and staff
(also in the form of consultation and training) or their obligatory inclusion appear in
curricula but are rather in the middle rather than at the top of the indications shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Measures declared by HEIs for the benefit of the environment
Common recycling system
Recycled printing papers
Monitoring of energy consumption
Making each new construction investment projects green (e.g. photovoltaics)
Greening the campuses
Comprehensive sustainability curricula in the educational offer
Own bicycle rental system
Subsidizing employees who use public transport partially
Consultation of students on green measures
Reduction of water consumption (e.g. closed circuit)
Implementation of mobility policies / strategies
Eliminating use of plastic utensils
Implementation of sustainability standards (codes or practices, guidelines for
organization members)
Subsidizing employees who use public transport totally
Rainwater management
Holding / applying for eco-certificates
Consultation of employees on green measures
Green public procurement]
Energy production for own use (prosumer power generation)
Meatless days | promoting vegetarian diet
Obligatory courses on sustainability in curricula
Organization of space and conditions for exchange/trading of used items
Zero printing policy
Organisation of eco-events
Initiating pro-environmental urban actions and participating in urban projects
hings‘ sharing points (clothes utensils tools)
Subsidizing students who use public transport totally
Subsidizing students who use public transport partially
Installing openwork concrete surfaces in the campuses
Unplugging electronics
Food sharing points
Lin ing usiness trips‘ financing with the scale of the calculate car on
footprint

-1
Very often

Often

On average

9

19
Seldom

29

39

49

59

Very seldom

Source: Own study.
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From a transport behaviour perspective, tangible measures towards sustainable transport
still seem to be the exception rather than the rule, although there are important
manifestations of positive actions. It is pleasing that 12 out of 59 HEIs surveyed have their
own bicycle rental system. It is also worth noting that a relatively large number of HEIs
support their employees fully or partially in the use of public transport. On the other hand,
HEIs subsidise students in this respect to a much lower extent.
Figure 6. A word-cloud of other declared measures

Source: Own study.

As part of the survey, some respondents took the opportunity to indicate actions for
sustainable development other than the suggested solutions (Figure 6). The most frequently
mentioned open answers were: socio-ecosystem innovations (e.g. bioclimatic buildings),
educational projects, expertise for local companies and authorities, a community garden on
campus, planting trees, eco-responsible academic events. Taking the opportunity to share
other good practices, the HEIs surveyed also indicated that they were working towards a
strengthened systemic approach to sustainability. While these responses were not
dominant, initiatives such as project managers and coordinators for sustainability, as well as
adopting sustainable development plans and strategies, are worthy of being mentioned.
In summary, the pro sustainability attitude in the surveyed HEIs is becoming more and more
widespread, but its pace may be questioned. They are most engaged in positive actions in
the field of waste management, incorporation of the latest environmental standards in new
investments, greening the campuses with trees or lawns, financial support for employees in
the use of public transport and in educational and promotional activities. However, the HEIs
surveyed are not very active in cleaner water management and in direct support of students
in changing their transport behaviour towards greener ones (with the exception of fairly
common bike rental systems).
From the perspective of the carbon footprint of academic mobility, it is particularly worrying
that measures to minimise it are very rarely or almost never declared. The universities
indicate that although some of them implement carbon footprint calculators, they do little
to eliminate that footprint at a source. In the survey, linking the scale of CO2 emissions to
travel funding is the least frequently indicated measure of all the others. This is in line with
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previous research findings that HEIs are perhaps doing more than other organisations and
communities on carbon emissions, but still not enough. There remains a lot to be done,
particularly in academic mobility, which is still a key source of CO2 emissions. It seems
reasonable to develop institutional solutions dedicated explicitly to universities in this
domain, to support them in applying solutions in the spirit of the “avoid-mitigatecompensate” approach.
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1. Introduction
The Erasmus Goes Green -project aims at lowering the impact the Erasmus+ programme has
on the environment. One of the main objectives of the project is to find solutions to reduce
the transport-related carbon footprint of higher education students and staff taking part in
Erasmus mobility. Before finding solutions, methodologies for the assessment of the carbon
footprint as well as calculation of the carbon footprint of realised mobility and of future
mobility have to be known.
This sub-report is the last piece of the puzzle in assessing the transport-related carbon
footprint of the Erasmus+ programme. Hence, it is the third and last sub-report of the
Intellectual Output 1 (IO1) of the Erasmus Goes Green project. It aims at forecasting trends
of the transport-related carbon footprint of the Erasmus+ programme 2021–2027. The first
part of the sub-report focuses on a literature review of factors affecting the forecast and the
second part focuses on the methodology and results of the forecast. The forecast includes
low, average and high emissions scenarios.

2.Factors affecting the forecast of the transport-related
carbon footprint of the Erasmus+ programme 2021–2027
The factors, that affect the forecast of the transport-related carbon footprint of the
Erasmus+ programme 2021–2027, are the contents of the current and previous Erasmus+
programmes, future travel trends, COVID-19 pandemic, Brexit, and factors taken into
consideration in assessing the transport-related carbon footprint of the Erasmus+
programme 2014–2020.

2.1.Contents of the Erasmus+ programmes
The Erasmus+ programme is a European funding programme, that was established in 1987
(Erasmus Student Network 2021). It offers students, staff, trainees, teachers and volunteers
to study, teach, do an internship, and volunteer abroad. (European Commission 2021a)
The development of the Erasmus+ programmes can be seen in Figure 1. New elements have
been added to programmes over the years. In this report, focus is on the Erasmus+
programmes 2014–2020 and 2021–2027.
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Figure 1. Development of the Erasmus+ programmes (Finnish National Agency for Education
2021a) (“Uusi Erasmus+” means New Erasmus+, “Urheilun pilotteja 2009” means Sports
pilots 2009, and “Euroopan solidaarisuusjoukot 2018” means European Solidarity Corps
2018)

2.1.1.Erasmus+ programme 2014–2020
The Erasmus+ programme 2014–2020 supported education, training, youth and sport, as
well as teaching, research, networking and policy debate on EU topics. The programme
provided to over four million participants the opportunity to study, train, gain experience,
and volunteer abroad. The budget of the programme was 14,7 billion euros. It also offered
1,68 billion euros for activities with partner countries. (European Commission 2021a)
Features of the Erasmus+ programme 2014–2020 are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Erasmus+ programme 2014–2020 (European Commission 2020, European
Commission 2021b)
Education, training, youth and
Fields
sport
Students, staff, trainees, teachers
Participants
and volunteers
Budget
14,774 billion €
Number of participants in the budget,
4,000,000
of which
Higher education students
2,000,000
Vocational education and training students
650,000
Staff
800,000
Youth
500,000
Master’s degree loan guarantee scheme students
200,000
Joint master degree students
25,000
Duration of activity
Study periods
3–12 months
Traineeships
2–12 months
2 days – 2 months
Staff teaching/training

2.1.2. Erasmus+ programme 2021–2027
The Erasmus+ programme 2021–2027 supports education, training, youth and sport. A
strong focus of the programme is on social inclusion, and green and digital transitions. The
programme also promotes young people’s participation in democratic life. The budget of
the programme is 26,2 billion euros. (European Commission 2021c)
Specific objectives of the programme are to promote learning mobility of individuals and
groups, non-formal and informal learning mobility, active participation among young
people, and learning mobility of sports staff. Priorities of the programme are inclusion and
diversity, digital transformation, environment and fight against climate change, and
participation in democratic life. (European Commission 2021d)
A new flexible mobility form in the programme is blended mobility, which is a combination
of physical mobility and online learning. Participants in blended mobility can be both
students and staff. New features in international mobility are short-term and blended
mobilities and wider opportunities for post-graduate students. The new programme
supports financially the use of green modes of transportation, when travelling to and from a
mobility destination. (European Commission 2021d)
Features of the Erasmus+ programme 2021–2027 are shown in Table 2. Detailed allocation
of the number of participants is not available, like in the predecessor programme, since the
new programme is still ongoing.
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Table 2. Erasmus+ programme 2021–2027 (European Commission 2021d)
Fields
Education, training, youth and sport
Students, staff, trainees, teachers and
Participants
volunteers
Budget
26,2 billion €
Number of participants in the budget
10,000,000
Duration of activity
Study periods (physical)
2–12 months
Study periods (physical + virtual)
5–30 days + virtual (≥3 ECTS)
Traineeships
2–12 months
2 days – 2 months
Staff teaching/training

2.1.3.Comparison of the contents of the Erasmus+ programmes
There are similarities and differences in the new and predecessor Erasmus+ programmes.
Similarities are fields, participants and duration of activities. Both programmes support
education, training, youth and sports. Participants include students, staff, trainees, teachers
and volunteers. In both programmes, the duration of study periods and traineeships are 2–
12 months, and the duration of staff teaching and training 2 days – 2 months.
Differences are budget, priorities and functions. The budget of the new Erasmus+
programme is almost double compared to the budget of the predecessor programme. The
budget of the new Erasmus+ programme is 26,2 billion €, and that of the predecessor
programme was 4,7 billion €.
Priorities of the new programme are inclusion and diversity, digital transformation,
environment and fight against climate change, and participation in democratic life.
Functions that are new and highly supported are short-term and blended mobilities, and
financial support to choose green modes of transportation.

2.2.Future travel trends
Travel is one of the hardest-hit sectors during the Covid-19 pandemic. The travel industry
suffered serious economic damages especially due to airlines cutting flights and customers
cancelling business trips and holidays. New variants of the virus that have been discovered
in the beginning of 2021 have forced many countries to introduce tighter travel restrictions.
(Jones et al. 2021)
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According to the data of Flightradar24 (2021), the total number of flights worldwide has
somewhat recovered compared to the situation in the spring and summer 2020. In the
middle of April 2019, the number of commercial flights daily was about 114,000. In April
2020, that number was about 30,000, and in 2021, it has recovered to 80,000. In late
October 2021, the number was 97,000. (Flightradar24 2021)
At the moment, people around the world are getting vaccines for Covid-19. Vaccines can
affect air travel trends in the near future: major differences are expected between domestic
and outbound travel. At the moment (November 2021), the EU Digital COVID Certificate is in
use in many European countries, which eases (e.g. no quarantines for certificate holders)
travelling in European Union countries. (Binggeli et al. 2020; Lutte 2021; European
commission 2021e) There are many different drivers for this: “Fewer restrictions for travel
within own country, more substitution options for non-air-based travel (such as cars and
trains), anxiety, and a larger share of business travel. In addition, domestic travel is expected
to recover faster than hotel as we see a substitution toward vacation rentals and friends and
family in certain markets.” (Binggeli et al. 2020)
When thinking of tourism recovery locally, there are different estimations on how fast
recovery is assumed to happen and return to pre-Covid-19 level. Vaccination schedules have
naturally a big role in forecasted recovery scenarios: herd immunity will be reached at
different times in different regions. Another aspect for recovery is the past economic
slumps, like September 11 attacks (2001) and Global Financial Crisis (2009). Thus, how long
the downturns lasted in those cases. Generally, according to Lutte (2021) and Binggeli et al.
(2020), international travelling and tourism could come back to its pre-Covid-19 level, at the
earliest, in 2023, but maybe even a couple of years later.
There are scenarios on how travel trends, in general, will change in the future. One
expectation is that volumes of tourists will decrease, but on the trips that are made tourists
use more money: “Quality over quantity -mindset will take over the post-quarantine world,
as travellers will want to make the most out of their trips rather than making the most
trips.”
(Williams 2021; Brock 2020). This issue is connected to sustainability: travellers
may become more “concerned citizens” and they may demand more responsible travel
policies. “The industry will respond with active measures to prioritize a healthy world over
profit margins.”. (Brock 2020) In the future, visiting small communities may play a bigger
role than earlier: mass tourism locations lose their popularity and lesser-known places
increase their attractiveness (Brock 2020). These trends are also linked to proximity tourism,
which is likely to boom. (Williams 2021).

2.3.COVID-19 pandemic
Covid-19 pandemic that started in the beginning of 2020 has naturally had and will have an
effect on mobility in the new Erasmus+ programme 2021–2027 (European commission
2021f). The mobility of both students and staff in the Erasmus+ programme collapsed in
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2020. Countries in Europe have suffered from the Covid-19 pandemic on different levels.
Some countries more than others. Policies for controlling the pandemic have varied quite a
lot from country to country. (Krastev & Leonard 2021)
Covid-19 vaccinations are underway globally at the moment. The aim is that everyone
should be fully vaccinated. Two vaccines are supposed to give very good protection from
getting the virus or at least having less serious symptoms if one gets the Covid-19 disease.
(WHO 2021a) Vaccination coverage differs quite a lot within the Erasmus+ programme
countries. In early November 2021, the total percentage of fully vaccinated adults (18 and
older) in EU/EAA countries is a little over 80. Nevertheless, the rate varies a lot between
countries: there are many countries in which the rate is under 70%, and a few where the
rate is under 60%. (Vaccinetracker 2021)
The situation with vaccinations is complicated, as different vaccines have different
protection rates and overall protection against virus variants. There is a continuing
collection and analysis of the variants of the Covid-19 and based on that work the future of
the vaccine programme is progressing. (WHO 2021b)
European higher education institutions have different policies on mobility in Autumn
semester 2021. Because of the pandemic, some institutions don’t accept mobility in nor out
at all. Accepting institutions may have different restrictions, like limiting the number of
mobilities or accepting only mobility of double-degree students. (European University
Foundation 2021; Finnish National Agency for Education 2021b)

2.4.Brexit
Brexit is one of the factors that may affect the total number of mobilities in the new
Erasmus+ programme. As the United Kingdom left the European Union, the UK doesn’t
participate in the new Erasmus+ programme. Mobility in and out the UK is no longer
possible in the new Erasmus+ programme. Funds of mobility and cooperation projects are
directed to countries that participate in the new Erasmus+ programme. (European
Commission 2021g) Because of Brexit, there is a possibility that the total number of
mobilities in the budget will not be met. Thus, the share of British participants in the
previous programme can’t be found among the people in the countries, that participate in
the new programme.
Mobilities and projects concerning the UK, though, that were selected and granted in the
Erasmus+ programme 2014–2020 and start or continue after 31.12.2020, are put into
practice and happen as planned and scheduled. (European Commission 2021g)
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2.5.Assessment of the transport-related carbon footprint of the
Erasmus+ programme 2014–2020
In the assessment of the transport-related carbon footprint of the Erasmus+ programme
2014–2020, mobilities of KA103 (higher education student and staff mobility) and KA107
(higher education student and staff mobility between programme and partner countries)
were included. Carbon footprint emissions were calculated using conversion factors used by
Hill et al. (2020) and by the online Carbon Footprint Calculator (Carbon Footprint 2021). In
the calculations, means of transport was divided into coach, short-haul plane and long-haul
plane. The source of data and methodology of calculating carbon footprint emissions are
described in detail in the assessment report. (Gabrielczak & Sokołowicz 2021)
The result of the assessment of carbon footprint emissions of the Erasmus+ programme
2014–2020 (CO2eq. tonnes) is shown in Figure 2. The result is presented as CO2eq. Hence, all
greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4 and N2O) are included in the calculation of carbon footprint
emissions. The source of the graph in Figure 2 is the report by Gabrielczak & Sokołowicz
(2021).
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Figure 2. Carbon footprint emissions of the Erasmus+ programme 2014–2020, CO2eq.
tonnes (Gabrielczak & Sokołowicz 2021)
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3.Forecast of the transport-related carbon footprint of the
Erasmus+ programme 2021–2027
The forecast includes low, average and high emissions scenarios. Scenarios and
methodology of calculations are described in this chapter.
The forecast of the transport-related carbon footprint was made for the action types of
KA103 and KA107 for the years 2021–2027. Action type KA103 is higher education student
and staff mobility between programme countries, and action type KA107 higher education
student and staff mobility between programme and partner countries. Carbon footprint in
the forecast is shown as carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2eq), which include greenhouse
gases of carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide.
The forecast of the carbon footprint of the Erasmus+ programme 2021–2027 is based on
two variables that are estimated in the forecast. The first variable is the estimated total
number of mobilities during the period of the programme. The second variable is the
estimated number of changes in the share of flights versus bus as a form of travelling. All
three scenarios are based on these two variables. Factors that have been estimated to have
an effect on these two variables are presented in Chapter 2.1.
The estimated total number of mobilities is based on the budgets of the Erasmus+
programmes 2014–2020 and 2021–2027, and factors in the assessment report (Gabrielczak
& Sokołowicz 2021). The budgeted number of mobilities (higher education student and staff
sectors) in the Erasmus+ programme 2014–2020 was in total 2,800,000 (see Table 1). There
wasn’t data available of the budgeted share of mobilities for those sectors in the Erasmus+
programme 2021–2027, therefore an assumption was made that the share stays the same.
As a result of this assumption, the budgeted number of mobilities in the forecast is
7,000,000 in total. In the forecast, the budgeted number of mobilities in the Erasmus+
programme 2014–2020 is compared to the actual, realised number of the mobilities during
the program. This number has been the base for three scenarios as a number of expected
mobilities. In all scenarios, it is assumed that the mobility rate increases every year.
The other variable is the share of flights in mobilities. This variable is more complicated
because of uncertainties in long-term effects of the Covid-19 pandemic, utilisation rate of
incentives on greener travelling in the present Erasmus+ programme and sustainability
issues generally.
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3.1.Scenarios
The scenarios in the forecast are low, average and high emissions scenarios. Scenarios and
factors affecting the scenarios are collected in Table 3.
Table 3. Factors that affect scenarios
Scenarios
Low emissions
/factors
Number of
participants

Decreases/ budget
increase is not met

Distance to
destination

Decreases, closer
destinations
preferred

Mode of
transportation

Bus and train
preferred

Brexit
COVID-19 pandemic

Future travel trends

Major effect, as the
UK not participating
Major effect
(mutations,
vaccination)
Less travelling,
shorter distances,
bus preferred

Average emissions
No change other
than a slight increase
according to the
budget
Average distance
stays the same as in
the previous
programme
Stays the same as in
the previous
programme

High emissions
Increases based on
the budget, back to
normal number fast
Average distance
increases

Plane is preferred

No effect

No effect

No long-term effect,
back to normal in
2022

No long-term effect,
back to normal in
2022
Back to normal in
2022, plane
preferred, longer
distances

Back to normal in
2023

All the scenarios are described in more detail in their own chapters.

3.1.1.Low emissions scenario
The low emissions scenario is mainly based on changing travelling habits resulting from
increasing green thinking. People are more and more aware of the negative impacts of
travelling on climate. Therefore, people prefer travelling by train or bus instead of plane,
and prefer travelling shorter distances. In addition to increasing environmental awareness,
another topic that may affect this scenario is the grant awarded by the Erasmus+
programme to those who use green modes of transportation. In this scenario, a great
number of participants of the Erasmus+ programme choose to travel by train or bus, and
choose a mobility destination closer to home.
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In this scenario, the total number of participants budgeted is not met. This is caused by the
Covid-19 pandemic and Brexit. Because of the pandemic, most of the mobilities have been
either postponed or cancelled in 2020 and 2021. Mobilities are predicted to resume little by
little, but uncertainties linked to new pandemic outbursts, virus variants, vaccination
coverage in different countries and effectiveness of vaccines slow down the participation in
the Erasmus+ programme. Brexit has also a notable effect on the number of participants, as
the UK will not participate in the Erasmus+ programme.
In the low emissions scenario, the total number of mobilities during the whole programme
is met at the level of 60% compared to the budgeted number of mobilities. Share of flights is
estimated to decrease by 30% in total. In this case, flights are substituted by travels by
coach.

3.1.2.Average emissions scenario
In the average emissions scenario, the total number of mobilities complies with the previous
Erasmus+ programme. The number of participants is not affected by Brexit. Mobility is
somewhat back to normal in the beginning of 2022.
There has been discussion whether the Covid-19 pandemic has appeared as a “black swan”,
which means a very unlikely, surprising phenomenon that has major effects. The Covid-19
pandemic has some elements of the black swan phenomenon, but cannot fully be classified
as a black swan. (Gillivray 2020; Avishai 2020) Nevertheless, in order to eliminate the
significant effect of the Covid-19 pandemic and unclear year 2019, when the number of
mobilities collapsed dramatically for no verified reason, the mobilities in 2019 and 2020 are
substituted by an average number of annual mobilities in years 2015–2018. With these
“corrections”, the budget was met at the level of 85,2%.
In the average emissions scenario, the share of flights is assumed to decrease by 15%. Green
thinking and grants for choosing a green mode of transportation affect behaviour of
participants only slightly. Travelling, overall, goes back to normal in 2023.

3.1.3.High emissions scenario
In the high emissions scenario, the number of mobilities increases significantly. Mobility
starts in full speed in the beginning of 2022 and goes back to normal fast. The number of
mobilities reaches the budgeted number of mobilities and all the budget is used by the end
of the programme. The number of participants is not affected by Brexit nor by the pandemic
in the long-term.
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Green thinking does not affect choices in travelling nor distance to destination. Thus, in this
scenario, the share of flights is not assumed to decrease nor increase.

3.2.Results
Results show that differences between the scenarios are significant. Total emissions of each
scenario increase over time. The curve of the high emissions scenario increases the
sharpest. Results of all the scenarios are presented in graphical mode in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Results of the forecast of low, average and high emissions scenarios
Total emissions of the high emissions scenario (1,503,646 CO2eq. tonnes) are over twice as
big as total emissions of the low emissions scenario (668,750 CO2eq. tonnes). Total
emissions of the high emissions scenario are 1,3 times bigger than total emissions of the
average emissions scenario (1,133,654 CO2eq. tonnes). Total emissions of the average
emissions scenario are 1,7 times bigger than total emissions of the low emissions scenario.
Total carbon footprint emissions for each scenario are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Total carbon footprint emissions of high, average and low emissions scenarios
(CO2eq. tonnes)
Total carbon footprint emissions
Scenario
(CO2eq. tonnes)
High emissions scenario
1,503,646
Average emissions scenario
1,133,654
Low emissions scenario
668,750
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When comparing the total emissions of the Erasmus+ programme 2014–2020 (409,914
CO2eq. tonnes) to that of the programme 2021–2027, even the low emissions scenario is
over 1,5 times bigger than the total emissions of the previous programme. This is naturally
due to the huge difference between the budgeted number of participants, hence mobilities,
between the programmes.

4.Discussion
As a result of the forecast, three remarkably different scenarios were produced. Of all three
scenarios, the average emissions scenario adapts the Erasmus+ programme 2014–2020 in to
what comes to the total number of mobilities: the actual percentage of the realized versus
the budgeted number of mobilities in Erasmus+ programme 2014-2020 was 85,2%. This
percentage was used as a base for the average emissions scenario in the forecast. In the
average emissions scenario, the share of flights has been estimated to decrease slightly, but
not significantly. Other scenarios, low and high emissions scenarios, were both estimated
with uttermost factors in the two main variables.
Forecasting has been challenging mainly and naturally due to the ongoing Covid-19
pandemic. When finalising this forecast, the pandemic has worsened around Europe. For
example, there is a curfew at night time and only shops selling necessary products (food,
pharmaceuticals, etc.) are open in Riga, Latvia. There is also a lockdown in Austria.
Another challenge in forecasting has been the lack of data and information. Firstly,
allocation of the number of participants for each participants’ groups in the budget of the
Erasmus+ programme 2021–2027 was not available, as was for the predecessor
programme. Secondly, information of the amount of mobility ongoing or starting after the
pandemic in European countries was not available nor updated. Regardless of many
contacts to major countries of the Erasmus representatives, no answers were received. This
led to many assumptions having to be made in the forecast.
Similar forecast to this had been done in the lead of the Finnish National Agency for
Education. That work was also funded by the European Commission. (Finnish National Agency
for Education 2021c)
This report is the last piece of the puzzle in assessing the transport-related carbon footprint
of the Erasmus+ programme. Results of this report and the reports written by Gabrielczak &
Sokołowicz (2021) and Charbit et al. (2021) as well as results of the reports to be written of
the carbon footprint calculator and incentives and carbon offsetting will be translated into
policy recommendations and guidelines. Recommendations are aimed policy-makers, higher
education institutes and students, which are the main target groups of the project. Policy
recommendations, targeted at policy-makers, include concrete suggestions of the changes
to make the management of the Erasmus+ programme more sustainable across its three
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key actions in the higher education sector. Guidelines, targeted at higher education
institutes, include concrete advice for leading more sustainable transnational partnerships
under the Erasmus+ programme. Handbook, targeted at students, contains actions to
minimise and offset carbon footprint of participating students, and guidelines to use the
carbon footprint calculator and visualisation tool. (Erasmus Goes Green 2021)
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